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Abstract

This thesis has considered the optical properties of III-V semiconductors

and quantum well structures. Detailed optical assessment of the near band-edge

luminescence from high quality Alo.48lno.52As including the use of

photoluminescence excitation and the application of hydrostatic pressure is

reported. The emission is dominated by a broad luminescence band too large to

be accounted for by a simple model of alloy scattering of an excitonic transition.

Experimental results show that the low temperature emission is due to 'deep'

(D°,A°) transitions. At higher temperature another transition was observed and

assigned to (e,A°). A linear pressure coefficient of 10.1 meVkbar*1 was obtained

for Alo.48ln0.52As and a deformation potential of 6.59±0.25 eV was calculated.

The observation of structure in the free exciton emission from InP was

tentatively assigned to polaritons. Scattering of the polariton from neutral

donors was proposed as an explanation of the excitation power density

dependence of the emission structure.

Exciton emission from quantum well heterostructures was also studied. In

Gao.47lno.53As-InP the exciton was found to be bound to potential fluctuations in

the well. The very narrow linewidths observed in the GaAs-AlxGai.xAs wells

were comparable with the best values reported elsewhere. A detailed study of the

growth and luminescence from thin GaAs-AlxGai-xAs wells on substrates

misorientated towards the [110] direction was undertaken. The linewidths of the

wells showed a 0.2 monolayer fluctuation regardless of substrate orientation

since the exciton sensed a pesudo-rough inverted interface. Growth interruption

did not result in a decrease of the linewidth and the observation of interface

islands reported by other groups. Instead linewidths increased which was

attributed to incomplete island formation at the inverted interface. The

luminescence from the wells did not show a functional dependence on substrate
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I Introduction

1.1 Historical Background and Introduction

Semiconductor physics came of age in 1947 with the revolutionary invention

of the transistor by Bardeen, Brattain and Shockley (1948). Until this decade,

silicon formed the back bone of the semiconductor industry for device fabrication

and large scale integration. The advent of III-V compounds, particularly GaAs,

spurred on by new and improved growth techniques, are now making a large

and important technological contribution. GaAs offers increased carrier

concentrations, nearly parabolic band structure and a direct energy gap leading

to high quantum efficiencies necessary for optical devices such as lasers. The

relative ease of forming III-V ternary and quaternary alloys from the constituent

binaries has meant a large range of different materials are now available. The

refinement of growth techniques has allowed semiconductors to be defined on the

monolayer atomic scale with the production of lattice matched superlattices from

various III-V compounds and alloys. The quantum confinement of energy levels

and carriers has resulted in the birth of a new branch of physics to study the two

dimensional properties of these new structures.

The optical characterization of III-V epitaxial layers is particularly

important as it allows observation of fundamental material properties and

provides a critical assessment of material quality. Photoluminescence which

implies excitation by a optical source, allows accurate band-edge determination

and impurity identification at very low concentrations that cannot easily be

probed by other methods. It is important for the growth and further purification

of materials that substitutional donor and acceptor impurities can be identified.

Further experimental refinements to PL; selective excitation techniques and the

application of perturbations such as electric or magnetic fields, or the use of

pressure or strain, enhances the data obtained. For the study of luminescence to

be effective, a number of samples should be considered to elimate any anomalous
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I Introduction

results from the data. Although the study of luminescence was initiated by the

alchemistic work of Vincenzo Cascariolo, an inquisitive cobbler from Bologna, in

1603 (Queisser 1981); it was not until the advent of the laser in the 1960's,

providing a narrow bandwidth source with high excitation power density, that

photoluminescence became a widely used technique.

In this work, chapter 1 provides the basic understanding of the

luminescence properties of direct gap III-V semiconductors and is extended to

show how spatial quantisation in heterostuctures results in increased

electron/hole wavefunction overlap with enhanced excitonic emission. Chapter 2

details the MBE growth of the III-V samples studied here, the construction of a

photoluminescence excitation and collection system, and the use of a diamond

anvil cell, suitably modified, for optical spectroscopy at high pressures and low

temperatures.

In chapter 3, luminescence from the more common III-V compounds and

alloys, GaAs, InP, AlxGai-xAs and Gao.47Ino.53As are given as background.

This provides the correct framework before attempting the assessment of

Alo.48ln0.52As and quantum well heterostructures. Chapter 4, gives to the best

of our knowledge, the first in depth analysis of the optical properties of

Alo.48ln0.52As, considering particularly the problem of emission assignment.

This work was motivated because Alo.48ln0.52As was becoming more

technologically important in devices, such as HEMTs, and superlattice

structures. In chapter 5, the assignment of the excitonic emission from GaAs-

AlxGai-xAs wells is made and contrasted to that observed from Gao.47Ino.53As-

InP wells and bulk binaries in chapter 3. This was extended by study of growth

and the luminescence emission from thin wells, grown by MBE on mioorientatcd

substrates. The final chapter explores the application of hydrostatic pressure to

Alo.48ln0.52As considered in chapter 4, giving the deformation potential for

Alo.48ln0.52As and variation of effective mass with pressure.
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I Introduction

1.2 General Features of Photoluxninescence from Direct Gap HI-V Semiconductors

Photoluminescence has proved a valuable technique in the study of

semiconductor electronic levels, for example, in impurity identification and

band-edge determination in semiconductors. When a semiconductor crystal is

excited by an optical pump such as a laser, electrons are excited to the

conduction band leaving behind a hole in the valence band; subsequently the

excited carriers relax towards the band-edge in a picosecond time scale. If the

electron and the hole stay within the vicinity of each other coulombic attraction

occurs to form a bound electron-hole pair, an exciton. In III-V semiconductors

the electrons and holes form loosely bound Wannier excitons and are free to move

throughout the whole crystal. The exciton has no associated charge transfer and

forms the lowest excited state of the whole crystal. The Wannier exciton is

hydrogenic in nature and its properties are well described by the effective mass

approximation (Knox 1963). Therefore a modified Rydberg equation can be used

to estimate the exciton binding energy.

If the semiconductor was perfectly crystalline and contained no impurities,

only a transition associated with the annihilation of the free exciton (X) would be

observed. This is not generally the case and the luminescence spectra from even

the purest semiconductors are dominated by impurity related transitions. Four

main types of recombination pathways can be observed: excitonic, free-to-bound,

donor-acceptor-pair and phonon assisted transitions (see figure 1.1 and table 1.1).

Emission from the conduction band to valence band (e,h) is normally only

observed in degenerately doped semiconductors or alloys as a result of tail states

(Schubert and Ploog 1985). Even though non-radiative transitions are not directly

detected in the luminescence they are important because they compete with the

radiative transitions, thus altering the emission intensity and time-dependence.
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Electron-hole pair
created by optical
pumping

(e,h)
(D\X)
(D+X) fp A-v
(A°,X) (D°,h) ' 3 (D°,A°)

Non-radiative deep
level transitions

Figure 1.1 Idealized band-edge diagram showing possible optical
transitions (Cavenett 1978)

(e,h) Conduction band to valence band

X Free exciton

(D',X) Neutral Donor bound exciton

(D+,X) Exciton bound at an ionized donor, transition intensity increases

with temperature due to thermal ionization of donors.

(A',X)j Shallow Acceptor bound exciton, on recombination the exciton may

leave the acceptor in a excited state where its total angular

momentum quantum number j=0.5, 1.5, 2.5

(D",h) Neutral Donor to free hole

(e,A*) Free electron to neutral acceptor

(D',A*) Donor acceptor pair

Table 1.1 Symbols used for labeling optical transitions (Cavenett 1978)



I Introduction

All the semiconductors studied in this work have the zincblende structure.

It consists of two face-centred cubic (ffc) lattices, the point lattice group, displaced

by one quarter of a body diagonal (figure 1.2). When considering a III-V

compound such as GaAs; then Ga atoms will be placed on one fee lattice and As

atoms on the other fee lattice. The diamond structure is similar but the atoms

are of the same chemical type on each fee lattice. Each atom has four equally

distant atoms arranged in the form of a regular tetrahedron as a result of

directional covalent bonding. The diamond structure processes a centre of

inversion symmetry at the midpoint of each line connecting nearest neighbour

atoms. The zincblende structure does not have this inversion symmetry due to

the differing atoms.

Before considering the optical emission observed from samples in this

work, it will be useful to consider the luminescence from GaAs as an example of

a direct-gap, III-V semiconductor (see figure 1.3). The lightly doped material, in

this instance n-lO14 cm-3, provides a simplified spectrum, without impurity

broadening, of the radiative recombination channels labeled in table 1.1.

Samples are typically cooled to ~4 K to reduce the effects of thermal broadening.

In GaAs the band-gap energy (Eg=Ec-Ev) is 1.5192 eV, the dielectric constant 12.8,
electron and hole masses are 0.065 m0 and 0.450 m0, respectively (see section

1.2.1). Using the effective mass approximation the binding energies for the

shallow donor, Ed=5.4 meV and shallow acceptor, Ea=37.2 meV can be

estimated. The features of the luminescence transitions are discussed below.

The same transitions and features should also be present in III-V alloys, this

will be dealt with elsewhere.

In GaAs the free exciton has a binding energy of 4.2 meV (Sell 1972) and is

only observed in very pure material. Since free excitons are mobile they become

trapped or localized at shallow impurities, thus different mechanisms contribute

to the luminescence (see figure 1.3). The bound exciton shows a narrow,
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Figure 1.2 In zinc blende structure the different atoms (e.g. Ga and As) are

on a interpenetrating face-centred cubic lattice. Diamond is similar but
both atoms are chemically the same. Note the tetrahedral arrangement of
bonds (Elliot and Gibson 1982).



Figure 1.3 Typical emission spectrum of lightly doped GaAs at low
temperature under optical excitation hco > Eg with excitation power 10
mW/cm2 (Ulbrich 1978).



I Introduction

Lorentzian shaped, symmetrical luminescence unbroadened by kinetic energy.

There can also be emission from excitonic complexes and molecules, however,

these are beyond the scope of the present work. Hopfield (1964) considered a

function of the effective mass o=me/mh to indicate whether or not an exciton

binds. He proved that the exciton always binds to shallow neutral impurity

centres such as D° or A\ But the exciton only binds to ionized donors or

acceptors when 0.72<o<1.4, i.e. the energy to localize a hole at a neutral donor

does not exceed the corresponding gain in potential energy. He also noted that a

semiconductor crystal cannot have excitons bound to both ionized donors and

acceptors, this was later supported by Levy-Leblond (1969). The binding energy of

the exciton to an impurity depends on the impurity binding energy. But excitons

do not normally bind to impurities, complexes or interstitials whose own binding

energies are large (Dean and Herbert 1969). Haynes (1960) established the

empirical relationship that exciton binding energy was ~10% of the impurity

binding energy for shallow impurities in silicon, "Haynes' rule". This rule holds

in III-V materials such as GaAs but because variations of Ed are small it will not

be observed as a difference in exciton binding energy except in very high

resolution spectroscopy. Excitons bound to shallow neutral acceptors can show

up to three different principal recombination transitions. The structure is

explained as a consequence of j-j coupling of holes forming a two hole state that

then couples to the electron (Table 1.1).

On increasing the temperature of a sample, the emission dependence on

temperature can give further evidence of what the transition can be. The

intensity variation due to the dissociation process can, in the high temperature

limit, be described by I(T)~exp(Ea/kT), where Ea is the activation energy

associated with the dissociation process. In GaAs the temperature dependence

of the (D°,X) and (D+,X) differ over the temperature range 2-16 K since the (D°,X)
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I Introduction

transition dissociates easily into D' and an exciton quenching rapidly (Williams

and Bebbl967).

The intensity dependence of excitonic emission with increasing excitation

power density appears confused in the literature possibly because the results are

sample dependent. Interpretation of experimental data is difficult since many

different transitions can compete and the effects of non-radiative channels are

unknown. But no one has reported a excitonic emission which has a power

dependence less than unity and if the emission were impurity related it would

saturate when the density of incident photons exceeds the density of impurities.

Since the formation of excitons is proportional to the product of the two photo-

created populations in the bands the exciton emission intensity should increase

quadratically with excitation density. Bimberg et al (1970) observed this in Sn-

doped GaAs at low excitation intensities but as the excitation power density was

increased an unity intensity dependence was obtained.

Non-excitonic transitions such as, free-to-bound or donor-acceptor-pair, occur at

lower energies than the excitonic emission. A free-to-bound transition occurs

when either; a loosely bound electron on a donor combines with a hole in the

valence band, donor-to-free hole (D°,h) or a loosely bound hole on an acceptor

combines with a electron in the conduction band, free electron-to-acceptor (e,A°).

The binding energy for shallow donors is similar for most impurities in GaAs,

ranging from 5.789 meV to 5.915 meV (Madelung 1982). For hydrogenic

impurities deviations from the binding energy estimated by the effective mass

theory, which arise from differences in impurity and host core potentials, are

accounted for by a central cell correction. The small energy difference between

donors in narrow gap III-V compounds, makes it difficult to resolve emission

involving different donor species using the (D°,h) transition. But more refined

techniques such as selective excitation and magneto-luminescence can be used

(Venghaus et al 1984). A further complication arises in this spectral region
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I Introduction

because the (D°,h) and the (D+,X) transitions occur at the same energy making

unclear which transition is present. As a consequence of larger hole masses,

shallow acceptor binding energies range from 27 meV to 40 meV for different

impurities. So the (e,A°) transition can be used to identify and label acceptor

impurities with reasonable accuracy, ±1 meV. The free-to-bound transition may

not necessarily be seen at low temperatures (4.2K), its observation depends on

carrier concentration, non-radiative transition rate and compensation, see

section 3.3.2. The peak energy of a free-to-bound transition such as the (e,A°) as

the temperature is increased is given by

where k is the Boltzmann constant. The kinetic energy of the electrons in the

conduction band acts to increase the linewidth of the transition as the

temperature is increased. Eagles (1960) showed that the recombination spectra

for a conduction band to acceptor transition could be approximated by

where I(hco) is the recombination intensity. This equation is similar to that for

band-to-band transitions (see equation 4.12). This expression has proved very

successful in lineshape fitting to spectra to estimate impurity binding energies

(Williams and Bebb 1967).

The donor-acceptor-pair transition, (D°,A°), occurs between a neutral donor

and a neutral acceptor leaving the impurities partially ionized. The energy of the

recombination depends on the real space separation of the donor and acceptor,

rda via the coulombic interaction:

Efb(g>A°) = Eg - Ea + 0.5kT (1.1)

I(hco) ~ (hco-Eg+Ea)°-5 exp[ -<hco-Eg+Ea)/kT ] (1.2)

EdaOda) = Eg - (Ea+Ed) + (e2/47teoerrda) (1.3)
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I Introduction

The donors and acceptors are on specific lattice sites and the distance between

them depends on crystallographic direction. Since r^a is discrete, fine structure

can be observed in the luminescence but as the donor to acceptor separation

increases a continuum of energy states form, showing broad-band

luminescence. The radiative transition probability W(r^a) is also found to

change with distance and is given as

W(rda) = W0 exp(-2rda/a0) (1.4)

where a0 is the Bohr radius. Since the transition probability W0 is similar for all

the donor-acceptor-pairs, then the close pairs recombine more rapidly than

distant pairs (Thomas 19G5). In III-V compounds the transition rate is such that

only distant pair luminescence is observed and since the binding energies of

donors and acceptors are small, emission of any fine structure would occur

above the band-edge. A theoretical lineshape was derived by Lorenz et al (1968)

for the saturated emission of distant donor-acceptor-pairs in n-type

semiconductors,

I(hco) = rad4(hco) exp[-4/37irad3(hco)nd] exp[-2rad<h w)/a0] (1.5)

where nd is the donor concentration and rad is the donor-acceptor-pair

separation which is related to the emission energy as given previously in

equation 1.4. In the relationship 1.5, rad4 accounts for the number of donor sites

per unit energy range, exp[-4/37trad3(hco)ndl is the nearest neighbour factor

giving the probability that an acceptor does not have a donor closer than rad and

exp[-2rad(hco)/a0] relates to the electron-hole wave function overlap. It is

assumed the overlap is predominantly determined by the effective Bohr radius of

the donor electron.

The (D°,A°) and (e,A°) transitions can be typically separated by

approximately 6 meV in GaAs depending on the impurities present. The

9



I Introduction

transitions can compete with each other in the same spectral region of the

luminescence sometimes making their assignment difficult. By considering the

temperature and power density dependence of the emission in the (D°,A°)/(e,A°)

region the transitions can be labelled. Increasing sample temperature causes a

shift of the (D°,A°) emission to higher energy. Thermally released inactive

carriers from donor sites migrate to energetically more favourable positions

before recombining thus reducing r^a- Increasing the temperature also

increases the intensity of the free-to-bound transition (e,A°) over the donor

acceptor pair (D°,A°) since the free carrier population is increased and the

number of donors available is reduced by thermal ionization. By lineshape

analysis of the free-to-bound and donor-acceptor-pair luminescence at different

temperatures Kamiya and Wagner (1977) were able to calculate sample

compensation in n-GaAs, appendix A. If the excitation power density is

increased the (D°,A°) transition again moves to higher energies, -0.4

meV/decade. Increasing the excitation power density reduces the probability of

recombination of larger r^a. effectively increasing the importance of shorter rda

transitions. The rate of shift depends on compensation ratio, tending to be

greater for highly compensated samples. When the excitation density is

increased the (e,A°) emission is found to dominate over the (D°,A°) emission since

the free carrier population generation becomes larger than that of the limited

number of donors. Since a limited number of impurities exist within a

semiconductor as the excitation power density is increased the observed emission

intensity should saturate as the photon flux approaches the donor/acceptor

density.

Phonon related transitions occur because not all the energy is transferred to

a photon but some goes to the crystal lattice (Shah 1978). This is particularly

important in indirect gap materials where the phonon is required for

momentum conservation. The number of phonon replicas increases with the

10



I Introduction

binding energy of an impurity. In direct gap, III-V compounds such as GaAs,

acceptor transitions will generally show one phonon replica whereas those

involving donors will not show any.

1.2.1 Semiconductor Parameters

The physical properities of semiconductor materials are summarized in

many good reviews and books, for example Neuberger (1971) and Madelung

(1982). These reviews reflect the variety of different possible ways to measure a

particular physical parameter depending on the fundamental interactions

involved. Each method gives its own slightly different value possibly reflecting

material quality at the time but also because the interactions may be different.

Many authors use a particular material parameter as a fitting factor to give the

best results for their calculations (see Shum 1982). An attempt is made in table

1.2 to compare and cross reference parameters for the relevant semiconductors

from various sources.

One problem associated with alloys is estimating their material properties

at a particular composition (Adachi 1985). In many instances using a linear,

Vegard's law extrapolation from the alloys' binary end-points is sufficent but

some properties show a non-linear dependence possibly due to alloy disorder.

When considering the electronic band structure of an alloy of the form AxBi_xC,

the band-gap has a quadratic dependence on composition thus

E0(x) = a + bx + cx2 (1.6)

where a and b are determined from the binaries and c is known as the bowing

parameter which is four times the deviation of E0 at x=0.5. Van Vechten and

Bergstresser (1970) used a two band dielectric model based on the Philips theory

of electronegativity differences to give a good agreement with experiment using

only one free parameter. Essentially the bowing parameter c was the sum of the

11
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Table 1.2b Relevant semiconductor parameters
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I Introduction

instrinsic bowing parameter estimated from the virtual crystal approximation q

and the extrinsic bowing parameter due to aperiodicity in the lattice ce. The

extrinsic term ce was proportional to the square of the electronegativity

difference between A and B. However PL only provides a relative not an absolute

measure of the band-gap energy which is most useful when comparing different

alloy compositions. Normally an absolute value for the band gap energy requires

careful analysis of the emission lineshape particularly in alloys as the near

band edge luminescence docs not show the sharp excitonic transitions observed

in binaries such as GaAs.

1.3 Spatial Quantisation in Heterostructures

Over the last decade, an area which has seen the greatest advances within

semiconductor physics has been that of low dimensional structures. This covers

the growth, characterization, fabrication and physics associated with thin, lattice

matched, semiconductor layers and devices. The concept of semiconductor

superlattices was initially proposed by Esaki and Tui (1970) as a periodic

structure of alternating ultra thin layers, although, it took a number of years

before growth techniques had developed sufficiently to produce suitable material.

When the layer thickness was comparable to the DeBroglie wavelength of a

carrier within the superlattice then quantum mechanical size effects, such as

discrete energy levels within the band-structure occur (figure 1.4). This

quantisation was observed as a pronounced structure in the optical absorption

spectrum, in which the light and heavy were also seen to decouple (Dingle 1975,

figure 1.5). From a simple theoretical fit, to a finite 1-dimensional quantum well,

the band gap discontinuity was found to divide 0.85:0.15 to the conduction and

valence bands, respectively. The question of band offset and how best to

determine it is still a source of controversy (see section 5.2.3). In

photoluminescence only excitonic recombination between the lowest energy n=l

12
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I Introduction

electron and a n=l heavy hole transition (Eih) is normally observed, with the

emission shifted to higher energy depending on the well thickness (see below).

It was the development growth techniques such as molecular beam

expitaxy and metal-organic CVD which meant the superlattice structures could

be realized (section 2.1). Now, very thin expitail layers can be deposited, defined

on the monolayer scale. The first heterojunctions were fabricated from GaAs-

AlxGai-xAs because of the relaxed requirements for lattice match between the

expitail layers, but as growth techniques were refined other heterojunctions such

as Gao.47lno.53As-InP were produced in which there was more stringent

requirements for lattice matching. In figure 1.6 a plot of the energy gaps for

different materials and their respective lattice constants is given. It was soon

noted experimentally that the heterojunction band alignment depended on the

materials used. Consequently, in GaAs-AlGaAs and Gao.47lno.53As-InP wells

electrons and holes are confined in the same layer (type I), whereas in InAs-

GaSb wells the electron and hole are confined in alternative layers (typell). In

this work we shall consider type I heterojunctions. These improved growths

techniques have caused a revolution within device physics; quantum well laser

where the emission energy is tuned by varying well thickness, a solid state

analogy to the photomultipler tube and high electron mobility transistors have

been produced whose properties depend on engineered band structure.

The luminescence from a GaAs quantum well contrasts sharply with that

obtained from similar purity GaAs (figure 1.3) in that the intrinsic free-exciton

recombination dominates the spectrum at low temperatures where impurity

related processes normally dominate. In an isolated quantum well the impurity

related emission is strongly reduced, at least in part, due to a reduced probability

of a carrier binding to an impurity before excitonic recombination occurs

(Weisbuch et al 1981). Christen et al (1984) found using time resolved

measurements shallow impurity related emission was by passed and quenched

13
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by the more rapid excitonic emission. The enhanced radiative efficiency in

quantum wells has been attributed to the larger exciton binding energy, the

increased electron-hole overlap and gettering of non-radiative impurities at

interfaces. Proof that the emission was due to free excitons was obtained from

the quasi-coincidence of PL and PLE spectra but particularly from circularly

polarization experiments (figure 1.10). An impurity trapped within a quantum

well, its binding energy Eb, depends on the well thickness and distance from the

well centre. In two limiting cases; for a strictly two-dimensional hydrogenic

impurity then the binding energy will be 4Eb, but an impurity at a heterojunction

boundary has binding energy of Eb/4 (Levine 1965). A discussion of luminescence

from GaAs wells where PL is used as a probe of interface quality is given in

chapter 5. The emphasis for a theoretical description of the properties of

quantum well heterostructures has been made within the framework of the

envelope function approximation, (see Bastard and Brum (1986) and references

therein) so we will use this to describe optical transitions in heterostructures.

1.4 Envelope Function Approximation in Heterostructures

It is assumed that two different semiconductors, A and B, forming the

heterojunction have the same crystallographic structure and are lattice

matched. The band structures are similar, essentially non-aligned, with valence

band energy peaking at the T-point. The relevant host band structure is

described by the k.p method (Kane 1957) with eight bands assumed to contribute

to the wavefunction P6, F? and Fs (figure 1.7). At k=0 decoupling occurs between

the T8 and coupled T6, Tj, Ts, light and heavy holes. The envelope function

scheme defines a wavefunction of the form

yCy) fm(r) umo(r) (1.7)
m

14



Figure 1.7 Band structure of a direct gap III-V compound (e.g. GaAs) in the

vicinity of the centre of the Brillouin zone (Bastard and Brum 1986).

Figure 1.8 Thickness dependence of the T6 related energy levels in
Aso.3Gao.7As single quantum well. Solid lines are bound states and
dashed lines are virtual bound states (Bastard 1987).
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where m runs over the Tg, T7 and Ts edges. \|/(r) is the product of slowly varying

function, on the unit cell scale, fm(r) with the bandedge periodic Bloch functions

um0(^. Since the periodic parts of the Bloch function differs very little from host

material to the other it is assumed to be identical at the T-point in layers A and B.

Within the Tg, T7 and Fs subspace the k.p interaction is exactly taken into account

and fm are solutions of the effective mass type Hamitonian of the form

V ( Ei0+Vi(z)-E ) 8im - [ i~V.pim - ^ V J_ V ] fm« = 0 (1.8)Z—t m0 £ (J-lm
m

where pim is the interband p matrix elements between periodic parts of the

Bloch function at the l™1 and m^ edge and p]m is the effective mass tensor. How

the bands line-up and the valence band offset are crucial in evaluating 1.8.

Current continuity requires the boundary conditions of fm and pim^dfm/dz to be

continuous everywhere. Thus the envelope function fm can be written in the

form

fm(r) = %m(z) exp(ikj_.rjj) (1.9)

where k_L=(kx,ky) and rj_(x,y) are the in-plane carrier wave and position vectors.

Neglecting inversion symmetry splitting of the host materials, at kj_=0, the z

projection of the total angular momentum Jz can classify the electronic states Jz
3 1

= ±2, ±2 for heavy and light holes respectively. An admixture of heavy and light
holes occur for kj>0 but fortunately optical data is normally restricted to a well

defined region of k-space around kjj=0. In figure 1.8 the dependence on layer

thickness of the Tq related energy level En in a single well quantum was

calculated using a band offset of 224 meV and neglecting the effects of remote

bands in 1.8. The quantum well always contains at least one bound state and

excited states, E2 and above, which transform into resonant states when their

energy exceeds the confining barrier. Assuming the subbands En have a simple

parabolic dispersion

15
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En(k) = En(0)+J^rk2 (1.10)

then the density of states (DOS) per unit energy is given by

p(e)=^XY(E-En) (1.11)
n

where the summation runs over the bound states, S is area and Y( E - En ) is the

step function. So the DOS for bound states En is step-like and constant above each

En, as observed in the absorption or PLE spectra. This contrasts with the bulk

result

in which the DOS varies continuously with a E^-5 dependence. Despite the

envelope function sometimes severe assumptions still produces predictions close

to those found experimentally, so, it is within this framework that we will

consider optical transitions in quantum wells.

L4.1 Optical Transitions in Heterostructures

Interband optical phenomenon can be described within the terms of the

dielectric function in which the absorption coefficient is proportional to the

imaginary part of 8(co)=8i(oo)+i82(ffl) (Weisbuch 1987). So, optical transitions are

induced by an e.m. wave between electronic states li > and If > at a rate

calculated using Fermi's golden rule, thus

where e and p are the light polarization vector and momentum operator,

respectively and p(co) is the density of states at energy, En (equation 1.11). Within

the envelope approximation the wavefunctions I i > and I f > are given by

equations 1.7 and 1.9 as

, m* 2m*8 n_pbulk(E)=_(__)0.5 (1.12)

o<co) ~ 82((d) ~ I< fIe.pli>12 p(co) (1.13)
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\jp,f (r) = %e>h explk-L-r-LuC)V^k(r) (1.14)

In calculating the matrix element in equation 1.13 it can factorized into a sum at

the lattice points Rj of the envelope wavefunction and an integral over the unit

cell of the Bloch functions thus

I < fllT.pli > I =Yxe(Ri)%h(Ri)exp^ke i-khi ).Ri uc>"£e±e-P UvJhj.d3r (!-!5)
Ri

The integral is the usual bulk matrix element P which contains the selection

rules due to light polarization and band symmetry. So, normalising we can

write

I < ffe.pli > I = Lz"0-5 <xe|Xh>P5i;^hx (116)

Since kej_ = khj_ then transitions are vertical. The DOS is constant in

heterostructures (equation 1.11), thus equation 1.13 becomes

a(co).L(z) ~ const I < f I e.p I i > 12 P2 ~ const P2 (1.17)

and since P2 is almost constant for all semiconductors (p2/2mo~23 eV) then
\

absorption probability is independent of well thickness, 6x10"^ per transition per

quantum well.

1.4.2 Polarity and Polarization Selection Rules

The overlap integral < %e'X^ > ( in equation 1.16) contains important

selection rules. In type I quantum wells the conduction and valence band

wavefunctions are localized in the same quantum layer. In an infinite well Xe

and Xh are orthogonal so the integral is zero unless the wavefunctions have the

same quantum number, thus An=0 (known as Dingle's rule, figure 1.5). With

finite depth wells, the conduction and valence wavefunctions are no longer

identical because evanescent wings occur into the adjacent barriers. The

17
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localized single-particle wavefunctions still retain their parity and An*0

transitions with either even or odd parity become weakly allowed. A detailed

study of the optical selection rules in superlattices within the envelope function

approximation (type I and II) has been completed by Voisin et al (1984).

The correspondence principle shows that quantum mechanical electric

dipoles radiate like their classical counterparts. So, it is easy to obtain selection

rules in the optical matrix element P (equation 1.15) deduced from their atomic

counterparts (table 1.3). We can see from table 1.3 that for an e.m. wave

propagating in the layer plane with ez polaristion HHn-Em transitions are

forbidden and transitions associated with light holes are 3 x weaker than those

with heavy holes. In figure 1.9 the optical selection rules for absorption and

luminescence between Bloch states are shown.

L4.3 Excitoiiic Emission in Hetrostructures

In section 1.4.1 electron-hole correlation was ignored but coulombic

interaction in the final state leads to an excitonic state. The exciton can be

described by a two particle envelope wavefunction with either 0 or 1 occupancy, so

a(w) ~ I < 01 e.p I Yexc > 12 ~ I < uc>ke ' e.p I uv.kh > 121 <|>n I 2 5o,k (1-18)

where I <j)n I is a measure of the electron-hole wavefunction overlap which

decreases rapidly with n. This is observed experimentally, particularly in PLE

spectra, where excitonic emission is not normally observed above a An=0

transition. In type I quantum wells I <j)n I is correlative larger than in the bulk

and the exciton binding energy increases as well width decreases. The exciton

appears as a sharp peak in the emission spectrum due to k conservation, 8o,k>

although this may be relaxed due to interface disorder. As we would expect the

selection rules discussed in section 1.4.2 also hold for excitonic emission. This

was clearly shown by Miller and Kleinman (1985) using an optical electron spin

18
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y ELECTTTON STATES

Figure 1.9 Optical selection rules for absorption and luminescence between
atomic-like (Bloch States) of valence and conduction band, a) Dipole
matrix element between a s and p state, b) Emission diagram of that dipole

according to the correspondence principle, c) Possible dipole moments

between conduction and valence band states; p+(-) indicate rotating dipole
moments which emit circularly polarized light ; 7t indicates a linearly

polarized dipole. Relative dipole strengths are indicated, d) Geometry of
the dipoles in the quantum well situation. One can see that heavy-holes

only emit TE polarized light in the x-direction (Weisbuch 1987).
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orientation technique with circular polarization excitation and detection (figure

1.10). This provided a direct confirmation of the heavy and light hole assignment

of the emission and showed the relative oscillator strengths of 3 and 1,

respectively.
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Figure 1.10 a) Photoluminescence and its circular polarization at 50 K for
excitation at 1.65 eV with circular polarized light. The sample has 25 GaAs
wells with 188 A and Lz=19 A, x=0.3 alloy barriers. For this nonresonant

excitation, mj=-l/2 electrons are preferentially created which leads to
heavy and light hole exciton emission with positive and negative

polarizations, respectively, b) Absorption and emission transitions for
GaAs quantum wells with circular polarized light. The transitions

involving heavy (mj=±3/2) and light (mj=±l/2) holes have relative strength
of 3 and 1, respectively (Miller and Kleinman 1985).
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II Experimental Method

2.1 MBE Growth of GaAs and AlxGai.xAs

Many different techniques have been developed for the epitaxial growth of

III-V compound semiconductors. These include liquid-phase epitaxy (LPE),

vapour-phase epitaxy (VPE), metal-organic chemical vapour deposition

(MOCVD) and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Of these the growth control in

MOCVD and in particular MBE, has allowed the production of III-V compound

structures with monolayer definition in composition and doping profile. As a

consequence a new area of physics has developed, low dimensional structures,

with many technologically important applications such as heterojunction lasers

and high electron mobility transistors. During my research I spent some time at

GEC Hirst Research Centre learning the principles of MBE and relating it to the

photoluminescence observed from different samples. A brief description of MBE

growth of GaAs based compounds applicable to my work follows.

2.1.1 Principle ofMBE

MBE, was developed from the pioneering work of Arthur (1968) and Cho

(1970), and is essentially a refined form of vacuum evaporation. A neutral

thermal energy atomic or molecular beam (Ga, Al, As, etc) impinges on a hot

crystalline substrate contained in an ultra high vacuum (UHV) environment as

shown schematically in figure 2.1. Growth occurs, with the required

stoichiometry, as a single layer is deposited continuously with the substrate

orientation. It is the low growth rate, ~1 pmh"1 combined with almost

instantaneous interruption of growth using shutters over each molecular beam

source that allows growth control down to monolayer thickness.

2.1.2 Growth Mechanism of III-V compounds

The growth kinetics of GaAs is the same as most III-V compounds and can

be explained in a relatively simple manner by considering surface effects. The
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the growth of GaAs from Ga and As4. (Neave et al 1983)
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group III elements (Ga, Al) normally evaporate in the form of monomers and

their unity sticking coefficient determines growth rate at low substrate

temperatures. Optimal growth conditions require excess group V species (i.e.

when the flux JA&>JGa) which are desorbod to achieve correct stiochiomctry, the

sticking coefficient is dependent on altropic form. Most III-V compounds are

unstable above the congruent evaporation temperature so excess group V species

avoid non-stiochiometric growth. Although MBE growth can occur at

temperatures well below the congruent sublimation temperature, device quality

material has required the use of higher growth temperatures. Arsenic can be

evaporated from GaAs as a dimer with sticking coefficient of < 1 or from a

elemental source in its tetrameric form with a sticking coefficient of < 0.5. An

explanation is summarized in figure 2.2, (Neave et al 1983). By considering a

gallium stabilized surface it is apparent that while the dimer may be

incorporated directly, a process of dissociative chemiabsorption takes place. The

tetramer requires pair dissociation of As4 molecules on adjacent Ga sites with

the desorption of As4 limiting the sticking coefficient to 0.5. Source choice is

relatively unimportant bocauso other factors such as surface reconstruction have

more effect on the material properties.

Surface reconstruction is the relaxation of the outermost atomic layers of

the crystal during growth to reduce the free energy of the surface.

Reconstruction is monitored using reflection high energy electron diffraction

(RHEED), (see section 2.1.5). A particular surface structure can be maintained

over a range of flux ratios and growth temperature. The growth of good quality

GaAs on a [100] substrate is normally achieved under an As stabilized surface

structure, (2x4) reconstruction, as explained above. However, the (3x1)

reconstruction, which occurs at higher growth temperatures and is a prelimary

to the (4x2) Ga stable surface, has shown greater luminescence efficiencies

(Neave et al 1984).
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2.1.3 Doping and. Alloy Growth

The number of useful dopants for III-V MBE is comparable to other growth

techniques but they must incorporate via the growing surface. As a

consequence, volatile impurities can re-evaporate before they incorporate and

other impurities show size effects such as segregation (Wood 1985). The best

behaved and most commonly used shallow acceptor and donor dopants in MBE

growth of GaAs are beryillum and silicon respectively. The beryillum permits

controllable doping levels between <1014 to ~10l9 cm3 with 100% electrically active

centres. The silicon behaviour is slightly more complicated, since it is a group

IV element it is amphoteric and this is the case particularly at the highest

doping levels and under certain growth conditions. But for most doping levels,

<1013 cm"3, silicon is non-amphoteric favouring the Ga site. Nominally undoped

GaAs is usually p-type, ~2-3xl0l4 cm-3, due to residual gases, such as

hydrocarbons from the arsensic charge, in the growth chamber. Recent

refinements in MBE, particularly in the choice of As source, has produced n-type

GaAs with backgrounds of <1013 cm-3 (Elman et al 1987).

Since all the alloys considered in this work are ternaries of the form

IIIaIIIbVc we will restrict the discussion to these. Their growth can be

considered as the simultaneous growth of the two binary members IIIaVc-

IIIbVc, limited by the thermal stability of the less stable member. The low

substrate temperature and non-equilibrium nature of MBE allows growth within

the miscibility gap but complications can arise with clustering, as will be

discussed in section 4.2. Better quality ternaries with less associated deep levels

are produced at higher growth temperatures. Congruent sublimation affects the

composition of the alloy since one group III element sublimes more rapidly than

the other. The growth mechanism for a IIIaIIIbVc alloy is the same as for a

GaAs like compound (section 2.1.2), hence the alloy composition is controlled by

the group III flux ratio since both elements normally have a unity sticking
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coefficient. Thus the growth of alloys require close control of the absolute fluxes

and group III ratio with time. Maintaining uniformity over a large substrate

can prove difficult since lattice matching is required for optimum crystalline

quality.

2.L4 Growth on Misorientated Substrates

In section 5.4.3 the photoluminescence from quantum well grown onto

misorientated substrates is explored. When a GaAs substrate [100] is cut

misorientated towards the [Oil] direction it can be assumed the surface breaks

up into monatomic steps forming vicinal planes. Since gallium lattice sites are

available at vicinal planes, growth is preferentially nucleated from there, since a

chemisorbed molecule can reduce its energy more than binding to a surface site.

A study of gallium diffusion across misorientated substrates during growth by

Neave et al (1985) has important consequences for interfacial quality.

Interface quality and planar growth are normally monitored using RHEED

oscillations. They occur as a result of monolayer deposition and require two

dimensional nucleation on the substrate surface to be observed. If the diffusion

length, X, of the growth controlling species exceeds the step length, 1, growth

occurs from vinical planes and no RHEED oscillations are observed (figure 2.3).

By varying the main growth parameters, substrate temperature and and flux

ratio Neave et al (1985) were able to estimate the gallium atom diffusion length,

^Ga- Under normal growth conditions, substrate at 680 °C and a flux of 2x101^

cm"2s"l} was ~200A. By scaling to the ratio of cohesive energies of AlAs and

GaAs, ^A1 was found to be 40 A, and as a consequence Al will form the

nucleation centre in the AlGaAs based alloys. Another, more important

consequence is for interfacial quality, a GaAs epilayer will form terraces of width

200 A while growing whereas the alloy would form a more random interface

with 40 A terraces.
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Figure 2.3 Schematic illustration of the principle of the method, showing the
change in RHEED information as the growth mode changes from 'step
flow' to 2-D nucleation. Steps lie along [100]. (Neave et al 1985)
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Figure 2.4 Cross-section of the VG V80H MBE growth system illustrating
the configuration of the major components, (courtesy of VG)
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2.L5 The VG V80H MBE Growth System

The majority of the samples used in this work were grown using a VG

V80H MBE system, figure 2.4. The sample, normally a cleaned substrate was

mounted on a high purity molybdenum block, see section 2.1.6. The VG V80H

consists of two UHV chambers, a deposition chamber and a sample preparation

chamber. To protect the vacuum, mounted samples were introduced into the

preparation chamber via a load lock system and then outgassed for an hour at

350 °C to remove water vapour and other absorbents. When a sample was

required for growth it was transported into the deposition chamber using a

'cassetrac' sample transfer system. The deposition chamber was opened to the

preparation chamber for the minimum of time required for the transfer to

reduce any cross-contamination between the chambers. The chambers used

separate ion and titanium sublimation pumps. The deposition chamber was

additionally helium cryo-pumped and surrounded by liquid nitrogen cooled

cryoshields to condense unwanted impurity gasses and excess reactant species.

The substrate heater assembly was positioned centrally in the deposition

chamber with a number of effusion cells placed radially around it (as in figure

2.1). The distribution of sources was such as to give the best flux uniformity at

the sample surface. Some sources Ga, A1 were very directional depending on the

melt surface area and volume of the charge, whilst others As, Si which sublime

from the solid to a gas are less directional. Substrate rotation effectively averaged

out the beam profiles from the effusion cells optimising uniformity of thickness,

composition and doping during growth. A shutter was placed in front of each

cell to allow for source choice and mono-layer deposition control. The effusion

cells contain the elemental charges within pyrolytic boron nitride PBN crucibles

surrounded by tantalum heating foils. The cells were water cooled and their

temperature monitored by a thermocouple in contact with the PBN crucible. An

ion gauge was mounted on the rear of the substrate heater and could be rotated
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into view when required to measure beam fluxes from the matrix element of

effusion cells.

The UHV environment allows a wide range of in-situ diagnostic equipment

such as a quadrapole gas analyzer for residual gas analysis. But the most useful

analysis technique included in the deposition chamber was RHEED. It

monitored the thermal cleaning of the substrate, and provided information about

cryostallographic orientation and surface reconstruction during growth. The

RHEED system comprises of an high energy electron beam (5-20 keV) set, almost

perpendicular to the molecular beams, at a glancing angle to the crystal surface

(1-2°). The resulting diffracted beams are projected onto a phosphor coated

screen imaging the growing surface. The diffraction features intensity can

oscillate during growth reflecting the monolayer deposition of the epilayer and

can be used to calibrate group III fluxes (Neave et al 1983). Other surface

analysis techniques such as X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy XPS were

available in the preparation chamber.

Before use, the VG V80H, like all MBE machines, required careful and

methodical baking, pumping and outgassing of the UHV chambers and effusion

cells over a period of days. Some more outgassing was required on a daily basis

to remove any impurities deposited in the chamber overnight. When the effusion

cells were refilled they required re-calibration as a function of temperature using

various assessment techniques; scanning electron microscopy to estimate

growth rate, photoluminescence for alloy composition or 'step and etch' Hall

measurements and C-V profiles to determine doping densities. Normally ~10

pm of films were grown during this calibration period to clean the sources before

good quality epilayers were grown (with INa-Nd I < 5x1014 cm-3).
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2.L6 Sample Preparation and Growth Method

The substrate quality and cleaning process must be stressed since the

grown epilayer quality depends critically upon them. The following substrate

cleaning procedure was used with the etch chosen depending on substrate type

and personal experience. The substrate was ultrasonically cleaned in

trichlorethane to degrease it and then washed in propanol to disolve the

trichlorethane. Since the propanol was water soluble the substrate was rinsed in

high purity deionised water until its surface was hydrophilic in nature. The

substrate (GaAs p-type Zn-doped) was etched using a H2S04'.H202;H20 (7:1:1) mix

under constant agitation for a minute. The etch had to be quenched rapidly to

avoid the formation of etch pits or surface defects from localized boiling. After

etching the substrate was thoroughly rinsed and then spun dry on a centrifuge

before mounting. Two mounting techniques were used, either, soldering the

sample with molten indium onto the substrate holder or clipping it directly onto

the holder, known as 'indium-free' mounting. In either case to ensure growth

reproducibility it was important to ensure good thermal contact between the

substrate and substrate holder. To reduce any thermal stresses or temperature

gradients the emissivity of the substrate and tho substrate holder were matched

whenever possible.

Since the gallium flux effectively determines growth rate its effusion cell

temperature was set first and all other flux ratios were calibrated from it. Then

the other effusion cell temperatures were set to give the required fluxes for alloy

composition or doping (from electrical assessment) taking into account that

when the shutter to the arsenic cell was opened the background pressure

increased significantly, ~10"6 Torr. The effusion cell depletes during use, so cell

temperatures were raised from run to run to give the required flux. Good quality

GaAs required the arsensic source to show a beam equivalent ratio of 6:1 on the
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ion gauge with the arsensic pressure set to a minimum for best nucleation. The

GaAs substrate temperature was raised under an arsenic flux to minimize any

non-congruent evaporation at the surface. At 580 °C the oxide formed during the

etch, desorbs, leaving the substrate clean and ready for growth. By using

computer control of the appropriate shutters the required structure could be

grown. All AlGaAs layers were capped with a ~14A deposit of GaAs to improve

surface recombination.

Although MBE is an excellent growth technique it is like most growth

methods not ideal. Problems can arise with deposition reproducibility because

the emissivity of the substrate changes with use and it is difficult to measure

actual substrate temperatures unless a pyrometer is used. The existence of oval

defects on the sample surface, 1-10 pm long with densities of 102-104 cm-2, can

seriously affect device processing. Unwanted impurity incorporation and point

defects resulting from deviations in stoichiometry can act as non-radiative

recombination centres and reduce luminescence efficiency.

2.2 Photoluminescence Apparatus

This project has involved setting up a high resolution, low temperature (1.8

K) and high pressure (150 kbar) photoluminescence system, the schematic

diagram of which is shown in figure 2.5. Low temperature measurements

required the sample to be placed in the cryostat and cooled. A laser was used to

photocreate electron-hole pairs to obtain the luminescence spectrum. The

emitted radiation was dispersed by a monochromator and detected using cither

photon counting or lock-in techniques. A large bore optical cryostat was specially

designed specifically to accommodate a diamond anvil cell for high pressure

measurements, section 2.2.4(i).

A Krypton or Argon laser was used either directly or as a pump for a dye

laser to excite the sample to produce the photoluminescence spectra. The
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luminescence from a semiconductor should be essentially independent of the

pump laser wavelength but it wants to be as close to the band-edge as possible in

order to eliminate the contribution from hot carrier effects (Weisbuch 1978, Leite

1978). Varying the pump wavelength changes the penetration depth of the laser

light into the semiconductor crystal. The effect of penetration depends on the

semiconductor band-gap, absorption coefficient and refractive index and is

generally more important in light scattering experiments (Aspnes and Stunda

1983).

The laser filter prism monochromator ensured only single line excitation of

the sample and was important for removing the laser plasma background when

using the photon counting system. The Krypton laser was a Coherent

Supergraphite series CR 2000K type and the Argon laser was a Spectral Physics

model 2030. The dye laser was also by Coherent, model 599-01 and could be used

in conjunction with DCM (610-720 nm), Stryl 9 (800-890 nm) and other dyes

depending on the laser optics. By correct choice of the lasing wavelength

photoluminescence excitation experiments could be performed for some

samples.

The collecting optics were arranged to have the sample in the cryostat

placed at the focal length of one its lenses to produce a collimated beam. This was

necessary when an analyzer was required in polarization experiments. Another

lens focused the beam onto the monochromator slits, such that it just filled its

first mirror, MCi, to maximize the collected signal, figure 2.6. The

monochromator's large F-number necessitated the use of a helium neon laser to

define an optical axis relative to the monochromator slits. The centre of the first

mirror, the sample in the cryostat, and the collecting optics were then aligned

around this reference and the signal could then be maximized using the

detection system.
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2.2.L Spectrometer

The spectrometer used was an ISA Jobin Yvon, Ramanor U1000

monochromator, with a 1 metre focal length and a mirror size of 110 mm^ giving

an aperture ratio of F/8. The Ramanor U1000 is a double Czerny-Turner type

monochromator the gratings of which work with additive dispersion giving a

stray light rejection of 10~14 at 20 cm-1 from the Rayleigh line. All

monochromator functions such as scanning could be accessed using the spectral

link control unit. A calibration of the monochromator was made periodically

against the known emission from sodium and neon sources. The

monochromator calibration could then be accurately related to a mechanical

counter and spectra re-calibrated as was necessary. As the slit width was

reduced below 100 pm, the coupling between the essentially independent halves

of the monochromator became more important. The coupling was very sensitive

to temperature change, ±1-2°C. However once this coupling was optimized it did

not drift significantly during the day due to the relatively large thermal mass of

the monochromator, 120 kg.

Two sets of grating were available covering two different spectral regions: in

the visible (0.5-0.9 pm), holographic master gratings with 1800 grooves mm-1,

blazed for use between 0.45 to 0.8 pm were used, while in the near infra red (0.9-

1.6 pm), ruled gratings with 600 grooves mm"1, blazed at 1.5 pm were used.

The monochromator resolution was limited by its static bandwidth which is

found by multiplying the reciprocal linear dispersion by the slit width used.

Normally the monochromator is used in scanning mode, which means that the

total bandwidth is the sum of the static and dynamic bandwidths. The dynamic

bandwidth is defined as the scanning rate in As"1 multiplied by the time constant

of the associated detector. The static bandwidth for the visible and the near infra¬

red gratings used is given in figure 2.7a. While figure 2.8b shows the dynamic
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Figure 2.7a Static bandwidth for the visible and near-infra red gratings.
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bandwidth for different detector time constants. There is always a trade off

between resolution and the signal-to-noise ratio, depending on equipment

stability, scanning speed and time available for a scan (Lumb 1978).

One problem arising with working in the near infra red was the effects of

atmospheric absorption due to water vapour particularly in the region 1.34-1.42

jam. An air tight tent was constructed around the apparatus including the

cryostat and collecting optics. The tent and the monochromator, which had a 8

metre path length, figure 2.6, required purging. The purge was normally done

using oxygen free nitrogen which was filtered through a silicon gel filter to

remove any water vapour from it. The dried nitrogen was then passed through a

50 pm dust filter to protect the optics. The purge was normally left on overnight

and silicon gel crystals were placed in the tent and monochromator to help with

drying process. A reduction in the background water absorption is clearly

observed, figure 2.8 chows the dramatic improvement made by the purge on a

broadband black body spectrum.

2.2.2 Detectors

Lock-in amplification provides a method for signal retrieval from noise. A

weak signal contaminated by noise is modulated and is then fed into a

synchronous switching detector with a reference signal from the modulator.

The synchronous switching or phase sensitive detector gain bandwidth is ouch

that it only amplifies around the particular modulation frequency. The output of

the detector contains a smoothing low pass filter, whose RC time constant

determines the effective bandwidth of the lock-in amplifier. This form of

detection reduces only non-white noise sources such as 1/f or flicker noise to give

a better signal to noise ratio when compared to dc methods.

For low light level detection and for signal to noise ratio an order of

magnitude better than lock-in techniques (Lumb 1978), a photomultipler in
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conjunction with photon counting can be used. However due to a limited choice

of photocathodes this technique can only be used in the visible region of the

spectrum. Whenever a photon is incident on a photosensitive photocathode an

electrical impulse is produced, this is amplified by a dynode chain before

reaching the anode. A pulse height distribution occurs associated with noise

from the dynode chain, but since the gain between the first dynode and

photocathode is greatest, pulses due to photons dominate. These are then fed to a

charge integrating amplifier and the pulses due to detected photons at the

photocathode can be discriminated against. Photon counting is limited by

thermal noise particularly from the first dynode and photocathode, resulting in a

count even when the tube is darkened. This dark count is normally reduced by

cooling the photomultipler, in this instance to ~20°C. Photon counting benefits

from the advantages of digital measurement and processing, but requires a

stable voltage supply since tube gain is exponential with voltage.

Hence two different detection systems and detectors were used to cover the

near infra red and visible optical regions. For detection in the near infra red a

Judson Infra Red Inc J16 D liquid nitrogen cooled germanium detector was

connected to an EG&G model 5207 lock-in amplifier for signal retrieval. The

laser light was chopped to provide a reference for the lock-in amplifier, figure

2.5. For the visible region a Hamamatsu photomultipler tube, type R943-02, was

used. It had a Cs-activated GaAs photocathode with an extended red response to

930 nm. The photomultipler was placed in a Pacific Instrument model 3470/AD6

housing and cooled to ~20°C to reduce thermal noise. The anode output was

connected through the Pacific AD6 amplifier-discriminator to a Thorn EMI CIO

photon counting system which provided analogue and digital outputs.
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2.2.3 Normalised System Response

When comparing the intensity of emission of two different spectra or

considering the spectral lineshape, the spectral response of the detecting system

must be known. The absolute response is not required as relative values can be

used to correct the spectra. To obtain the spectral response of the

photoluminescence apparatus, a black body source whose black body spectral

response could be calculated was used. It consisted of piece of graphite placed

inside a stabilized oven and heated to 900°C. The oven containing the source was

placed in the usual position of the cryostat to find the response of the

monochromator, detector and collecting optics.

Planck's radiation law defines the spectral radiance, L^, as the radiant flux

emitted per unit area per unit wavelength per unit solid angle normal to the

surface at given wavelength. The spectral radiant emittance is given by

WbA,=rcLx/e, where e is the emissivity. The graphite can be considered to be an

ideal black body source with the emissivity assumed to be unity and not to vary

with wavelength. So Planck's radiation gives

where T is the absolute temperature in K, A, is in pm and WbX is in units of

W/cm2pm.

When a flux of photons is emitted from the black body source into an energy

interval 8E there are Ie5E photons corresponding to a power of IiuIeSE. The

power in the range 8^. from a black body source is Lx,8A, , where L>, can be

calculated as described above. Therefore we have

Wb^= 3.745x104 X'5[
1.4338x1C)4 , -i

exp^T-i
(2.1)

= hu Ie 8E (2.2)
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so Ie = (2.3)
h-u 5E

and I), = (2-4)

When a black body spectrum is recorded with the experimental apparatus

then i^=S^Ix is detected, where S\ is the overall system response for the

monochromator and detector. The calibration factor for each wavelength is thus

simply found.

S^~TvSlT- (2-5>

The above holds if we are using the photon counting system to detect photons

from the black body source, but in the case of the Germanium detector, power

(watts) is detected and the system response factor SXGe is then given by:

(2.6)
XWb

The system response and correction factor for the photomultipler and for the

germanium detector connected to the monochromator with their respective

gratings are shown in figures 2.9 and 2.11. It became apparent that the grating

efficiency associated with each detector grating had the greatest effect on the

uncorrected spectral response.

Over the visible region the black body source energy varies rapidly and is

quite sensitive to the oven temperature in this region. If a variation of oven

temperature occurred of ±25°C, accounted for by, for example, a bad

thermocouple contact, figure 2.10. Then, the calculated system response for the

photomultipler calibration would be unreliable below 650 nm where a large error

would occur, figure 2.9b. This possible uncertainty will not affect the majority of

the spectra reported here since the luminescence obtained for most samples was

in the region, 700 to 800 nm.
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Figure 2.9a The normalized detected signal for the photon counter and
visible gratings.
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Figure 2.9b Corrected spectral response for recalibration of spectra taken

using the photon counter and visible gratings.
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Figure 2.10 The calculated black-body radiation energy into a particular

wavelength for the source at 1173 K. The error-limits show the effect of a ±25

K change in source temperature.
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The germanium detector can easily be used at two temperatures, room

temperature and 77K where detector noise is much reduced. The main effect of

cooling the detector on the spectral response is to apparently shift the long

wavelength cut off to shorter wavelengths, figure 2.11a. This can be seen in the

system responses, figures 2.11b and 2.11c, by a movement of the spectral position

of the maximum peak response and with the observation of a sharp, detector

related, cut-off at 1.4 pm, figure 2.11c. The peak detector response (AAV) is also

reduced on cooling by a factor of ~2.5 making the detector less sensitive, figure

2.11a.

2.2.4 Cryostat

(i) Large Bore Optical Cryostat

The cryostat, figure 2.12, was custom-built at Quantum Production Ltd to

specifications including: a temperature range of 1.5-300K, a 50° optical access to

the cample, and moot importantly a top loading aperture of 49 mm to take a

diamond anvil cell, section 2.3.

The cryostat vacuum jacket surrounding the helium II space, the nitrogen
-6

and helium storage pots, was normally pumped to ~10 Torr using a diffusion

pump backed by a single stage rotary pump. The vacuum jacket required

continuous pumping since it contained super-insulation that required a long
.7

time to outgas properly. The base pressure normally dropped to ~10 Torr once

there was liquid helium in the cryostat as a consequence of cryopumping. Since

the cryostat has a large thermal mass it was important to ensure that the

nitrogen pot and its radiation shields were prccoolcd before transferring helium

into the helium pot. Consequently once the radiation shields were cooled to 77K it

proved difficult to raise quickly the helium II sample chamber above this

temperature.
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Figure 2.11a The normalized detected signal for the germanium detector

at, both 297 K and 77 K , with the infra-red gratings. The main effect of

cooling the detector was to shift the long wavelength cut-off to higher

energies and reduce reponsivity.
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Figure 2.11b Corrected spectral response for recalibration of spectra taken
using the germanium detector at 297 K and infra-red gratings.
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Figure 2.11c Corrected spectral response for recalibration of spectra taken
using the germanium detector at 77 K and infra-red gratings.
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The helium II or variable temperature sample space contained a sintered

copper block with a 1000 heater wound around it. A Lake Shore DT500 DRC

diode was embedded in the block and acted as a temperature sensor. The liquid

or gas helium is delivered via a needle valve below the copper block into the

helium II sample space which had a continuously replenishable capacity of 0.15

litres. Quartz spectrosil WF windows were used throughout as they gave a

flatband spectral response from 0.2-2.0 pm.

The large bore and wide optical access to the cryostat required very large

cold windows, 32 mm diameter, on the sample space to obtain an almost unity F-

number, ~1.07. The windows could not be mounted in the allowed space in the

cryostat tail section using a standard technique. So Quantum Products supplied

the cryostat with cold windows bonded directly onto the tailpiece using an

integral, Mylar and glue join. Unfortunately during use the mounting work-

hardened due to thermal cycling causing the windows to shatter on edge and a

loss of vacuum to occur. The cryostat never operated to the required

specifications despite attempts by the manufacturers to rectify the running

problems. Eventually the cryostat windows failed catastrophically. The cryostat

tail section was redesigned and rebuilt to take standard indium mounted Oxford

Instrument spectrosil WF windows. Once the modifications had been completed

the cryostat operated as required with a base temperature of ~1.7 K and hold

times up to 1.5 hrs depending on the jacket vacuum quality.

The cryostat mode of operation depends on the temperature region of

interest. Below 4.2K, in bath mode, the cryostat operated by transferring helium

from the storage pot in the cryostat to the helium II sample space through a

needle valve. Once full, the sample space is sealed and pumped continuously by

a rotary pump reducing the pressure and hence the temperature. At ~2.17K the

helium under-goes a phase transition to become bubble free, superfluid helium,

necessary for noise free spectra. The temperature of the sample is calibrated
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accurately from the helium vapour pressure (Brickwedde 1960) and can be

controlled using the needle valve to leak normal helium through to the sample

chamber. For temperatures between 4.2-77K the cryostat operates in a gas flow

configuration. Helium gas is sucked through to the sample chamber and the

temperature is controlled by balancing this flow with electrical power applied to

the heater in the sintered copper block. A temperature controller, Thor

Cryogenics Series 3000, was used to control the temperature to within ±0.5K.

An insert was designed for the cryostat to allow the sample position to be

rotated through 360° and varied in the y-direction by 1 cm. The sample was

mounted on the insert and then suspended in the sample chamber. In the gas

flow configuration a temperature gradient between the sample and the sintered

copper block occurred. A sensor was attached to the insert to determine when

the sample had reached thermal equilibrium and obtain an accurate

measurement of the actual sample temperature.

To operate the Quantum Production cryostat a gas handling system was

constructed, figure 2.13. Its main purpose was to monitor and control the gas

flow through the cryostat into the helium return line. By using the associated

rotary pump, the helium II sample space and the helium storage pot could be

roughed out for back filling with helium gas in preparation for a helium

transfer. The pump, in conjunction with the needle valve, controlled the helium

flow through the cryostat when operating in either gas flow or bath

configuration.

(ii) Oxford Instrument cryostat and flow controller

The Oxford Instrument CF1204 is a hybrid continuous flow and bath

cryostat containing a helium reservoir with a needle valve which allows it

operate below 2K. The sample is either cooled with a dynamic flow of coolant
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passing over the sample and exhausting at the top of the sample space or in a

pool of liquid helium. The CF gas flow system is shown in figure 2.14.

The continuous flow cryostat operates by controlling the transfer of helium

to a vacuum insulated, radiation shielded, sample space in the cryostat. Sample

temperature is again maintained by balancing the flow through the cryostat with

power applied to an electrical heater attached to a heat exchanger. Coolant flow

is produced by generating a pressure difference between the cample vessel and

the helium return line with a gas flow pump. The flow and pressure in the

helium return line arc monitored and controlled by the flow control console. The

cryostat operates in bath mode by transferring helium from a dewar into a

reservoir in the cryostat. Once the reservoir was full coolant flow through the

cryostat could be controlled by the needle valve. By collecting helium in the

sample chamber, sealing with the needle valve and pumping as described in the

previous section a base temperature of ~1.8K can be reached. The CF system was

a replacement cryostat (on loan from UMIST) while the QP bath cryostat was

undergoing modifications.

The cryostat sample chamber uses indium mounted spectrosil quartz

windows units which are 20 mm in diameter. The outer vacuum jacket window

of 38 mm give the cryostat a F-number of 1.05. The sample space had a 120 cc

volume which acted as a lower reservoir for single shot operation in bath mode.

The sample space is fitted with a 70f2 wire wound heater, a CLTS sensor and a

calibrated 100H Allen Bradley resistor. A lOOfl Allen Bradley resistor was also

fitted to the sample insert to check for temperature offsets particularly at low

temperatures.

A CLTS, resistance thermometer, was used as the feedback sensor when

controlling the sample chamber temperature in the gas flow configuration. The

CLTS is made from a grid of nickel and manganin connected in series which
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gives an almost linear response with temperature, figure 2.15. A calibrated

Allen Bradley resistor gave a more accurate measurement of the actual sample

temperature.

A flow control console was constructed for use with the CF1204 cryostat. It

consists basically of a vacuum gauge, needle valve and flowmeter, figure 2.16.

The gas from the cryostat enters the console passes through the needle valve into

the gas flow pump and flows along the helium return line through a calibrated

flow meter. This unit controls the flow of helium through the cryostat and

records helium consumption. A nogative pressure gauge is connected to the ga3

flow line after it enters the console from the cryostat. This monitors the line

pressure and can be used to check for blockages in transfer tube or air leaks in

the CF system. A diaphragm pump is used for the CF system as it is oil-free and

provides an airtight helium return line.

(iii) Temperature control and calibration

Temperature control and stability is an important consideration when

using a cryostat particularly above liquid helium temperatures. This can only be

achieved with a temperature control unit providing a feedback system. The

required temperaturo was first approximately obtained by controlling the flow of

cold gas through a needle valve in the cryostat. The temperature controller was

preset to the required temperature and provided an error signal relating to the

difference between the set point and the actual temperature. The error signal

gavo a proportional level for the electrical heat input to the cryostat tail to balance

the cooling by the cold gas. The Thor Cryogenics Series 3000, model S-3010

temperature controller provided a three term control to damp any unstable

feedback oscillations.

A temperature gradient existed in the Quantum Products cryostat between

the tail section and sample insert. An accurate measure of the sample
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temperature was necessary and to achieve this the sample insert was fitted with

an Allen Bradley carbon resistor calibrated against a silicon diode (Lake Shore

D7-470-SD-11), figure 2.17. An estimate of the sample temperature could be made

using the relationship logioR=a+b(logioR/T)0-5, where the constants a,b are

estimated from the resistor's nominal value, in this case 125 Q. (Rose-Innes

1964). For temperatures above 150K an Oxford Instrument RhFe resistor,

PHZ0002 had been fitted to the insert. The calibration for RhFe resistor

(Cryogenic Calibrations) was estimated to within ±0.25K and is shown in figure

2.18. Micro-ampere constant current sources, incorporating a highly stabilized

instrumentation operational amplifier, were used for the input to the

thermometer. The output voltages were read with Datron Precision voltmeters.

2.3 High Pressure Optical Cell

The use of high pressure, low temperature, optical spectroscopy has arisen

mainly due to advances in cell design (Shaw and Nicol 1981, Silvera and

Wijingarden 1985). The diamond anvil cell (DAC) has emerged as a useful tool

for high pressure research mainly due to several important innovations; the

introduction of a metal gasket for hydrostatic pressure generation and the use of

the ruby fluorescence technique for pressure calibration. Although many

different types of cells have evolved, NBS, Mao-Bell, Syassen-Holzapfel, Merill-

Bassett to name a few (Jayaraman 1983), the basic principle of a diamond anvil

cell is quite simple.

A schematic of a diamond anvil cell with its main components is shown in

figure 2.19. The diamonds are brilliant cut gem stones with the points ground to

form a flat cutlet or anvil 0.5-1 mm in diameter. The diamonds are normally

mounted on a face plate of some hardened material and the anvils are aligned

parallel to one optical fringe since diamond failure can occur due to

misalignment stresses. A metallic gasket of beryllium-copper or inconel, 100-200
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Figure 2.19 Basic principle of a diamond anvil cell.

Figure 2.20 A Diacell DO-1 mounted on a cold station.
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pm thick, has a 200-300 Jim hole drilled in it to form a sample chamber. A

sample typically 50-100 pm square and 20-40 pm thick is placed inside the hole

together with a ruby chip 10-20 pm and the pressure transmitting medium. In

the diamond anvil cell, sample volume is normally sacrificed for higher

pressures. Pressure is then induced in the sample chamber by applying a force

to the back surfaces of the diamonds, deforming the gasket. The different cell

designs mentioned above normally concentrate on different methods of applying

the force to the diamonds.

The choice of diamond type for a DAC is important. Depending on the

particular application, type I are generally satisfactory, while type II are

required for Raman scattering or infra red absorption experiments due to its

lower fluorescence (Adams and Sharma 1977). A pair of matched anvils with

8-sided flats are required for most applications. Although 16-sided flats can

withstand the highest stress gradients they may not produce a good seal onto the

gasket. The most important development in diamond anvil cell usage, and the

key to hydrostatic pressure generation, was the introduction of a metal gasket

between the diamonds (Valkenburg 1965). The gasket is normally pre-indented

before drilling to reduce material flow and to provide a work hardened area. Not

only does the gasket form the sample chamber containing the pressure medium,

but it also extrudes around the diamonds, forming a seal acting as a supporting

ring for them. The use of ruby for pressure calibration and pressure

transmitting media is discussed later.

2.3.1 Diamond Anvil Cell

The diamond anvil cell used in this work is a Diacell D0-1 clamp cell based

on the Mao-Bell piston/cylinder cell (Jayaraman 1986) and was designed by

Diacell Products, figure 2.20. Force is applied by symmetrically tightening left-

hand, right-hand paired Allen screws. This transmits the force to a piston via
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the diamonds to the sample chamber. The diamonds used here were type II 0.32

carat, Drukker standard cut, with a 0.7 mm anvil. They are aligned for

parallelism using three screw adjustment of a hemisphere contained within the

piston. The cell was provided with a custom-designed mount for use with the

Quantum Production cryostat described in section 2.2.4(i).

When preparing the DAC for use, a gasket of Inconel 600 was normally pre-

indented from 200 pm to 100 pm, using the diamonds, before a hole of 250 pm

was drilled in the centre. Measurements were normally made on single crystal

semiconductors thinned by hand to ~30 pm thick and then cleaved to a square

~100 pm using a technique suggested by Iain Spain (1987). The crystal was

loaded into the cell and surrounded by a number of ruby chips 10-20 pm in

diameter. In use the cell was found to show slight differential contractions on

temperature cycling causing the gasket to lose its seal at lower pressures (<10

kbar). To avoid this the use of bevel washers within the cell and different gasket

materials were considered. It was important to ensure that the diamond cell

was aligned both before use and particularly after pressurization as distortion

can occur in operation. Full instructions on cell usage can be found in appendix

B.

The diamond anvil cell was supplied for use with the diamonds glued into

position using a low temperature araldite. This form of mount proved unsuitable

for cryogenic use as the glue cracked, probably as a result of thermal cycling,

making the DAC unusable. Collets were designed to centre and hold the

diamonds in place in the DAC. Since it was necessary to retain the gaskets in

position, when pre-indenting and to minimize movement during cell

pressurization, locating pins were also included, figure 2.21. The collets were

screwed down onto the diamond face plate, this required softening for holes to be

tapped. The face plate was then rehardened to 100 tonnes per square inch (EM42

treatment) before use. The diamond was forced onto the retaining plate by the
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Figure 2.21 Collet designed to centre and lock diamonds into place in the
Diacell diamond anvil cell.
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collet deforming a copper shim, ensuring the diamond could not rotate. A pin

and slot arrangement ensured the diamonds' rotational symmetry constant with

respect to each other. The diamond anvil cell was then realigned for use as

described in appendix B.

2.3.2 Ruby line Calibration

The ruby fluorescence method (Forman et al 1972) removed problems

associated with pressure calibration in the diamond anvil cell and is now widely
used. A laser is used to excite the ruby R lines (R-^ at 6972 A, R2 at 6942 A) which

show intense, narrow linewidth fluorescence. Below 200 kbar, the region of

interest in this work, a linear shift of these lines occurs to longer wavelengths at

the rate of 0.365 Akbar'l (Piermarini 1975). In the megabar pressure region the

ruby line shift becomes sublinear, and a relationship, P(mbar)=3.808(1 +(A^A,)®-
1), was proposed by Mao (1978). The fluorescence also gives an indication of the

hydrosticity of the pressure medium as the peaks broaden with non-hydrostatic

stress.

Ruby fluorescence was obtained for pressures of 60 kbar from a 10 pm

diameter sample in the Diacold clamp cell. A methanol and ethanol mix was

normally used as the hydrostatic transmitting medium, sect 2.3.3. As the cell

was cooled, a shift with temperature of the R-^ line of 0.038 AX"* occurred and the

R2 branch shifted and thermally quenched, figure 2.22a, this meant only the R-^

line was useful for low temperature calibration. It has been suggested that the

intensity ratio of the R lines can be used to give an indication of cell temperature

(Weinstein et al 1987).

Noak and Holzapfel (1979) have shown that the gradient AX/AP to remain the

same regardless of the ruby temperature. So in this study, correction was made

for the ruby line temperature shift by using a zero bar reference sample at the

DAC temperature. In figure 2.22b a wavelength shift of the R1 branch of 18.5A
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corresponds to a pressure of 50.5 kbar. Accuracy of the ruby fluorescence method

is estimated to be ±0.5-2 kbar.

2.3.3 Low Temperature Pressure Media

In using the DAC, consideration must be given to the choice of pressure

transmitting medium particularly in ensuring that it will be hydrostatic at all

pressures and temperatures used. This is most important for semiconductor

applications where any uniaxial component to the applied pressure will split the

valence band, complicating the observed transitions. A methanol-ethanol

mixture in the ratio 4:1 was used, this should remain hydrostatic to 100 kbar

(Piermarini et al 1973). The mixture can be used at low temperatures as long as

the pressurization is completed at room temperature and then cooled

(Jayaraman 1986, 1988). Our own measurements confirm this, as no signs of

non-hydrostatic pressures were observed in the ruby fluorescence (section 6.3.1).

On cooling, it was observed that the medium remained clear and showed no

signs of scatter which is obviously important for optical experiments. It was

suggested working range of this medium could be extended to ~145 kbar by

adding a small percentage of water to the ethanol-methanol mix (Jayaraman

1983), but this will only be valid for the medium at room temperature (section

6.3.1).

To extend the working range of the DAC the use of condensed gases as the

hydrostatic medium must be considered. These require special filling

techniques using cryogenic, and remote high pressure filling, of the cell.

Condensed gas media such as helium are hydrostatic up to 1 Mbar (Silvera and

Wijigarden 1985) and their use is necessary if continuously variable pressures

are required at low temperatures. A review of several different organic and

condensed gas media including the hydrostatic, homogeneous limit of each, is

given by Jayaraman (1983). Argon is considered to be a good medium for low
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temperatures since only Van der Wals forces present (Jayaraman 1986) so

cryogenic filling of the Diacold cell was explored using liquidified argon in a

liquid nitrogen cold cabinet. This method was found to be unsatisfactory, so a

high pressure bomb was designed to remotely fill and seal the cell, figure 2.23. It

is expected to solve any potential problems of non-hydrostaticity of the alcohol

mixture at higher pressures.

2.4 Samples used in this work

All the samples used in this work were grown by MBE using a VG Semicon,

VG80H reactor. Several growers at different locations donated samples for the

project. These were P A Claxton, J S Roberts at the SERC Central Facility for

III-V semiconductors, Sheffield, T Kerr at GEC Hirst Research Centre,

Wembley, G Scott at British Research Laboratory, Ipswich and T Cheng, C

Stanley at Glasgow University Department of Electronics and Electrical

Engineering. Tables 2.1 lists the bulk samples, whilst table 2.2 lists the

heterostructure and superlattice samples, sample type and structure including

any data provided by the growers are given. Sample mobility and carrier density

at 77K were found using the Van der Pauw method, this data was mostly

provided by Al-Dubuni (1987) and is given when available.
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Figure 2.23 A cryo-cell for argon loading the Diacell diamond anvil cell



Sample
Name

Orgin

p. cm^'^s"1
ns cm"3
@77K

Layer
Thickness

(^m)

Substrate Other

GaAs

MB342

GEC

InP

PMB106

Sheffield

a43,340
a2.1xl015 2.5 InP:Fe

InP

#203

Glasgow

a42,500
a1.5xl015 4.8

undoped

InP

#254

Glasgow

3.5 Mg doped

InP

#273

Glasgow

1 undoped

AlGaAs

MB318

GEC

blxl016 2.2

AlInAs

MV402

BT

X(xray)=50.7 %
PL-fwhm24.5meV

Si doped
Ali-xInxAs
MV408

BT

blxl016 1.4
X(xray)=50.3 %
PL-fwhml6.9meV

A1 i_xInxAs
MV409

BT

bO.S-lxlO16 1.1 .

X(xray)=51.4 %
PL-fwhml4.6meV

Ali.xInxAs
MV411

BT

b2-3xl0^ 1.4

X(xray)=51.4 %
PL-fwhml5.4meV

Gao.47ln0.53As
PMB112

Sheffield

12000

9X1015 2.5 InP:Fe

best sample grown

0.785 eV 3.2meV

Table 2.1 Bulk samples used in this work



Sample

Name

Origin

p cm^V-ls"^

ns cm"2 (xlO12)

Dark @77K

Structure c Other

InP-Gao.47Ino.53As

PMB121

Sheffield

ail,940

a0.125

1000A InP

25A x 10 GalnAs

lOOAxlOInP
InP:Fe

Cooled shutters

0.9251 eV 7.5 meV

InP-Gao.47Ino.53As

PMB137

Sheffield

a61,520

a0.88

5000A InP 5xl017Si
100A InP u/d
10000A InGaAs
25A InP u/d

InP:Fe

Cooled shutters
Modulation doped

Al0.3Ga0.7As-GaAs

MB660

GEC

1.5pm AlGaAs
33A xlO GaAs

55Ax10 AlGaAs
1.5pm AlGaAs
0.08pm GaAs
Si doped 5x10 15

No luminescence

Alo.3Ga0.7As-GaAs

MB662

GEC

1.25pm AlGaAs
50A xlO GaAs

84A xlO AlGaAs
1.5pm AlGaAs
0.08pm GaAs
Si doped 5x10 15

1.5663 eV 1.5644 eV

3.6 meV

Al0.3Ga0.7As-GaAs

MB669

GEC

0.5 um AlGaAs
50A GaAs
125A xlO AlGaAs

50A xlO GaAs
0.7511m AlGaAs
500A GaAs
Si doped 5x10 15

1.5718 eV 1.5703 eV
5.2 meV

Al0.3Ga0.7As-GaAs

MB670

GEC

0.25am AlGaAs
100A GaAs
166A xlO AlGaAs

lOOAxlO GaAs
0.25pm AlGaAs
500A GaAs
Si doped 5x10

No luminescence



Sample

Name

Origin

p cm2V"1s"1

ns cm-2 (xlO*2)
Dark @77K

Structure c Other

InP-Gao.47Ino.53As

PMB41

Sheffield

al,754

a3.1

1000A InP
10A GalnAs

1000A InP
20A GalnAs

1000A InP
' 40A GalnAs
1000A InP

60A GalnAs
5000A InP

1.0728 eV 21.9 meV

1.0298 eV 14.2 meV

0.8815 eV 11.7 meV

0.8240 eV 20.0 meV

InP-Gao.47Ino.53As

PMB78

Sheffield

a10,680

a2.5

2000A InP
160A GalnAs

2000A InP
InP:Fe

0.8052 eV 19.8 meV

InP-Gao.47Ino.53As

PMB79

Sheffield

a986

a2.8

2000A InP
50A GalnAs

2000A InP
InP:Fe

0.900 eV 11.5 meV

InP-Gao.47Ino.53As

PMB78

Sheffield

a12,440

4.97

2000A InP
10A GalnAs

2000A InP
InP:Fe

InP-Gao.47Ino.53As

PMB116

Sheffield

a3,660

aO.3

500A InP
160A GalnAs

InP
InP:Fe

0.7840 eV 13.1 meV

green due to InP layer

InP-Gao.47Ino.53As

PMB117

Sheffield

1000A InP
5A GalnAs

1000A InP
10A GalnAs

1000A InP
20A GalnAs

1000A InP
40A GalnAs

1000A InP
80A GalnAs

Cooled shutters
1.2109 eV 13.1 meV

1.0862 eV 11.3 meV

0.9568 eV 7.4 meV

0.8863 eV 2.9 meV

0.8213 eV 5.4 meV



Sample

Name

Origin

p cm2V"1s"1

ns cm"2 (xlO^2)

Dark @77K

Structure c Other

Al0.3Ga0.7As-GaAs

MB671

GEC

0.25pm AlGaAs
25A GaAs

125A xlO AlGaAs

25A xlO GaAs
0.5pm AlGaAs
500A GaAs
Si doped 5x10*5

More than one well
observed in the PL

1.7411 eV

1.7014 eV
1.6519 eV

Al0.3Ga0.7As-GaAs

MB672

GEC

0.25pm AlGaAs
25A GaAs
125A xlO AlGaAs

25A xlO GaAs

0.5pm AlGaAs
500A GaAs

Si doped 5x10 *5

1.6665 eV 1.6633 eV
10.7 meV

a Results from Al-Dubuni (1987)

b nd-na (cv) @ 297 K

c Growers expected structure

Table 2.2 Quantum Well samples used in this work
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3.1 GaAs

GaAs is one of the most technologically important semiconductor materials

as is evident by its use in many different applications, consequently it is the most

researched of all the III-V compounds. Many books and reviews exist detailing

the different aspects of its material and semiconductor properties (see for

example Blakemore 1982, GaAs Inspec). An early review and development of the

theoretical description of photoluminescence by Williams and Bebb (1972) was

firstly successfully applied by them to the different transitions observed in GaAs.

However, the myriad of transitions observed in the near band-edge luminescence

high purity, lightly doped, GaAs still required explanation (figure 1.3). Heim

and Hiesinger (1974) approached this problem by relating spectra from the

complementary techniques of photoluminescence, PLE and photoconductivity

(PC) to identify unambiguously the excitonic transitions in n- and p- type GaAs.

Since there is a small chemical shift between donors in GaAs

photoluminescence proved unsuitable for assigning these impurities, but the

binding energy of shallow acceptors could be estimated principally from the free-

to-bound or donor-acceptor-pair emission. A systematic characterization of the

incorporation of acceptors and their binding energies in VPE and LPE GaAs was

completed by Ashen et al (1975). Undoped GaAs epilayers grown by different

techniques show the same transitions with the emission modified by the

dominant impurities incorporated during growth. The discussion here will be

restricted to MBE grown material for which Heiblum et al (1983) and others have

shown Heim and Hiesinger (1974) assignments are still valid (see table 3.1).

In MBE grown GaAs the dominant residual impurity is normally a carbon

acceptor so undoped layers are normally p-type in character with emission in the

(D°,A°) region dominating. However, recent refinements in the growth
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Transition feV) AE (meVl Assignment
1.5153 -0.3 (F,X)n=i upper polariton branch
1.5150 0.0 (F,X)n=i lower polariton branch

1.5150-1.5146 (D\X)*
1.5141 0.9 (D\X)
1.5133 1.7 (D+X)or(D,h)
1.5128 2.2 (A°,X)j=o.5
1.5124 2.6 (A°>X)j=i.5
1.5122 2.8 (A0,X)j=2.5
1.5108 two electron transition of a free exciton

recominbing in the vicinity of a neutral donor

Table 3.1 Standard assignments used for the transitions in the excitonic

region of GaAs after Heim and Hiesinger (1974)
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technique and careful choice of the As4 source have produced material that is

residual n-type with an impurity level of ~1013 cm"3 (Elman et al 1987). The

excitonic recombination region for a GaAs epilayer grown at GEC is shown in

figure 3.1. The epilayer was doped with silicon to 5x1015 cm-3 so consequently the

transitions observed are not as resolved as those shown in figure 3.1. This

sample shows the typical bulk luminescence seen at this doping level before

material of the same quality was incorporated into a mutiple quantum well

(MQW) structure. A full discussion relating the luminescence observed from

this bulk sample and others to the quasi-two-dimensional luminescence from a

mutiple quantum well structure is given in section 5.4.1. A qualitative

description of the transitions is given here with reference to table 3.3 we can

assign the transitions in the excitonic region accordingly. The (F,X)n = i

transition is observed at 1.5150 eV, the structure to higher energy in the exciton-

polariton emission is discussed in section 3.2.1. As expected, since the epilayer

is doped, donor related transitions dominate, (D°,X) at 1.5141 eV is observed as a

shoulder on the (D+,X) and (D°,h) emissions, but it is difficult to discern separate

transitions in the peak region due to impurity broadening. An average full width

at half maximum over these convoluted, unresolved emissions is relatively

meaningless. The splitting of the acceptor related emission (A°,X) at 1.5129 eV

and 1.5122 eV is due to j-j coupling of the participating states. An unresolved

band due to two electron transition leaving the donor in an excited state is

centred at 1.5108 eV.

More information can be derived from the emission in the (D°,A°) region,

figure 3.2. The insert in this figure shows the relative positions of the near band

edge excitonic emission to that of the (D°.A°) region. The (D°,A°) emission was

taken under weak excitation so only transitions due to saturated distant pairs arc

observed. The amphotoric nature of silicon is clearly visible even at these low
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Wavelength (A)

Figure 3.1 Typical luminescence emission from the excitonic region of

MBE grown GaAs used in this work, (Nd-Na)~fixl015 cm*3. Transitions

are assigned as in table 3.3.

Wavelength (A)

Figure 3.2 The (D°,A°) region of the GaAs emission clearly shows the

amphoteric nature of silicon by the existence of emission at 1.4810 eV. The

insert shows the relative postion of the excitonic and (D°,A°) region.
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doping levels because apart from residual carbon (D°,A°) emission at 1.4895 eV,

the transition at 1.4810 eV due to a silicon (D°.A°) is observed. As the sample

temperature is increased thermalisation of donors means that the (D°,A°)

transition quenches and that (e,A°) transitions dominate at 1.4929 eV and 1.4847

eV for carbon and silicon, respectively. Assuming a value of 1.5192 eV for the

GaAs band-edge the acceptor binding energy for the impurities can be estimated

accordingly, Ea=Eg-(e,A°), for carbon Ea=26.3 meV and for silicon Ea=34.5 meV.

For MBE grown GaAs the luminescence can have some features that are

peculiar to this growth technique. This was first observed as structure in the

1.511-1.500 eV region ((d,X) region in figure 3.2) and has become known as the

Kunzel-Ploog (KP) lines (Kunzel and Ploog 1980). They were most likely to occur

when GaAs is grown from As4 species, substrate temperatures <600°C, doping

levels <10*5 cm"3 and were dominated by the unpolarised g-line at 1.511 eV. The

sharpness of the emission lead Kunzel and Ploog (1980) to assign the transitions

to recombination of defect-induced bound excitons since on reducing the point

defect density associated with particularly Ga vacancies the emission

disappeared. The KP lines have become the subject of much research and

speculation; Reynolds et al (1984) suggested that it was a consequence of

preferential pairing of silicon and carbon, whereas Eaves et al (1984) interpreted

the structure as due to excitonic recombination at a pair of shallow acceptors.

Later work by Skolnick et al (1985) showed that up to 60 transitions occurred in

two groups as determined by their respective polarization. They assigned the

emission to defect pairs caused by their preferential orientation because of the

inequivalent planar growth of [110] and [110] directions in the zincblende lattice.

An additional emission was also observed in the 1.47-1.49 eV region and a

considerable research effort by different groups has tried to prove a correlation

with the KP lines (see for example, Contour et al 1983). Many different
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explanations and models have been proposed for the origin of this luminescence

band.

3.2 InP

It was not until the beginning of the 1970's that sufficiently pure InP

became available to allow photoluminescence measurements to become a viable

proposition for characterizing its band-edge. Early on, as would be expected, a

direct correspondence between the transitions observed in GaAs and InP was

noted (White et al 1974). Previous work by White et al (1972) looked at the

incorporation of group II acceptors by observing the two hole (A°, X)n = 2

transitions, their results suggested a deviation for exciton acceptor binding

energy from Haynes rule. An accurate measurement of the free exciton energy

was made using reflectivity yielding a value of 1.4185 eV (Evangelisti et al 1974).

Most of the later optical characterization of InP was dominated by the group at

RSRE, Malvern and in the samples grown by VPE. They used resonant SPL

techniques to identify residual acceptor impurities from their two hole excited

states (Dean et al 1979) and the near band-edge excitonic transitions were labeled

using a combination of PL, PLE and PC spectra (Skolnick and Dean 1982). This

work was extended with FIRPC and the use of magnetic fields to identify silicon

as the dominant impurity in VPE grown InP (Dean and Skolnick 1983).

The growth of InP by MBE proceeds in an analogous fashion to that of GaAs

(section 2.1). Normally an InP substrate is brought up to growth temperature

using an over pressure of P2, non-congruent sublimation is more critical in InP

and occurs at lower substrate temperature than in GaAs. Once the oxide has

desorbed and a stable (2x4) reconstruction surface obtained, growth can

commence. When using an elemental source of red phosphorous the principal

donor impurity was found to be sulphur with the residual concentration being
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dependant on the magnitude of the phosphorous flux (Martin et al 1985).

Consequently, InP epilayers are normally grown with a minimum P over¬

pressure. However, there is a tendency to form In rich surfaces if growth

conditions are not carefully monitored. All early photoluminescence work was

completed on refined VPE and as other growth techniques improved similar

near band-edge luminescence was observed. The exception to this appears to be

solid source MBE grown InP material where the free excitonic emission in some

instances appears stronger than that of the bound exciton emission. This is

difficult to explain since the higher residual impurity concentration in these

materials would act to make free exciton emission more difficult to observe. The

luminescence spectra shown here were from samples grown at two laboratories:

Sheffield University using an VG V80H machine and at Glasgow University

using a home-built reactor. As yet, no detailed analysis of the luminescence

from solid source MBE grown InP has been presented in the literature.

A typical luminescence spectra for good quality undoped (n~2.1xlO^Scm-3

,p=43340 cm2V"1s"1 @ 77K) MBE-grown InP is shown in figure 3.3. Increasing

the detector sensitivity over the (D°,A°) region shows the existence of residual

acceptor emission. On increasing the excitation power density the 1.3797 eV

peak shifts to higher energies and the shoulder at 1.3838 eV becomes a well

resolved peak, this labels the emissions as due to (D",A°) and (e,A°) transitions,

respectively. The (e,A°) emission at -1.3840 eV was found to occur in InP

samples grown at three different laboratories (Sheffield, Glasgow and British

Telecom). It would be easy to assume that this transition was due to a carbon

acceptor analogous to that observed in GaAs. For this reason Tsang et al (1982)

suggested that the emission they observed in MBE grown material at 1.3850 eV

was due to carbon. However, this may not be the case, since carbon has not been

observed as residual impurity in any other growth technique. Moreover, when
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Figure 3.3 Near band-edge luminescence spectrum for a typical MBE

grown InP used in this work showing the relative positions of the
excitonic and (D°,A°) regions.
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carbon was incorporated using ion implantation it was electrically inactive

(Stromme et al 1984). If the band-edge is taken at 1.4327 eV then the unknown

impurity has a binding energy of -40 meV. Comparing this to values for

different acceptor impurity binding energies obtained using various growth

techniques in table 3.2 suggests the impurity may be Be or more probably Mg

since it is more naturally abundant. It was suggested by Madelung (1982) that

the energetic positions of acceptor impurities may depend on growth technique

however this seems unlikely when considering the uniformity in the binding

energies observed in GaAs. Identification of residual impurities is of crucial

importance for the improvement of sample growth. We shall discuss this

further in section 3.3.2.

The structure observed in the excitonic emission for sample PMB106 is

shown expanded in figure 3.4; the insert shows the same region for a high

quality MOCVD sample (n=2.5xl()14cm-3 , p.=131,600 cm2V"1s"1@ 77K).

Following the standard practice we will assign the emission structure to given

transitions by considering the references where it was first correctly assigned, in

particular by Skolnick and Dean (1982). Compared to GaAs there is greater

variation in the energetic position of transitions from sample to sample and due

to different growth techniques, table 3.3. This probably reflects the greater

difficulty in growing InP; any slight changes in composition, such as a P

vacancy, would change the dielectric constant and so be observed in the excitonic

region. So with reference to table 3.3 we assign the transition at 1.4187 eV as the

n=l free exciton emission (F,X)n=l with the emission at 1.4212 eV from a n=2

level, (F,X)n=2- Using PLE and sensing at a distant (D°,A°) transition Duncan et

al (1984) showed that the transition around 1.419 eV could be ascribed to free

excitons. Continuing to lower energies the neutral bound exciton lines (D°,X)

correspond to recombination from ground and excited states to the final donor Is
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Skrome et al (1984) Kabota et al (1984) Pomreke et al (1981)

Mg 41.0 40.4 39.8

Be 41.3

Ca - 43.4

C 44.6

Zn 46.1 47.4 45.8

Comments: Ion implanted LPE Synthesis Solute Ion implanted VPE
No residual C Diffusion doped

Table 3.2 Acceptor impurity binding energies in InP obtained from

different growth techniques, corrected for the band-edge at 1.4237 eV.

Skolnick (1982) Zhu (1985) Di Forte-Poisson (1985) Pomkreke (1981) Tsang (1982)
(VPE) (MOCVD) (MOCVD) (LPE) (MBE)

(F,X)n=2 1.42230
1.4186d(F,X)n=i 1.41850* 1.4182 1.4189 1.4187

(D',X)n=6 1.4179

(D°,X)n=5 1.41806 1.4175

(D\X)n=4 1.41784 1.4174

(D\X)n=3 1.41738 1.4172

(D°,X)n=2 1.41718 1.4171

(D°,X)n=i 1.41693 1.4169 1.4178 1.4175 1.4174

(D\h) 1.41627 1.4161b 1.4167 1.4168c 1.4158

(D+,X) 1.41613 1.4166b 1.4168c

(A\X) 1.4155 1.4154 1.4140
1.4136

a) Evangelisti (1982) b) assignment reversed c) not resolved and d) unresolved shoulder

Table 3.3 InP excitonic emission assignment used by other authors.
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Figure 3.4 The excitonic region from figure 3.5 is shown expanded with

the transitions labelled according to the text. The insert shows the

luminescence from a high quality MOCVD layer (Zhu et al 1985).
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state. In InP, unlike GaAs, separate transitions are observed for the (D°,h) and

(D+,X) transitions, 1.4169 eV and 1.4167 eV respectively, due to higher exciton

(Eb=5.12 meV) and donor (Ed=7.42 meV) binding energies. At 1.4160 eV the

transition is probably due to an unresolved (A°,X) which is normally observed as

a doublet in lightly doped material.

For comparison, figure 3.5 shows the luminescence from the excitonic

region from samples grown at Glasgow University. The transitions are not so

well resolved and the increased donor structure (D°,X)n-i_6 suggests the layers

have a larger residual doping level. Sample #254 shows a clearly defined fine

structure with six (D,°X) states resolved, this was exactly reproduced in all the

samples screened. Particularly in the Glasgow samples, the (F,X)n=l transition

at ~1.4184 eV has approximately the same emission intensity as the (D°,X)

transitions. This seems anomalous because as doping levels increase the (F,X)

transition is usually resolved as a weak shoulder on the emission spectrum since

(D°,X) transitions impurity broaden and increase in intensity (in #252 n~101®

cm"3). Normally the (F,X) transition is only fully resolved in lightly doped

materials (n ~1()14 cm"3), figure 1.3 and figure 3.4 insert. The low (A°,X)

emission intensity in these spectra shows that sample compensation ratio should

be low if it is assumed that the ratio is proportional to the intensity ratio of (A°,X)

to (D°,X). If (A°,X) had been better resolved it would have been possible to

complete some SPL measurements to identify the residual acceptor impurity.

Variable power measurements on sample #252 appear to indicate that the

emission at 1.4184 eV is excitonic in nature (figure 3.6, section 3.2.1) thus an

explanation for the enhanced (F,X) emission may come from considering the

exact nature of the excitonic luminescence.
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Figure 3.5 The excitonic region for Glasgow grown samples, #203 is

undoped and #254 should be Mg doped, see section 3.3.2
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Figure 3.6 As the laser power density is increased the polariton-excitonic

emission at 1.4185 eV changes in to a region that appears to be absorbing.

Figure 3.7 a) The polariton dispersion curve for GaAs calculated using

equation 3.1. The upper and lower polariton branches are labelled UPB

and LPB, respectively, b) Mode group velocity as a function of exciton-

polariton energy for both branches (Steiner et al 1985).
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3.2.1 Polariton Emission in InP

Of interest to us is the interaction between the dipole active exciton and

photons of the same energy first considered in detail by Hopfield (1966). The

coupling results in a mixed mode excitation called a exciton-polariton. The

maximum interaction occurs at the intersection of the photon and exciton

dispersion curves, figure 3.7. A gap opens between the dispersion curves

resulting in a two-branch polariton dispersion curve given by

"hck"
E

2 2eqELTE
~£°+( }

where e0 is the dielectric constant in the absence of polaritons, Elt=El-Et is

splitting between uncoupled longitudinal and transverse excitons at k=0, E is the
h^k^

polariton energy and E0(k) = "Tjjyp + Et> the energy of the uncoupled free exciton
of wave vector k is given by the transverse exciton energy Et plus the kinetic

energy. On the lower polariton branch (LPB) the polariton is essentially free

exciton-like becoming photon-like at small wave vectors just below the point of

inflection. The photon-like polaritons interact only weakly with the lattice and

are emitted from the crystal.

An accumulation of polariton modes occur on the LPB near the inflection

point due to the small density of final states in the photon-like region of the

dispersion curve. The quasi-thermal equilibrium of the distribution modes at

this point is termed the polariton 'bottleneck'. So the polariton dispersion

relationship has a strong effect on the intrinsic lineshape of the exciton-polariton

luminescence. When compared to purely excitonic emission the polariton can

exhibit a low energy tail beyond the free exciton edge at k=0 since the LPB does

not have a minimum energy, figure 3.7. Luminescence is normally obtained

when polaritons are scattered from phonons or collide with sample surface.
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In GaAs the exciton-polariton emission can show a doublet structure or dip

at the longitudinal free exciton binding energy, El, see figure 1.3 X(n=l) peak.

This structure is not repeated in the LO phonon replica or in a second-order

processes such as two-electron transitions involving neutral donors. Since these

satellites are photon-like they are more representative of the actual bulk exciton-

polariton mode distribution expected from the quasi equilibrium polariton

population. This structure in the polariton luminescence has not been

previously observed in InP. Skolnick and Dean (1982) suggested this could be a

consequence of the larger surface recombination velocity in GaAs (~xl000 of that

of InP) producing a much higher probability for non-radiative recombination.

We suggest that the structure observed in the spectra of sample #252 at 1.4185 eV

is the first observation of this mechanism in InP (figure 3.6), but an explanation

is required for why the singlet polariton peak forms a doublet structure with

increasing pump power. This type of power dependence has only been observed

previously in some slightly n-type doped GaAs samples during time dependent

luminescence experiments (Steiner et al 1986).

The existence of a bottleneck region cannot by itself explain the doublet

structure observed in the GaAs exciton-polariton luminescence. As any

scattering enhanced by the large variation of the polariton group velocity

v(E)=h^k in this region is not large enough to account for it (figure 3.7). A
number of different explanations have been proposed for the interpretation of the

physical mechanisms causing the structure observed. These include, emission

from both polariton branches, intrinsic absorption due to phonons and exciton-

electron scattering on the surface. A surface electric field has been found to

influence the structure observed in the lineshape accounted for by field-ionised

excitons (Schultheis and Tu 1985). Recent experimental and theoretical work

interpret the effect as due to exciton-polariton scattering from neutral donor
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impurities in the bulk crystal (Lee et al 1985) and further time resolved

luminescence experiments appear to support this interpretation (Steiner et al

1986). We will show that the observation in InP is consistent with this

interpretation with the spatial distribution of the polariton modes at the surface

the most important parameter. Weisbuch and Ulbrich (1979) and others have

shown that there was a strong correlation between polariton luminescence, its

spatial distribution in the crystal and the density of surface states present.

Weisbuch and Ulbrich (1979) enhanced the polariton effect by resonantly exciting

at El and observing the luminescence from the back surface of the GaAs sample.

Since no structure is observed in the bulk second order processes, this also

suggests that the phenomenon is in some way surface related. So the description

of polariton luminescence is a transport problem of considerable complexity

since the resultant lineshape does not necessarily reflect the polariton

distribution in the crystal.

Lee et al (1986) showed that if MBE grown GaAs samples were ordered

according to the relative intensity of the (h,D°) transition this would determine

relative donor concentrations. The donor concentrations were -lO1^ cm"3 but no

independent electrical measurements were taken due to contact problems. By

assuming that the accoptor concentration was constant, the cxciton polariton

lineshape was found to change from a doublet to a narrower more symmetric

singlet as donor concentration decreased. In this way they correlated the

existence of the polariton structure as due to the modification of the polariton

distribution in the presence of donors as the modes move towards the surface.

The process modifying the exciton-polariton lineshape was based on elastic

scattering of the exciton-polariton from neutral donor impurities assuming that

this process in turn increased the probability of an occurrence of inelastic

process. A theoretical calculation showed the neutral donor scattering cross
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section for polaritons has a peak in the bottleneck region, figure 3.8. This

enhancement of scattering cross section does not occur for the bare exciton

because its dispersion and group velocity dependence are different. The spatial

distance the modes travel before it reaches the sample surface must therefore be

greater than the scattering length otherwise no modification occurs. Steiner et

al (1986) again showed that the presence of donors was necessary for any

polariton structure to be observed. Time resolved measurements assumed that

the process of elastic scattering from neutral donors caused a delay of a polariton

appearing at the surface causing a dip. Time dependent intensity

measurements showed the luminescence took longer to build up in the dip

region. The interpretation of their results showed clearly the spatial distribution

of the polaritons was most important.

For a sample under cw excitation the observed polariton photon intensity

can be given by the equation

2

1(E) =^Tb(E) Fb(x=0,E) vb(E) c*b (E) AL>b(E) AE (3.2)
b=l

where b is the branch index, Tb(E) is the transmission coefficient of the polariton

at the crystal boundary with air, Fb(x=0,E) is the polariton distribution function

at the sample surface, vb(E) is the polariton group velocity, ob(E) is the density of

states and Af2b(E) is the solid angle through which the luminescence is emitted.

The solution of this equation requires a distribution function Fb(x,E) to be known

as the space-energy relaxation function has a dominant effect on the

luminescence state (Tranikov and Krivolapchuk 1983). Since, Tb(E)is given by

geometrical considerations and in a spherical approximation ob(E)vb(E)=(2jch)"

lkj2 isalmost constant except in regions of strong variations of kj2. The

distribution function is completely unknown but qualitative results suggest no
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Figure 3.8 The elastic scattering cross section of exciton-polaritons (in

units of 7cae^) from neutral acceptors and donors in GaAs as a function of

the exciton-polarition mode energy, hco (in eV). The upper and lower

polariton branches are labelled 1 and 2, respectively hoyr and h©L are the

transverse and longitudinal exciton energies. The dash-dot vertical lines

delimit the energy range for each branch from which elastic scattering is

dominant (Lee et al 1985).
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great dependence on functional form (Steiner et al 1986). The main simplication

in selecting a distribution function is to consider LPB only and assume the

function is a product of spatial n(x) and energy fi(E) distribution functions,

Fi(x,E)=fi(E)nb(x), with the spatial distribution given by

nb(x) = [exp(-x/L0) - exp(-x/Li)] (3.3)

where L0 is the characteristic generation length of free carriers by the incident

light and Li is the surface recombination length at the surface that depletes

carrier concentration and hence reduces polariton density near the surface. The

energy distribution fi(E) is independent of coordinate and assuming equilibrium

it should peak in energy near the bottleneck region. Hence the observation of

polariton structure in InP should be explained by considering the spatial part of

the distribution function.

The key to understanding must come from considering why structure is

normally observed in GaAs polariton emission and not in InP. Since the

absorption coefficient of GaAs and InP is similar, for the same laser pump

wavelength, then L0 would be around the same value. So it must be assumed

that surface recombination is the parameter that controls the observation of

structure in the polariton luminescence. In GaAs if Li is reduced by cleaving in

a vacuum to reduce the number of surface states present the polariton structure

disappears. Subsequent contamination of the sample surface in air, thus

increasing the density of surface states and hence Li, sees the reappearance of

the structure (Fischer and Stolz 1982). Casey and Beuhler (1977) explained the

observation of higher luminescence intensities in InP compared to GaAs as due

to much reduced surface recombination velocity in InP. They also noted that Au

contacts on n-type InP showed a different distribution or density of surface states

compared to other n-type materials such as GaAs. Less surface states may be
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seen in InP if there is a greater tendency for the surface to form compensated

acceptor/donor pairs. Recently, in LEC samples, Lester et al (1988a) showed the

low surface recombination velocity could result in self absorption of the near

band-edge luminescence. Intuitively Skolnick and Dean (1982) suggested that no

structure was observed in VPE grown InP as a consequence of the reduced

surface recombination velocity. This is true if it is assumed the surface

recombination velocity is proportional to surface recombination length, hence Li

is lower in InP compared to GaAs. Now that polariton structure is observed in

MBE grown InP (figure 3.6) suggests that Li is increased and a higher density of

surface states exists compared to that obtained by other growth techniques. This

may be related to the defect associated luminescence observed as the 1.36 eV

transition in InP since Tranikov and Krivolapchuk (1983) showed there was a

correlation between the polariton luminescence and defects in the bulk crystal.

This is evident from the difference in the luminescence of the excitonic region of

solid source MBE grown InP compared to that of other growth techniques (figure

3.4). The increased polariton emission suggests there may be some enhanced

scattering of the exciton-polariton mode producing a greater number of photons

that escape the crystal. Obviously further work must be completed to find the

exact mechanism responsible. Since an increase in recombination velocity

occurs when Ge surfaces were sand blasted (Smith 1978) it may be useful to

repeat a similar process with InP to see if polariton structure occurs, in samples

grown by other techniques, as a consequence.

Since no polariton structure is observed at low powers this suggests that the

peak of the polariton distribution occurs at distances shorter than the neutral

donor elastic scattering length Lds- A similar argument can be used when Li is

reduced. An estimate of L<js can be made using Lds=—~— where N is the
Nads

residual donor concentration and ads is the scattering cross section. If we
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assume that ads f°r InP is similar to that of GaAs, the value of ads determined

from figure 3.8 to be 7.698x10~16 m2, for a residual concentration of 101® cm~3 for

sample #252 gives Lds=0.650 pm. For InP the extinction coefficient k(v) is 0.431 at

0.5298 pm, the laser wavelength. The absorption coefficient a(v)=^7t^^V^ and at
A,

this wavelength is ~lxl0'', m_1. Hence assuming an exponential absorption, the

penetration depth of the laser light into the crystal is 0.110 pm if 95% of the light

is absorbed. But the diffusion length of the minority carrier determines the depth

from which the luminescence is emitted, in this instance Lp=(DpTp)®-^, where Dp
is the hole diffusivity and xp is the hole lifetime. Normally values of 1.5-2.0 pm

are found for InP but recent measurements indicate that due to the large

internal quantum efficiency in InP recycling may occur increasing Lp (Lester et

al 1986b). Increasing the excitation power must shift the bulk of the polariton

modes beyond Lds by increasing the carrier profile depth (Williams and Bebb

1975) and neutralising donor impurites, hence scattering occurs and structure is

observed (figure 3.6). To estimate the order of magnitude a finely balanced rate

equation would need to be solved in which both surface recombination and donor

concentration are important.

3.2.2 Mg doping ofMBE InP

The normally used p-type dopants of Zn or Cd can not be used in MBE

growth of InP as their high vapour pressures means they are not incorporated

on the growing surface. Both Be or Mg are expected to have unity sticking

coefficients at normal growth temperatures so various groups have tried using

these as p-type dopants with different degrees of success (Stanley et al 1985,

Kawamura et al 1983). Mg is to be favoured as a dopant since it is relatively non¬

toxic compared to Be and some preliminary results show that hole mobilities

may be higher. At Glasgow University a series of samples were grown where
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Mg doping was attempted; sample growth parameters and some Hall data are

summarized in table 3.4. Electrical measurements show the doped material is

still n-type with an unchanged compensation ratio. The increased background of

residual carriers can be accounted for by having the Mg cell operative.

Accordingly no enhancement of the intensity of the (A°,X) luminescence was

observed, figure 3.5, sample #254. So, doping with this Mg source used does not

appear to have been successful. Although if any incorporation of Mg did occur it

would be best observed in the (D°,A°) region; this is discussed below.

As mentioned previously all the undoped InP layers studied showed an

unidentified acceptor which had an ionization energy of ~40 meV. In figure 3.9

typical spectra are shown for an undoped sample as its temperature is

increased, the (D°,A°) transition at 1.3794 eV shifts to higher energies and the

(e,A°) emission at 1.3838 eV dominates by 20K. If it were assumed that the

residual acceptor impurity was due to Mg, then doping with Mg should result in

an increase of intensity of the (D°,A°) or (e,A°) emissions. This does not happen;

instead using this particular Mg cell a new (D°,A°) emission at 1.3760 eV is

observed (figure 3.10). As the Mg cell temperature was increased no

corresponding increase in (D°,A°) emission was observed indicating the doping

density did not increase.

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the above observations.

Firstly, since a new (D°,A°) emission was seen as a result of Mg doping this

suggests that the residual impurity can be neither Mg or Be as both have

approximately the same binding energy. If it is assumed that the new (D°,A°)

emission at 1.3760 eV is due to a Mg acceptor with binding energy -43.7 meV

(AE[(e,A°)-(D°,A°)]~4 meV), then the residual acceptor impurity could be carbon.

Scaling accordingly, this agrees qualitively with the acceptor binding energies of

Mg and Be in GaAs. Mg and Be have higher binding energies, 28.8 meV and
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Tmg( C)

Tsub('C)

Hall77K(n)

M77K

Na/Nd(rt)

Na/Nd(77K)

#203

u/d

480

2x1015

42,700

0.3

>0.3

#273

u/d

360

2x101?

0.3

#252

Mg/d

130

480

~ioi6

>20.000

0.3

#254

Mg/d

150

480

-1016

0.3

#260

Mg/d

300

480

~iol6

0.3

Table 3.4 Growth parameters for the Glasgow grown InP samples (Cheng

1988)
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Figure 3.9 The emission observed in this sample is typical of that observed

for nominally undoped InP layers from three different laboratories. The

evolution and relative intensities of the (D°.A°) and (e,A°) peaks indicate

that sample compensation should be low.
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Figure 3.10 The 1.3760 eV peak occurs as a consequence of using the Mg

cell to dope the layer but may not be directly due to Mg incorporation.
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28.0 meV, respectively, compared to carbon at 27.0 meV. However, this

assignment does not correspond to the relative binding energies found by

Skromme et al (1984) in their ion implanted samples (table 3.2). Unfortunately no

other reference could be found where carbon was positively indentified so the ion

implantation results may be anomalous. Another less likely explanation for the

observed luminescence is that the Mg source was contaminated before use,

possibly oxidized, so the process of evaporation caused the incorporation of

another impurity into the layer during growth (Cheng 1988). Thus, changing the

cell temperature had no effect on this incorporation and the acceptor impurity

would most likely be assigned to a carbon impurity although Ca may have to be

considered as it has approximately the same binding energy, table 3.2.

The donor-acceptor compensation ratio 9 is important in determining the

electrical properties of any semiconductor epilayer. The calculation of

compensation ratio from variable temperature Hall measurements requires all

the electron scattering processes to be taken into consideration. The estimation

of 0 is a difficult problem in high purity, low compensated III-V compounds such

as InP. This was completed by Al-Dubuni (1987) for the InP samples grown by

Glasgow and found to be 0~O.3. Kamyia and Wagner (1977) showed that 0 could

be determined by lineshape analysis of the (D°,A°) and (e,A°) peaks in GaAs,

appendix A. Luminescence was acquired under conditions of thermal

equilibrium and weak excitation so that peaks are resolved and of similar

intensity from 10-20 K (c.f. figure 3.9). This model was applied to InP by

Pickering et al (1982) and the donor and acceptor impurity concentrations were

obtained by fitting to their spectra. They showed there was a good correlation

between optical and electrical compensation ratios using the method by

Walukiewicz et al (1980) as long as 0<O.4. Later work by Rikken et al (1988) using
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an model where all the scattering mechanisms were considered in the mobility

measurements (Taguchi and Yamada 1987) yielded a better agreement.

3.2.3 The 1.36 eV emission in InP

Duncan et al (1984) noticed the existence of an intense zero phonon line at

1.3608 eV as a consequence of the heat treatment of LEC InP samples. Using

Zeeman spectroscopy and strain they showed that the recombination was

possibly due to an exciton bound to a deep neutral donor. In figure 3.11 the same

emission is observed at 1.3606 eV, just below the (D°,A°) region, for sample #203.

Wavefield et al (1984) found that the transition was observed only under

conditions in which a depletion of phosphorous occurred in the epilayer during

growth. This appears to be the case here since sample #273 grown at a lower

substrate temperature shows little emission at this energy. The 1.36 eV may be

ascribed to a P vacancy, probably a complex since a single vacancy would not

account for the weak phonon coupling observed. Wavefield et al (1984) noted the

emission was less likely to occur for samples with good morphology and

electrical properties. We suggest that the modified polariton emission observed

in these MBE grown layers may be connected to a P vacancy which could affect

the surface state compensation and hence surface recombination properties (see

section 3.3.1.).

3.3 AlxGai-xAs

AlxGai-xAs was one of the first alloys grown by MBE because of its relaxed

requirement for lattice match growth onto GaAs. The growth of AlxGai.xAs is

similar to that of GaAs (see chapter 2.1.4), except higher substrate temperatures

(700°C) are required to increase the Al surface mobility so that there is a higher

probability of growth from prefered sites. Thus, optimum AlxGai-xAs growth

temperature is not compatible with that of GaAs at 580°C. A compromise
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Figure 3.11 The 1.36 eV emission line complete with the weakly bound

phonon replicas (Cheng 1988).
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temperature can be used for thin superlattice structures or, alternatively, as

Heiblum et al (1983) showed slowing the growth rate to 0.14pm/h improved the

optical quality of the alloy.

As the Al content is increased from x=0 in AlxGai-xAs the transitions

normally observed in GaAs broaden and move to higher energies with the

increased band-gap. Around x=0.4 the emission will quench as the material

becomes indirect due to the T-X cross-over. The increased luminescence FWHM,

of excitonic transitions, with increasing x is caused by potential fluctuations

associated with the random distribution of Al and Ga on the group III cation

sites resulting in alloy scattering (see section 4.3.1). This minor macroscopic

variation of the band-gap energy caused by compositional variations can account

for observed linewidths typically of 3 meV (Schubert et al 1984). Alloy disorder

additionally results in a smearing of the band-edge similar to impurity tail states

in highly doped materials. Assuming a parabolic local density of states in the

conduction band of the form:

i o™ *
EKE) = (~) (^B1-5 (E-Ec)0-5 (3.4)

where m* is the effective mass. Then the average density of states in the alloy is

the convolution of D(E) with a gaussian function p(E) describing the randomness

of the alloy at a particular composition. Hence:

DA(E) =
+°°

D(E-E') p(E') dE' (3.5)

So, the normal square root dependence of the density of states is modified around

E=Ec showing an exponential tail and resulting in a band-edge that is not clearly

defined.
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In figure 3.12 the luminescence from an AlGaAs layer grown at GEC is

shown. Like that of the GaAs in section 3.1 this epilayer was doped to —5x10^- ®
cm "3 and the quality is typical of the barrier material used in the MQW

structures. The bound excitonic emission is centred at 1.9210 eV, a slight

shoulder at higher energy, ~5 meV, is assigned to a free exciton. The bound

excitonic lineshape is a convolution of the different excitonic transitions with a

gaussian function reflecting alloy broadening at this composition. The FWHM of

4.9 meV for this doping level indicates good quality material. An estimate of the

aluminium mole fraction in the layer was given by Dingle et al (1977) as

n/r i r Exciton energy -1.512Mole fraction =
1245 (3.6)

where the energy is in eV. This expression does not include the effects of bowing

or exciton binding energy so is limited in its use to 0<x<0.35. Recently Lambert et

al (1987) tested Dingle's relationship using the correlation of X-ray data for

composition and 2K luminescence including a correction for excitonic binding to

find Eg(x)=Eg(0)+1.34x eV (x<0.45); a slight bowing was observed. Using

equation 3.6 the Al mole fraction for MB318 was estimated to be 32.1±0.5%.

Compositional uniformity is always an important consideration in alloys because

parameters such as a non-uniform substrate temperature or beam profile can

change it. Using the excitonic emission as an indication of alloy composition and

averaging across a 6 mm strip, a 0.2±0.05% variation was found again indicating
good quality material grown under stable conditions. In the (D^A0) region the

long energy tail suggests there maybe two bands present. The unresolved

emission at 1.8909 eV, in analogy to GaAs, is normally assigned to a (e,A°)

transition due to carbon, the dominant acceptor impurity species. Increasing
the sample temperature from 2.2 to 20 K shifts the emission to lower energies by
~4 meV. However, on increasing the incident power density the peak shifts
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composition 32.1±0.5% is dominated by bound exciton emission.
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towards higher energies suggesting the emission may be a (D°,A°) transition,

instead.

Acceptor impurities such as carbon or silicon are expected to show a

change of effective mass with increasing aluminum content and hence band gap

energy. So, according to the effective mass approximation the acceptor binding

energy, Ea~m*(x)/e(x)2, should increase. Early work by Dingle et al (1977)

showed the acceptor ionisation energy to be independent of x for 0<x<0.35 but they

ignored the fact that the exciton binding energy varies from ~4 meV at x=0 to ~10

meV at x=0.3 (Pearah et al 1985). When this correction was later applied to their

results and included in those of other authors a good correlation to the effective

mass approximation was found for shallow acceptors such as carbon. For

impurities such as silicon a deviation depending on the magnitude of the central

cell correction occurred from the effective mass approximation (Swaminathan et

al 1982). This explains why only a weak band corresponding to silicon occurs in

figure 3.13 compared to the GaAs spectra, figure 3.2. But contrary to the above

Schubert and Ploog (1985) used PLE to show the carbon acceptor binding energy

was 25 meV at x=0.24. They also found that PLE measurements on the bound

exciton emission indicated that the binding energy of the carbon-related exciton

was lower than GaAs at this composition. It is expected that the exciton binding

energy should increase with Al content. These results reflect the range of

binding energies observed by different groups in this material and even a

parameter such as the T-X crossover is still not well established, and appears

sample dependent (Oelgart et al 1987).

As the aluminium content is increased above x=0.2 the electrical processes

in n-type AlGaAs are controlled by a deep donor level and a hydrogenic shallow

donor. The origin of this deep level is still being debated, from its X-like

character at some compositons it has become known as the DX centre. This
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centre has been observed in the luminescence of Si doped tied to the L minima

with a optical depth Edx~200 meV (Henning and Ansems 1987). The

introduction of a donor impurity should always give rise to localised levels

resonant with any of the minina of the conduction band. Henning et al (1988)

found the existence of four donor levels in the (D°,A°) emission the deepest of

which may be associated with DX centre.

3.4 Gao.47lnO.53As

The ternary alloy GaxIni_xAs grown lattice matched to InP is of growing

importance in optoelectronic applications and high frequency FETs. Optimum

lattice match conditions can be obtained for xGa=0.468 at room temperature with

layer quality and good device performance depending critically on this

composition. Beyond a compositonal error of 1 -2% dislocations and mismatch

strain can occur. Good quality MBE epilayers with optimum lattice match

conditions became available once initial problems of InP substrate preparation

were solved and the substrate was rotated to improve uniformity (Parker 1985).

MBE epilayers show little spatial variation in compostion compared to LPE

material were the band-gap energy can vary by as much as 15 meV over 1mm of

the surface. There obviously exists a strong dependence of the luminescence

FWHM and intensity on the In/Ga flux ratio which will be best for lattice match

conditions. A relatively high AS4 to In/Ga flux ratio (5:1) appears necessary for

producing GalnAs with high luminescence efficiencies in contrast to

AlxGai-xAs.

The low temperature spectrum of Gao.47Ino.53As shows two distinct

luminescence bands dominated by the near band-edge emission (see figure 3.13).

While most authors agree on the assignment of the low energy emission some

confusion exists in the literature as to the origin of the high energy peak.
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Figure 3.13 Emission spectra of a GalnAs sample (xQa=0-446) at different

temperatures. For peak assignment see text.
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Various assignments have been suggested; a convolution of bound excitons

(Goetz et al 1983, Charreaux et al 1986), (D°,h) (Marzin et al 1983), either of these

depending on the impurity concentration (Swaminathan et al 1985) and a bound

exciton complex (Penna et al 1984). Further confusion arises because the

temperature dependence exhibits two distinct activation energies, for example

Ei=2±0.5 meV, E2=8±l meV (Charreaux et al 1985) or Ei=1.6±0.1 meV, E2=11.6±2

meV (Goetz et al 1983). The lower activation energy Ei is normally attributed the

exciton ionisation energy estimated to be Ex=2meV from simple effective mass

theory. But the origin of the higher activation energy is unclear since if it was

assigned to donor ionisation this would imply a large central cell correction

compared to the expected hydrogenic donor binding energy of Ed=3 meV for

m*/mo=0.041, er=13.7. The assignment of this emission will be considered in

more detail as we examine our results.

In figure 3.13 the luminescence spectra obtained from sample PMB112 at

various temperatures are shown. The low temperature 2.2 K exhibits two peaks

centred at 0.7854 eV with a FWHM of 3.2 meV and at 0.7711 eV. This

Gao.47Ino.53As epilayer was the best grown by Shefield upto this time. The

compositional band-edge variation and bowing parameter of Gao.47Ino.53As has

been obtained by correlating the 2 K luminescence with x-ray measurements

around the lattice match conditions by Goetz et al (1983). This work was later

extended by Swaminathan et al (1985) using MBE epilayers, the 2K band-gap

dependence upon composition was given by

Eg(x)2K= 0.4105 + 0.6337x + 0.475x2 (3.7)

from which the optimum lattice match to InP was obtained at x=0.465, the

estimated band-edge position at 2 K is 0.811 eV. Our sample is -2% In rich since

XpMBl 12=0.446 from equation 3.7 and hence is under compression. This
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mismatch, no doubt caused by a compositional variation, explains why the

electrical measurements obtained by our laboratory for this sample prt=3960 and

n~1.5xl016 cm-3 (Al-Dubuni 1987) are degraded compared to those supplied by the

grower prt=10000 and n~4xl015 cm"3. A heterostructure sample PMB137 grown

around the same time as PMB112 has its GalnAs emission peaked at 0.7855 eV

suggesting both this sample and MQW structures discussed in section 5.5 may

be strained. Varying the laser spot size or position on the sample surface over a

few mm resulted in very little change ±1 meV in the energetic position of the

main emission.

Before considering the assignment of the near band emission at 2.2 K we

shall first label the transition observed at 49.6 K. At this temperature, since the

donor ionisation energy is small, Ed=3 meV, we would expect the emission at

0.7841 eV to be dominated by band-to-band transitons. The theoretical linewidth

for a band-to-band transition at 49.6 K is -7.5 meV (~1.8kT, see section 4.3.2)

agrees well with that observed experimentally, 7 meV. As the sample

temperature was increased above -60 K the emission could no longer be resolved

from the background due to the limited s/n ratio of the detector.

The main problem with assigning the 2.2 K emission at 0.7854 eV in figure

3.13 is that no definitive experimental data identifying it exists. Swaminathan et

al (1985) suggested that the band-edge emission was excitonic below n< 5x10*3

cm-3 and (D°,h) for n> 5xl0l5 cm-3, but with no experimental justification since,

in either instance only one emission peak was observed, the luminescence

characteristic of which did not change. Most groups consider the emission as

due to the convolution of the normal band-edge transitions with a gaussian

function associated with the alloy broadening. The energetic positions of the

band-edge transitions were estimated using the expected exciton and donor

binding energies along with Hayne's rule. Using the model of Schubert et al
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(1984), Charreaux et al (1985) estimated the gaussian broadening function to be

a=l .6 meV and when this is convoluted with the expected band-edge transitions a

linewidth of ~3 meV was obtained, close to the FWHM we observe in our sample.

However, another model by Singh et al (1984) for calculating alloy-broadened

linewidths gave a=3.3 meV suggesting that the near band-edge emission may be

due to only one transition. (A discussion of these alloy broadening models is

given in section 4.3.1.) It seems most likely that our GalnAs band-edge

luminescence can be assigned to convoluted transitions since Schubert and

Tsang (1986) have grown epilayers by CBE with a 1.2 meV linewidth.

As the sample temperature is increased the emission shifts slightly to

higher energies before evolving into a band-to-band transition (see figure 3.14).

The variation of peak energy with temperature yields an activation energy of

Ei=~0.5±0.2 meV which makes uncertain the determination of the

thermalization process occuring in the region 2.2-20 K. Some groups find that

the luminescence peak shifts to higher energies by 1-2 meV exhibiting an

activation energy that can be related directly to the exciton binding energy.

Although from the estimated band-gap variation of lattice matched GalnAs with

temperature (Yu and Kuphal 1984):

4 906x10"4 T2
Eg(T) = E(0) - (t+301) (3"8)

a 0 K energy gap of 0.0788 eV is obtained; this results in an ionisation energy of

~2.5 meV for the emission at 2.2 K comparable to the exciton binding energy. As

the temperature of the sample is further increased the luminescence quenches

with an activation energy of E2=10±l meV, as shown in figure 3.15. It is difficult

to find a physical mechanism for this activation energy, since, if it assumed the

emission is dominated by a (D°,h) transition above ~20 K then E2 should relate to

the donor binding energy. Penna et al (1984) found E2=7 meV and from a
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Figure 3.14 The variation of peak emission with temperature for PMB112.

The solid line was obtained from the work of Yu and Kuphal (1984).
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spectrum at 90 K they deconvoluted a peak shifted by ~6.5 meV to higher energies

from the peak emission that they then related to E2. The asymmetric broadening

observed on the high energy side of the emission at 49.4 K could be due to the

emission observed by Penna et al at 90 K.

The low energy emission at 0.7711 eV can be assigned to a (D°,A°) transition

since as the excitation power density is increased the peak shifts to higher

energies. An acceptor ionisation energy of 14±2 meV (Ea~Eg-(D°,A°)), estimated

from figure 3.13, is due to carbon, the dominant background impurity in most

MBE grown layers (Charreaux et al 1985). As the sample temperature is

increased the peak shows little energetic movement and no (e,A°) transition

evolves consistent with the observations of other authors (such as Goetz et al

1983). In the range 25-30 K the (D°,A°) emission quenches completely as all the

shallow donor levels, E<j=3 meV, are completely ionised. No LO phonon replica

associated with the near band-edge emission was observed probably because it

was below the detection limit of the germanium detector.

3.5 Summary

The luminescence of various MBE grown III-V compounds and alloys is

similar to that observed from material of similar quality obtained by other growth

mechanisms. In GaAs, impurity related transitions (summarized in section

1.2) dominate the spectral region with the intrinsic free exciton emission only a

small percentage of the total emission. InP shows the same characteristics as

GaAs but the free exciton emission, observed in material from three laboratories,

appears anomalously enhanced either due to selective absorption of the other

transitions or some unknown property of the MBE grown material. The first

known observation of structure in the InP excitonic emission has tentatively been

assigned to polariton effects. An explanation, consistent with the model of
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scatteiing of the exciton-polariton from a neutral donor is proposed. In a study of

Mg doped InP, the (D°,A°) emission shows that Mg may not have been

incorporated into the growing layer. The emission from Gao.47Ino.53As is

dominated by a convolution of (D°,X) and (D°,h) transitions broadened by a

Gaussian function reflecting the material's random composition.

In conclusion, the bulk luminescence from all III-V compounds and alloys

is dominated by impurity related emission. This is important to note, because in

chapter 5 we will show that the luminescence from quantum well structures,

such as GaAs-AlxGai-xAs and Gao.47lno.53As-InP, reflects that of the bulk. In

Gao.47lno.53As-InP wells, the quality of the alloy limits the linewidth of the well

fabricated from it and the same is true for thin GaAs-AlxGai-xAs wells. A large

background doping of the barrier material can result in free carriers

transferring into the well, particularly in Gao.47lno.53As-InP wells, thus

increasing the linewidth observed.
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4.1 Introduction

Originally the main motivation for growing semiconductor alloys such as

AlxGai-xAs was to produce room temperature luminescence in the visible

region. AlxIni_xAs appeared a good candidate as it was shown to have a T-X

cross-over ~100 meV higher than AlxGai_xAs (Lorenz and Onton 1970, see table

1.2). More recently Alo.48ln0.52As, grown lattice matched to InP and

Gao.47Ino.53As, has become important for optoelectronic devices and

heterojunctions where its large band-offset offers a greater confinement for

carriers than InP. Unfortunately, in the race to produce good quality

superlattice structures of Alo.48lno.52As-Gao.47Ino.53As with abrupt interfaces,

detailed studies of the material and physical properties of Alo.48lno.52As have

been neglected. One such area is the orgin of the near band-edge emission. Most

authors now appear to accept that the band-edge luminescence results from

bound excitonic transitions whose linewidth shows broadening as a consequence

of alloy clustering. But experimental proof of this broadening mechanism in the

luminescence rests only upon the increased linewidth observed. The motivation

for this work was to provide the first detailed study of the luminescence from

Alo.48ln0.52As, grown lattice matched to InP, using both PL and PLE, varying

sample temperature and excitation power density. Assigning the emission was

not only important to determine the position of the band-edge but also for the high

pressure work reported in chapter 6.

4.2 Growth ofAlo.48ln0.52As

The first report of the growth of AlxIni_xAs using a modified Bridgman

method was made by Lorenz and Onton (1970). Using cathodo-luminescence they

found the compositional T-X cross-over to be x=0.68 with Eg=2.05 eV at room

temperature. Expanding the data obtained by Lorenz and Onton with his own
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results Matyas (1979) found the bowing parameter to be 0.24 eV and hence the

compositional band-gap energy was described by:

AEgr = 0.36 + 2.35x + 0.24x2 eV. (4.1)

The first expitaxial growth of Alo.48ln0.52As onto both InP and GalnAs was

reported using MBE at a substrate temperature Ts=480 °C by Ohno et al (1981). It

had been recognized by various groups that the large distribution coefficient of Al

would make LPE, the most obvious growth method, difficult until it was

successfully achieved (Nakajima et al 1982). Although, MBE was not without its

own problems, growth proceeds within the misibility gap for Ts < 800 °C, so the

alloy is not ideal, originally semi-insulating SI (p > 3x10^ Slcm"1) and containing

a large density of deep levels and defects as a consequence of the high Al content.

Davies e.t al (1984) showed that material quality depended primarily on

substrate temperature with undoped epitaxial layers having a free electron

concentration of lxlO^cm'^ for Ts > 560 °C but SI for Ts < 520 °C. The main

constraint on raising the substrate temperature was the congruent sublimation

point of Alo.48ln0.52As above which In loss occurs from the growing surface.

This was thought to occur around 500-520 "C but Davies et al (1984) showed it was

not significant until 580-600 °C. Welch et al (1985) found that material quality,

from luminescence linewidth, was best at a specific growth temperature and As4

overpressure (figure 4.1). With a minimum linewidth around at Ts=515±20 °C

they suggested that lowering Ts reduced the Al mobility, with the consequence

that Al was not incorporated at a preferred lattice site. Increasing Ts reduced

crystalline quality and the density of As vacancies, thus in either case increasing

the linewidth. For similar reasons, Juang et al (1987) found as they slowed the

growth rate from 1.3 gmh"l to 0.5 gmtr* the luminescence linewidth improved

from 40 meV to 19 meV.
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Photoluminescence Linewidth of AlInAs
vs Growth Temperature

Growth Temperature - Ts (°C)

Figure 4.1 Photoluminescence linewidth of AlInAs against
substrate temperature (Ts). The minimum linewidth of 16 meV
occurs at 515 °C. (Welch et al 1985)

Figure 4.2 Variation of the band gap of Ali.xInxAs, grown on (100)InP,

with In content (x) at room temperature and at 4 K. The dashed line is the

relationship at room temperature in the absence of mismatch. (Wakefield

et all984)
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Using a Monte Carlo computer simulation Singh et al (1986) studied the

MBE growth dynamics of Alo.48lno.52As on a 40x40 crystal lattice with up to 20

monolayers deposited. They found that since growth proceeds in the misicibilty

gap, for some IIIaIIIbVc alloys this thermodynamically favours phase

separation. They concluded that under normal MBE growth conditions

producing a high quality alloy and abrupt interfaces required for

heterostructures were incompatible. In their model they found evidence for

clustering in Alo.48lno.52As, so they defined a short range order parameter C to

describe the structural quality of the alloy. They found that the alloy was random

at low Ts=130 °C becoming clustered and hence showing degraded physical

properties as the growth temperature increased to Ts~470 °C. Unfortunately

Singhs' model must be called into doubt since unrealistic growth temperatures

were used thus predicting results that contradict many of those observed

experimentally (see section 4.3.1.2).

The Alo.48lno.52As used in this work (see table 4.1) was grown by Scott et al

(1987) who found that the best optical material quality was obtained at the highest

Ts below the onset of In loss from the substrate. They found this point by

increasing the substrate temperature above 530 °C, the growing surface appeared

rough for 30 to 40 °C until it smoothed out again at 560 to 570 °C, growth was then

initiated. Our epitaxial layers have been grown at a higher Ts than any other

group (see above and Juang et al (1987) 500 °C; Praseuth et al (1987) 520 °C).

Consequently, the Alo.48lno.52As has shown the best luminescence linewidths of

14 meV and low defect densities, 200 cm"2. The InP substrate was raised to

growth temperature in a over-pressure of As thus resulting in a InP(As)-AlInAs

interface. By the use of a glancing-incidence scattering geometry with a triple

crystal diffractometer, the interface region of 20±1 A thickness, was found not to

scatter suggesting that it was polycrystalline (Hatton 1988) but the epitaxial layer

had excellent crystalline quality over the top even for layers as thin as 200 A
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Table 4.1 Summary of the AlInAs samples luminescence properties

Sample Emission (eV) FWHM (meVI n(C-V) @ 297 K fcm^l Doped

MV401 1.5362 -

MV402 1.5252 24.5 - Si

MV408 1.5498 16.9 1.0x101^ u/d

MV409 1.5460 15.6 0.9x1016 u/d

MV411 1.5333 17.4 2.3x1015 u/d
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(Lucas et al (1988), sample MV494). It was therefore evident, from the narrow

luminescence linewidth and the good crystalline quality of the epitaxial layer,

that the interface region does not influence the luminescence properties.

4.2.1 Previous Luminescence Results

No detailed study of the luminescence from Alo.4sIno.52As has been found

to exist in the literature. When Onho et al (1981) first produced lattice-matched

Alo.48lno.52As they observed the 2 K emission at 1.542 eV with FWHM of 25 meV.

Since the luminescence was broad and weak, they suggested that it was probably

not near band-edge and that it indicated a high density of non-radiative

transitions present. Using cathodo-luminescence Wakefield et al (1984) assumed

the luminescence of FWHM 24 meV was band-edge (or at least a measure of it)

since, the band-edge position obtained by photovoltage spectroscopy and the

luminescence emission agree within experimental error. This assumption may

not be valid since there can be large errors associated with determining the band-

edge from a photovoltage spectrum. By varying the In composition from x=0.46 to

0.55 for Ali_xInxAs grown on InP they found, based on the above assumption, the

lattice match band to be at 1.508 eV at 4 K. Around the lattice match composition

the band-edge at 4 K and room temperature was given by:

Eg(4K) = 1.508+ 2.22 Ax (4.2a)

Eg(RT) = 1.450 + 2.29 Ax (4.2b)

where Ax=(0.52-x) (see figure 4.2). They also noticed that the Alo.48ln0.52As

emission intensity was approximately a tenth of that for Gao.47Ino.53As grown in

the same reactor.

No improvements were made in the optical quality of the material until

Welch et al (1985) obtained linewidths of 16 meV for a 3% In rich epitaxial layer
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grown during a systematic study of growth parameters. Observing a smooth

change in emission energy with increasing sample temperature they assumed

this to indicate a band-to-band transition. Correlating their PL results to Raman

scattering data they suggested that the broadening mechanism for the emission

linewidth was due to a degraded crystal structure and not impurities. Intuitively

this does not seem correct because the low temperature luminescence is

normally dominated by impurity related emission. This also contradicts the

work of Praseuth et al (1987) who find no correlation between the optical and

crystalline properties. Good luminescence linewidths were obtained for samples

whose x-ray rocking curve measurements showed poor crystal quality. A TEM

micrograph of Alo.48ln0.52As grown directly onto a InP substrate showed a

rough surface with a high density of dislocations and stacking faults,

luminescence linewidths of 16 meV at 1.545 eV were still obtained. Using PLE, a

60 meV shift occurred between the PL and PLE spectra which they attributed to a

deep, acceptor type state (see section 4.6).

It had been noted by a number of authors that the linewidths observed in "

Alo.48ln0.52As were much larger than those of any other III-V alloys, typically 1-

7 meV, see chapter 3. No attempt was made to explain the increased linewidth

until Singh et al (1986) suggested that the broadening may be caused by

clustering, a detailed discussion of this model is given in section 4.3.1.2.

Experimental proof for clustering was found during variable temperature Hall

measurements (Hong et al 1987) where in the region 400-600 K the mobility

increased for some low mobility samples (FWHM 40meV). Since alloy scattering

was the dominant scattering mechanism above 200 K they postulated that

ordering resulting in a compositional fluctuation of 150 meV and a cluster size of

70 A could account for the increased mobility.
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4.3 Low Temperature Photoluminescence ofAlo.4gIno.52As

For Alo.48lno.52As grown lattice-matched to InP it was expected to find the

band-edge emission around 1.5 eV (see section 4.2.1). A summary of the low

temperature luminescence results and n(c-v) measurements supplied by Dr E G

Scott are given in table 4.1 for all the Alo.48lno.52As samples screened. Figure

4.3 shows a typical spectrum where, two main emissions are observed one

peaking at 1.5334 eV with a FWHM of 17.4 meV and the other, a very broad band

emission peaking at 1.5007 eV. They were assigned to the Alo.48lno.52As

epitaxial layer and the InP substrate, respectively. This assignment was tested

by etching off the Alo.48lno.52As epitaxial layer leaving only the InP substrate.

Both sides of the sample were then chemically polished and only emission at

1.5007 eV was observed. The best linewidth we observed for our Alo.48lno.52As

was 15.6 meV compared to that obtained by Dr Scotts group of 14 meV, the slight

difference can easily be accounted for by sample uniformity.

The InP substrate luminescence is consistent with that expected for heavily

sulphur doped substrate, n>101® cm_3. The emission linewidth corresponds to

the lowest acceptor impurity binding energy terminating at the Fermi energy

within the conduction band. Its luminescence and temperature dependence

properties are well described by the configurational co-ordinate model (Williams

1968). A thin 25A GaAs cap was used to reduce oxidization of the Alo.48lno.52As

layer thus improving surface quality for electrical contacts. Lucas et al (1988)

showed that the GaAs was oxidised and a low electron density suggested that

water could be absorbed in a GaO-GaAs complex on the surface; this would not

be observed in the luminescence. A further low energy emission could also be

observed at 1.35 pm, FWHM ~90 meV, probably due to deep level analogous to

that ascribed to oxygen at 1.3 pm in GaAs (Ilegem 1985).
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The characteristic Alo.48ln0.52As emission had a gaussian-like lineshape,

was asymmetrically broadened to the low energy side and had no splitting or

shoulders. The lineshape of our spectra are similar to those reported in the

literature (see figure 4.4), suggesting that we are observing the same emission.

Although it has been suggested that the emission is due to band-to-band

transitions or bound excitons (see section 4.2.1), other assignments such as free-

to-bound and donor-acceptor-pair transitions have not been considered. The

correct assignment of the Alo.48lno.52As emission is crucial since an accurate

estimate of the lattice matched band-gap energy depends on it. This is

complicated in alloys such as Alo.48lno.52As as the near band-edge

luminescence does not show the sharp excitonic transitions observed in binaries

such as GaAs.

4.3.1 Linewidth Considerations

In semiconductor alloys of the form Ax^Bi-x^C^ the low temperature

luminescence linewidth of any transition contains contributions from many

different scattering mechanisms. Linewidth broadening can be associated with

ionized impurity scattering resulting from potential fluctuations associated the

random distribution of ionized impurities. Since room temperature C-V

measurements show the number of ionized impurities cannot exceed ~10^® cm~3

this contribution to the linewidth is expected to be less than 1 meV (Larsen et al

1973). Accordingly, linewidth contributions due to impurities will be small and

thermal broadening, ~kT, is also negligible at 2K. In undoped binary compounds

the linewidth of the bound exciton is normally smaller than kT, about 0.1 meV in

GaAs. By far the dominant broadening mechanism is alloy scattering caused by

the random compositional disorder on the atomic scale. In the case of

Alo.48ln0.52As it is the random distribution of the Al and In on the group III

cation sites, which will be discussed below.
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Figure 4.4 Photoluminescence spectrum (4K) of AlInAs. The

emission energy of 1.424 corresponds to 3 % In rich. The linewidth of

the 16 meV is the narrowest line shape in the literature to date. The

inset shows the structure studied. (Welch et al 1985)

MAGNETIC FIELD B(T)

Figure 4.5 ODCR spectrum of Alo.48ln0.52As showing the resonance

due to electrons. The effective mass me* obtained is larger than

previously reported (Kama'ah 1988).
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4.3.1.1 Alloy Broadening in Alo.4sIno.52As

A formalism to describe the effects of alloy scattering on the luminescence

linewidth by the random distribution of group III cations was derived

independently by Schubert et al (1984) and Singh et al (1984). Essentially the

material was treated as a classical system with an exciton of radius aeXc

determining a crystal volume of Vex=4/37caexc3- Only this limited volume of the

crystal determined the emitted photon energy. The compositional variation in

the crystal was treated as a statistical distribution of the group III cations on

their respective lattice sites. Hence the probability of finding a particular atom

was proportional to its concentration in Al^xB^^i.xC^ and the linewidth of an

excitonic or free to bound transition a varied as (Vex)"0"®-

Schubert (1984, 1986) calculated the minimum theoretical linewidth due

alloy scattering in an ideal semiconductor assuming that a hydrogenic

approximation was valid for donor and acceptor impurities. The group III

atoms (cations) density in a zincblende lattice is given by K=4a0"^, where a0 is the

lattice constant. Thus the probability of finding n A^I atoms within a volume V

can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution if the total number of KV cations

in the volume is high. The mean value of the distribution is xKV and the

standard deviation for the alloy composition within the same volume is

rx(l-x)l0-5
°x - L j^y J (4.3)

This results in local changes in the band-gap sensed by the excitonic volume

Vex> therefore

05
(4.4)°EZ~ dx KVexc

where dEg/dx is the variation of band-gap with alloy composition. So the
random occupation of the cation sites results in a broadening of the
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luminescence transition caused by this variation. The FWHM of a Gaussian

distribution is 2.36a, so for a bound exciton recombination

at7 o oc T xfl-xl -1 °-5hEexc-2.36 1 L a J (4.5)

4a„-3(|)Itaex3
Assuming the exciton is hydrogenic, the effective mass approximation is

valid yielding an estimate for aexc •

aexc = £r (m *) aB (4.6)Illy

where £r is the dielectric constant of the material and ajj is the Bohr radius

of 0.527 A. The reduced mass mr* of the exciton is given by

mr* -1 = ( me* -1 + mhh* "1 ) "1 (4.7)

where me* and mhh* are the electron and heavy-hole effective masses

respectively.

We can now make an estimate of the alloy broadened linewidth for bound

excitonic transition in Alo.4sIno.52As. Olego et al (1982) determined the electron

effective mass in Ini_x_yGaxAlyAs from the plasma frequencies measured using
Raman scattering as

me* = ( 0.0427±0.0015 ) + ( 0.0683±0.0007 ) y (4.8)

so, me*=0.0755 in Alo.4sIno.52As. The value of mr* in equation 4.7 is

relatively insensitive to mhh* so it was assumed this would have approximately

the same value as for GaAs, mhh*=0.450. Calculating mr* and substituting it

into equation 4.6 with £r=12.7, extrapolated from the binaries (table 1.2), gives

aexc~103A. From equation 4.1 dEg/dx can be found as 2.59 eV. ao=5.860 A is

interpolated from the binaries (table 1.2). Using these values in equation 4.5 we

find AEexc~10 meV for Alo.48lno.52- Before commenting on this value for the
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alloy broadened line-width in Alo.48ln0.52As we will consider the linewidth

broadening estimated by the model of Singh et al (1984).

Singh et al consider an alloy system A(Ca°)B(Cb°) where A and B are

components of the alloy and Ca° and Cjf is the mean composition. The electronic

structure is assumed to be described within the virtual crystal approximation

(VCA) to represent extended electronic states treating the potential fluctuation

associated with compositional variations as a perturbation. If the global

concentration of A and B are Ca° and Cb° (1-Ca°) then the probability of a local

concentration Ca to occur over the exciton volume P(CA,aexc) was given by

(Lifshitz 1965) as

P(CA,aexc) = exp [ (Ca1i^^+ CBln^A-)] (4.9)

where rc is the radius of the smallest distance over which fluctuations

occur; if the alloy is random rc=r0, the interatomic distance, otherwise it is the

size of a cluster (see section 4.3.1.2). This results in a shift in the exciton energy

which will be observed as an increased linewidth thus

a0 = 2 [ 1.4CA°CB0rc3/aex3 ] °-5 Ai (4.10)

Here Ca° and Cb° are the mean composition of the binary components AlAs

and InAs, and Ai is the difference in the band-gap of the two components of the

alloy. Using a more rigorous quantum mechanical formalism, a variational-

statistical approach developed later showed that the right-hand side of equation

4.9 should be multiplied by a factor of 0.327 (Singh et al 1986b). An estimate was

made of the expected Alo.48ln0.52As alloy scatter limited linewidth by Singh et al

(1986) as ~4 meV, although aexc=200 A was assumed. If aexc=200 A is substituted

into equation 4.5 with the other parameters used previously then Schuberts

model also gives AEexc~4 meV.
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In these linewidth calculations the result depends critically on the estimate

of aexc and hence in turn me*. The effective mass determined by Olego et al

(1982) was an extrapolation from Ino.5Gao.24Alo.26As and not actually from a

Alo.48lno.52As sample. Recently, Wright et al (1989) measured me*=0.10±0.01mo

(figure 4.5) by ODCR on BT sample MV398. They obtained me* from a curve fit to

their data because cgt=0.73, so a peak did not occur at ooc (=eB/m*). Substituting as

before we find aexc~94 A. This value does not agree with the estimate made by

Singh et al of aexc=200 A which seems difficult to justify. But in either case the

linewidths predicted by both models, 4-10meV, fail to account for those observed

in Alo.48lno.52As. Singh et al suggested that the compositional clustering found

in their growth model (see section 4.3.1.2) could account for the increased

linewidth. Schubert et al (1984) have also used their model to explain the effect of

alloy broadening in AlxGai_xAs free-to-bound transitions. This was later

extended by Charreux et al (1985) to explain the effects of alloy broadening on

donor-acceptor-pair transitions in Gao.47Ino.53As. In both instances the

linewidths estimated for donor-acceptor-pair and free-to- bound transitions are

closer to those reported in Alo.48fno.53As.

4.3.1.2 The effect of clustering in Alo.4sIno.52As

Both equations 4.5 and 4.10 have been obtained for an alloy without

considering the effects compositional clustering. Monte Carlo simulations show

that the MBE growth mechanism of random impingement with surface

migration at temperatures within the miscibility gap can thermodynamically

favour clustering or phase separation. Singh et al (1986) extended their

linewidth broadening model to include clustering into calculations of excitonic

linewidth and electron mobility. It was assumed that the bulk alloy was formed

by two clusters with concentrations Ca^ and Ca2 containing nc atoms in the

smaller cluster. Thus regions exist where the alloy composition is different to
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that of the bulk. In a perfectly random alloy nc=l and Ca^=1(0); Cb2=0(1). For

clustering a short range order parameter C was defined and within the cluster

Cmax was given by ZCCa1 - Ca2)> where Z is the co-ordination number. The

excitonic linewidth a for an alloy with compositional clustering was then given

by:

a = a0nc1-5ICA1 - Ca2I (4.11)

where a0 was calculated using equation 4.10. It is assumed the largest scale

over which correlations exist, rc=ncr0, is not larger than aexc otherwise multiple

peaks would be observed in the luminescence. The values of Ca1 and Ca2 were

estimated from their growth simulations as 0.3 and 0.7, respectively, and were

given without any physical justification. When the order parameter C is related

to growth temperature it was found the luminescence linewidth increases

monotonically, having a value of ~10 meV at 800K (figure 4.6).

Although this theory goes some way to show that including the effects of

compositional clustering can give excitonic linewidths similar to those observed

in Alo.48ln0.52As, it is mostly a theoretical formalism which provides a

phenomenological explanation of the observed luminescence linewidth.

Experimentally a minimum luminescence linewidth is obtained at a specific

growth temperature (figure 4.1, see also Kerr 1984). Later work by Juang et al

(1987) showed that the linewidth improves with increased growth temperature,

both contrary to the predictions of Singh et al (1986). Using variable temperature

mobility measurements Juang et al found I Ca1 - Ca2 ' ~4% contradicting the

estimated values by Singh et al above, which suggest that they used a 30 to 70 %

compositional variation within the cluster to obtain the results in figure 4.6.

Juang et al only observed the effects of clustering in a sample that showed the

largest linewidths >40 meV , thus, it can be assumed that clustering was not the

dominant mechanism in their better samples which had FWHM ~19 meV. It
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Figure 4.6 Variation of alloy limited low temperature PL linewidth and 300-K

electron mobility in Alo.5Ino.5As as a function of alloy clustering or substrate

temperature. Note that the improvement at low temperatures may be reduced by the

intrinsic defects that may be produced due to the poor growth front quality (Singh et

al 1986)
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would thus appear that the model derived by Singh et al (1986) has been largely

proved inadequate by recent experimental results. Since our samples have better

FWHM than Juang et al's we can assume that linewidth broadening due to

clustering is minimal and possibly included within the normal alloy broadening.

4.3.1.3 Bimodal Ordering in A0.5B0.5C Semiconductor Alloys

Alo.48lno.52As is more likely to show bimodal or structural ordering

similar to that first observed in Gao.5Ino.5As (Nakayama and Fujita 1985) and

later in other ternary and quaternary alloys. Hull et al (1986) have found

evidence for a non-random distribution of Al and In on the cation sub-lattice in

Alo.48lno.52As. A number of authors have considered the possibility of long

range order in pseudo-binary alloy semiconductors suggesting that at

equilibrium an ordered state was more likely to occur than clustering because

different bond lengths could be accommodated without strain (Shahid and

Makajan 1987). This could not be predicted using the virtual crystal

approximation since average bond lengths weighed by the concentration of the

different binaries are used. Ito (1986) considered the disorder contribution in

A0.5B0.5C ternary semiconductors for bond length, lattice parameter and mixing

entropy using a pseudopotential approach. He suggested that the bimodal

distribution of anion-cation bond lengths could be responsible for the lattice

parameter obeying Vegard's law. In bimodal ordering the normal zincblende

crystal structure shows atomic ordering on the [110] planes when viewed parallel

to the growth direction. This is observed in the TEM electron diffraction pattern

as superstructure spots with twice the period of the lattice and indicates an

ordered superlattice on the column III sub-lattice. Although a number of

possible structures have been suggested it is still not clear which one is correct.

The one to one relationship between alloy composition x and energy gap in

AxIIIBi.xIIICv alloys may have to be questioned. In MOVPE Gao.5Ino.5P, grown
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lattice-matched to GaAs, under certain growth conditions (substrate

temperature and III/V source ratio) a reduction of the band-gap energy of 50

meV can occur. The different band-gaps have been shown to exist for lattice

matched material depending on wether it was grown randomly, Eg=1.9 eV or an

ordered 3tatc, Eg-1.85 mcV. This ordered state may have already inadvertently
been observed in Alo.48lno.52As since Welch et al (1984, figure 4.1) observe their

best linewidths at a 3% In rich composition, corresponding to a ~80 meV shift for

Eg to lower energy compared to our data and that of other groups. In sample

MV402 a higher energy emission is observed at ~70 meV above the main

transition (figure 4.7). Its assignment is uncertain but it indicates that the

normally observed Alo.48lno.52As omission may not bo band to band or excitonic.

The new emission may a consequence of Si doping of the Alo.48ln0.52As sample

but, since growth is occuring within the rough region (section 4.2) the crystal

may be forming an ordered state. So we suggest the emission could be due to

bimodal ordering in the crystal since the shift in energy agrees qualitatively with

that observed in Gao.5Ino.5P of 80 meV (Gomyo et al 1987) and Gao.5Aso.5Sb of 70

meV (Boguslakski and Baldereschi 1988).

It was concluded from a pseudopotential calculation that since the GaAs-

InAs and AlAs-InAs atomic volume ratios were similar, then they should have

similar order and disorder effects (Ito 1985). This is obviously not the case when

considering the difference in linewidths from the near band-edge luminescence

obtained from these material systems. Consequently, factors other than the

compositonal or structural properties of Alo.48ln0.52As will be required to

account for the increased linewidth compared to other III-V alloys.

4.3.2 Lineshape considerations

Before attempting any fit to Alo.48ln0.52As luminescence, the lineshape

characteristics of the emission obtained should be compared to the theoretical
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Figure 4.7 Emission of sample MV402. A peak is observed 69.2 meV

away from the main emission (see text for a dicussion).
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lineshapes for different transitions. All the samples used in this work have

produced spectra whose lineshape is Gaussian and asymmetrically broadened to

the low energy side. The lineshape of bound excitonic emission in compound

semiconductors should be a Lorenzian function whose linewidth is

approximately kT since the transition has no kinetic energy associated with it.

Schubert et al (1984) showed that in ternary alloys the emission lineshape can be

approximated by a Gaussian with the linewidth o reflecting the alloy scattering

(see section 4.3.1.1). If a Gaussian function were convoluted with the near band-

edge transitions, as was done in Gao.47Ino.53As (see section 3.5), it would

produce another broader Gaussian. Therefore, to first approximation the

lineshape of the emission cannot be due to a simple bound exciton or convolution

of excitonic transitions.

In some alloys such as GalnAsP the near band-edge luminescence has

been ascribed to band-to-band transitions without considering the effects of alloy

scattering. From a simple parabolic band theory the lineshape intensity I(hco) is

given by (Pearsall 1985)

I(h©) ~ (hco-Eg) 0.5 exp[ -(hco-Eg)/kT) ] (4.12)

From this expression the low energy side of the emission increases as (ho>

Eg)0-5 and the high energy side decreases exponentially, exp[-(h(o-Eg)/kT). The
emission peak maximum occurs at hcomax=Eg+kT/2 and the luminescence
linewidth is proportional to 1.8kT. So at ~4K the intrinsic band-to-band emission

should have a linewidth of ~5 meV increasing monotonically with temperature to

~45 meV at 300K. This simplified model does not take into consideration the

effects of doping or impurity related emission. The low energy side of the

emission spectrum normally shows an exponential increase instead of the

expected parabolic dependence. Since at low temperatures (<10K) the

luminescence tends to be dominated by impurities the exponential lineshape
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suggests that impurity states or disorder-induced processes (Oelgart et al 1987)

are present. The low energy is fitted using exp(hoo-Eg)/8t where St is the tail state

parameter giving an indication of how large the tail is. The low temperature

emission in most semiconductors is impurity related and since me*=0.10±0.01mo

in Alo.48lno.52As then significant band-to-band transitions would not be observed

until these donor levels are ionized >60 K.

When using the emission lineshape given by the relationships 1.2 or 1.5 for

the free-to-bound and donor-acceptor-pair, the linewidths obtained are much

narrower than those in semiconductor alloys (Goetz et al 1983, Chareaux et al

1986). The effects of broadening due to alloy fluctuations has to be taken into

consideration just as they have been in excitonic transitions. This was achieved

by convoluting the relationship obtained for the free-to-bound donor-acceptor-pair

emission with a Gaussian curve of standard distribution a:

I'(h(o)~ ^(hoo) exp [ -0.5(E-E'/g)2 ] dE (4.13)

When this was fitted to the luminescence spectra for a particular transition

a value for a can be found. This value for a has been found to compare well with

the value estimated by Schubert's model for alloy scattering taking both

conduction and valence band fluctuations into account (Charreaux et al 1986).

The unfortunate consequence of the resulting convolution is that the predicted

luminescence is Gaussian and featureless. Hence it is impossible to deduce the

expected transition from considering lineshape alone. Therefore a theoretical fit

to the spectra can only be attempted if the origin of the luminescence transition is

determined from further experimental work.

Since the luminescence transitions in most alloys will show a Gaussian

lineshape a fit was attempted to sample MV408 (figure 4.8). An excellent fit was
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Figure 4.8 Deconvolution of the 17 K emission spectrum using two

gaussian functions. The existence of another emission occuring -14

meV below the main emission is shown.
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obtained on the high energy side of the emission with a Gaussian lineshape. The

asymmetrically broadened emission was deconvoluted into two Gaussian

functions producing another emission, labeled peak A, separated by ~14 meV

from the main transition. No significant reduction in the linewidth occurred as

a result of this deconvolution. Goetz et al (1983) showed that for Gao.47Ino.53As

the near band-gap emission lineshape could be explained as the convolution of all

the excitonic transitions normally observed in the binary. But this is difficult to

justify in this instance because of the much larger Alo.48lno.52As linewidth.

Hayne's rules states that the dissociation energy of neutral excitonic impurity

complexes is approximately 10% of the impurity binding energy. So if the

Alo.48lno.52As emission were ascribed to bound excitons the deconvoluted peak

14 meV below the main emission could not be ascribed to donor or acceptor

impurties and would more likely be defect or disorder related.

On the other hand, if the main emission is assigned to donor-acceptor-pairs

or free-to-bound transitions then the additional transition can easily be accounted

for by another acceptor impurity. Normally photoluminescence spectra from

undoped MBE grown materials are dominated by carbon related impurity

emission (see section 2.1). The luminescence of most alloys also shows emission

due to other impurities, such as Be or Si, which have a larger binding energy

than carbon. It would not be unreasonable to expect Alo.48lno.52As to exhibit

similar characteristics. It was found that as a consequence of Si doping the

Alo.48lno.52As the linewidth of the emission increased to 25 meV suggesting that

Si was incorporated during growth (figure 4.7).

4.4 Temperature Dependence of the Emission

On increasing sample temperature the Alo.48lno.52As emission at 1.533 eV

for sample MV411 (figure 4.3) shifts to lower energies and thermally quenches

(figure 4.9). The linewidth increases monotonically with temperature and by 50
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Figure 4.9a Temperature dependence of the Alo.48ln0.52As

emission. As the 2.2 K emission thermally quenches at 50 K an

unresolved, combined peak emerges around 1.518 eV.
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Figure 4.9b Temperature dependence of the Alo.48lno.52As emission. On

increasing the tenperature further to 80 K, the 2.2 K emission quenches

completely leaving a new transition dominating at 1.529 eV.
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K the emission at 1.5177 eV is the convolution of more than one transition.

Increasing the sample temperature further to 90 K apparently causes the

emission to move to higher energies at 1.5291 eV. However, this is due to the low

temperature transition quenching completely leaving a new transition at higher

energies to dominate the emission spectrum. The same process also occurs for

sample MV409 (figure 4.10). To our knowledge this is the first report of this

higher energy emission in Alo.48ln0.52As .

An attempt was made to fit the emission peak energy to the expected band-

edge dependence upon temperature when compared to the empirical expression

derived by Varshni (1967):

aT2
Eg(T) = E(0) + (4.14)^ (p+T)

where a is a constant (eV/K) and p is a constant that can be related to the

Debye temperature, 0d- The equation is based on the assumptions that the

energy gap should be proportional to T at high temperatures and proportional to

T2 at low temperatures. Interpolating the Debye temperature for Alo.48lno.52As,

assuming the validity of Vegard's law with 0d(A1As)=417 K and for

0D(InAs)=254.5 (Madelung 1982), 0D(Alo.48lno.52As)=335K was obtained.

However,a plot in the form T2/(335+T) against emission peak energy did not yield

the expected straight line. Varying the value of P did not improve the fit except in

increasing the bowing below 335 K. Fitting the emission peak energy

temperature dependence to Varshni's equation gave a value of 2.5x10"^ eV/K for

a which is approximately an order of magnitude larger than those observed for

any other III-V semiconductor. If a more realistic value is estimated for a as

~5x10~4 eV/K (Thurmond 1975) and this is substituted into equation 4.14 it can be

seen that the Alo.48ln0.52As emission does not follow the expected band-edge

dependence with temperature (figure 4.11). Thus the low temperature emission
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Figure 4.10 Temperature dependence of AIo.48ln0.52As (MV409).
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Figure 4.11 Temperature dependence of the emission energy. The

solid lines are fits using the expression by Varshni (1967) with a)

a=2.5xl0"3 eVK-1 (least square fit) and b) a=5xl0-4 eVK-1.
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is unlikely to arise from band-to-band, free-to-band or bound excitonic transitions

as all these should follow the expected band-edge dependence with temperature.

The dominant 2K emission has quenched completely by 90 K (figures 4.9

and 4.10). A thermal activation energy can be determined for this process from

the integrated intensity versus the reciprocal temperature (figure 4.12). The

temperature dependence of the integrated intensity I(T) can be described by

^ = [ 1 + C exp(Ea/kT) ] -1 (4.15)

where Ea is the activation energy and C is a temperature independent

constant related to the radiative lifetime of the transition, xr. An excellent

agreement is obtained with equation 4.15 and the experimental points in figure

4.12 giving Ea=20±2 meV and C=1954 eV for MV411. In the high temperature

limit data can be described using I(T)~exp(Ea/kT), yielding for samples MV408,

MV409 and MV411 Ea=15.0, 20.0 and 17.5 meV, respectively, giving an average of

Ea=17±3 meV.

When equation 4.15 is applied to emission associated with donor-bound

excitons the activation energy can be related to the donor ionization energy.

However, in both Gao.47Ino.53As (see section 3.5) and GaAs (Williams and Bebb

1975) the thermalisation process for donor-bound emission shows two distinct

activation energies associated with exciton and donor ionization energies. This

is not the case for Alo.48ln0.52As in which only one activation energy is observed

(figure 4.12). The estimated donor ionization energy ed=13.6x(l/eo)2(m*/m0) eV

was calculated using m*=0.10±0.01mo to give Ed=7.1 meV. If Ea=17±3 meV were

related to a donor ionization energy this would imply an unreasonably large

central cell correction. ea can only be directly related to Ed if the thermal release

of carriers is a rate-limited process. If this occurs in thermal equilibrium then
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Ea is less, perhaps as low as Ed/2, depending on doping concentration (Dean

1973).

Thus, it is unlikely that the dominant emission in Alo.48lno.52As can be

ascribed to a bound exciton transition particularly when in AlxGai_xAs samples

with high A1 content the (D°,A°) transition dominates with the bound exciton

emission observed more as a shoulder (Henning 1987). Many authors (such as

Wicks et al 1981) have shown the sensitivity of the bound excitonic emission in

MBE samples to substrate growth temperature (figure 4.13). Since the the

growth of Alo.48lno.52As is far from optimised (see section 4.2) the good surface

morphology observed in our samples may not necessarily be an indication of

material quality. Praseuth et al (1987) presented evidence that a deep acceptor¬

like level could be responsible for the luminescence at 2 K. When a series of

Gao.47Ino.53As quantum wells were grown onto the InP substrate to trap

impurities during growth the PL spectrum showed a shoulder due to (D°,h) in

the better epitaxial layer. Deconvolution of the emission yields an activation

energy of 7 meV which corresponds well with the donor ionization energy

estimated previously. We suggest that the low temperature emission in our

samples does not arise from bound excitions.

If the dominant emission from Alo.48lno.52As is due to (D°,A°) then the

activation energy derived would still be associated with donor ionization. It has

been found that as AlxGai_xAs approaches the T-X cross-over, the activation

energy associated with donor ionization increases and the optically active donor

becomes L-like for x>0.35 (Dingle et al 1979). Similarly, Pearah et al (1985)

showed that the free exciton binding energy increased sharply above x>0.25, well

away from the r X crocs over, due to multi valley contributiono to the effective

mass. Evidence already exists for non F contributiono to the donor effective mass

in Alo.48ln0.52As since high pressure Hall measurements find the electron
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concentration to decrease with applied pressure with a corresponding shift in the

Ed of ~3 meVkbar-1 (Ben Amor et al 1988) or ~2.5 meVkbar"* (Holmes 1988).

Holmes (1988) postulated that applying pressure populates an electron trap but no

carrier freeze out to a deeper level was observed with increasing temperature,

although a metastable state was shown to exist during pressure cycling. We

suggest that our emission and the activation energy are not due to a simple T-type

donor level. This is confirmed by recent ODMR measurements where, at

maximum electric field and s/n ratio, an effective mass of m*=0.1704 m0 was

obtained (Kamah'am 1988). Using the effective mass approximation as before

this corresponds to a donor ionization energy of 14.2 meV which is within the

error range of Ea=17±3 meV. Ben Amor et al (1988) found the donor activation

energy to be small <30 meV and decrease rapidly with increased doping density,

26 meV at 4x101® cm"3 to 6.3 meV at 6.3x10*7 cm~3 corresponding to the donor

level impurity broadening. We tentatively assign the low temperature emission

in our samples to a (D°,A°) which implies that the higher energy transition at

increased temperatures will be a (e,A°) transition. This transition dominates

Alo.34Gao.66As emission above 50K (Henning and Ansems 1987).

4.5 Dependence on Excitation Power Density

The interpretation of data obtained varying the CW excitation power density

while monitoring the integrated luminescence intensity can prove difficult,

mainly because the competing non-radiative transitions are unknown. In alloys

such as Alo.48lno.52 As with a high Al content it is further complicated as many

deep levels exist providing many alternative channels other than the near band-

edge luminescence. The emission integrated intensity PL(I) varies with incident

excitation power density Pin according to the relationship (Zhongying et al 1987)

PUI) = c Pins (4.16)
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where c is a constant and it is assumed that no saturation occurs. At 2.2 K

the emission for samples MV409 and MV411 has an excitation power density

that is slightly less than unity s=0.95 and 0.99, respectively (figure 4.15). Many

authors show the excitonic emission to have s>l depending on the unknown non-

radiative channels, and for weak excitation the (D°,A°) transition has s=l (Dean

1973). The (D°,A°) emission intensity is expected to saturate with increased

excitation power density, in our sample this behaviour was not observed probably

because the excitation power density was too low. Based on the observation of s<l

we suggest that the main emission arises from (D°,A°) transitions at low

temperatures. The exponent s, in equation 4.16 depends on the temperature for

the new high energy emission (see figures 4.9 and 4.10), for MV411 s=1.86 at 59.2

K and s=2.05 at 79.8 K. In this case when s>l it indicates a transition that is free-

carrier-associated such as free-to-bound or band-to-band. The ~Pin2 power

dependence occurs at much reduced radiative efficiencies compared to the

transition at 2.2 K.

If the low temperature transition were (D°,A°) then as the excitation power

density increases the emission peak should move to higher energies. Only the

emission from sample MV411 is observed to move by ~0.95±0.25 meV/decade

(figure 4.16). This result may be sample dependent or alternatively since the

Alo.48lno.52As linewidth is large a slight energy shift of a relatively deep (D°,A°)

transition would not be resolved (see section 4.6). It should also be pointed out

that since s~l for MV411 at 2.2 K then it is more likely to show an energy shift.

4.6 Selective Photoluminescence Excitation

By using the narrow bandwidth of dye lasers, structure normally

unresolved in PL spectra can be enhanced by excitation techniques. The method

of selective excitation can be used to increase the intensity of exciton

luminescence and their associated two-electron and two-hole transitions,
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particularly those of the minority species. The use of photoluminescence

excitation (PLE) is most powerful for (D°,A°) transitions in which unresolved

emission can show the fine structure described by equation 1.3. In PLE the

luminescence is sensed in a ground state, (D+,A+) as the laser excitation energy

increases and donors and acceptors are observed in their excited states. In the

excitation process of a (D°,A°) photons are absorbed through three types of

process: a) a direct transition within the donor-acceptor pair, b) excitation via the

conduction band and c) band-to-band transitions (figure 4.17). The observation of

transitions within the donor-acceptor band requires impurity concentrations

<1016 cm-3 as a higher concentration of impurities cause broadening of the

excited states and merging of the peaks into a structureless background. This

background is a consequence of energy transfer between (D°,A°) with different

rda- It seems unlikely that Alo.48lno.52As will show any fine structure in its PLE

spectra since C-V measurements gave n~1013 cm-3 and alloy scattering will

further increase linewidth broadening. Non-selective excitation of distant pairs,

sensed towards the low energy part of (D°,A°) emission, causes a broad threshold

to appear near Eg-EA (Dean 1973). Here an electron is excited into the conduction
band leaving a hole in the acceptor (IS) state which migrates and is bound into

the donor ground state (Figure 4.17b). Hence the excitation process

(D+,A+)-*[D+,A(lS)] + e occurs at a photon energy h©e, assuming Ea>Ed from

equation 1.3 we find

e2
Eg - EA+ < hcoe (4.17)

4TC£oerrDA

so for distant rDA the lowest photon energy for an excitation process is Eg-

EA therefore Ea can be estimated if Eg is known.

The PLE apparatus is the same as the photoluminescence apparatus shown

in figure 2.5 but the dye laser was used as the excitation source with Stiryl 9 dye
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which had a tuning range of 800-890 nm. The laser wavelength was calibrated to

a micrometer using the monochromator to give A,iaser(-^)=6916.7+3128.7x

(0.35<x<0.65); this calibration was checked periodically. Since the PLE spectra

were obtained on a steadily rising background of dye laser power (10-150 mW),

the spectra were taken point by point, along with a laser power reading, and

deconvoluted accordingly. As the dye laser wavelength was varied it was not

found necessary to optimise the emission indicating that no movement of the

laser spot on the sample occurred.

A PLE spectrum was first taken of sample MV402 since it had shown the

highest luminescence efficiency of all the samples screened. In figure 4.18 both

the photoluminescence spectrum peaking at 1.5252 eV and the PLE spectrum

sensed at 1.5176 eV are superimposed: a large shift of ~35 meV occurs between

the PL and PLE spectrum. This virtually rules out the emission being due to

bound excitons since in Alo.24Gao.76As using PLE and sensing at the bound

exciton transition the exciton binding energy was found to be 2.4 meV (Schubert

and Ploog 1985). Our samples have shifts between the PL and PLE spectra

similar in magnitude to those observed by Schubert and Ploog for a (e,A°)

transition with a binding energy of 25 meV for a carbon acceptor. In figure 4.18

the emission threshold of 1.534 eV was obtained by extrapolating the curve to zero

as done by Nakashima et al (1979). The difference between the sensing energy at

1.5176 eV and the threshold at 1.534 eV is 16.4 meV which is consistent with the

activation energy of 17±3 meV obtained previously. To estimate a value for Ea the

band-gap energy needs to be known. Due to the limited tuning range of the dye

laser only the onset of band-to-band transitions are observed at 1.575 eV. As

would be expected, the approximate energetic width of the PLE shoulder, which

is ascribed to (e,A°) transitions, is similar to the linewidth of the sensing

luminescence transition. In order to increase the energetic tuning range and

observe band-to-band transitions the dye laser was replaced by a stabilized white
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light source and mini monochromator. But no signal could be observed from the

sample possibly due to the low power density of the source. Praseuth et al (1987)

using a similar arrangement to ours obtained PLE spectra for their samples and

found the band-to-band transition to occur at 1.62 eV. If we use this value for Eg
in our samples then the acceptor binding energy is 86 meV consistent with the

results Praseuth et al obtained. This implies that the emission from our samples

is due to 'deep' (D°,A°) transitions. This has important implications when

estimating Eg from PL spectra and for the magnitude of confinement calculated
in superlattice structures.

Leaving the sensing position unchanged at 1.5176 eV and increasing the

sample temperature then the PLE emission, assigned to a (e,A°) transition,

should follow the expected band-edge temperature dependence (figure 4.19).

Since the acceptor impurity distribution should reflect the compositional

variation of the band-edge due to alloy fluctuations (section 4.3.1.1) then the

acceptor emission-edge in the PLE spectra can be approximated by a Gaussian

function. A best fit to the emission-edge of the spectra in figure 4.19 gives the

equivalent FWHM as 2.36a and peak energy, Ep, as shown in figure 4.20. The

increase of the linewidth with temperature, 5.8 meV, is consistent with that

associated with thermal broadening of the emission. Plotting the values obtained

for Ep on figure 4.11, shifted accordingly in energy, shows a reasonable

agreement with that of the expected band edge temperature dependence. But the

observed emission shift with temperature is the product of two effects; the band-

edge shrinkage and a change in the sensed rDA- As the temperature is

increased the PL emission shifts to lower energies (figure 4.9) causing the energy

to see smaller rDA> so, the coulombic term in equation 4.17 becomes more

important accounting for an additional shift of the emission of 4-5 meV (c.f.

Nakashima et al 1979). Thus, the emission shift is slighter larger than that of

the expected band-edge dependence in figure 4.11.
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Sample MV402 was Si doped and the increased linewidth for PL emission

suggests that Si has been incorporated during growth(figure 4.18). When PLE

spectra were taken for MV411 the (e,A°) transition shoulder was no longer

clearly defined (figure 4.21). The shallow rising edge could be due to Si

impurities with the main emission plateau at 7950 A due to carbon, the

background impurity. Changing the sensing wavelength from the emission
o o

peak at 8086 A in MV411 to longer wavelengths at 8160 A did not shift the relative

position of the shoulder showing that the emission at the peak is due to (D°,A°) at

distant rDA (equation 4.17).

4.7 Summary

Until this work was completed no detailed study of the near band-edge

luminescence of Alo.48lno.52As was available to the best of our knowledge. The

main problem in assigning the emission was linked to the much broadened

linewidth compared to that of other alloys. The conventional broadening

mechanism of alloy scattering that accounts for the observed linewidths in

AlxGai_xAs and Gao.47Ino.53As does not suffice in the case of Alo.48lno.52As.

An additional broadening mechanism of statistical alloy scattering was

postulated. However, this mechanism seems unlikely since evidence exists for

bimodal (structural) ordering in many alloys including Alo.48lno.52As. The

results presented here suggest that the low temperature emission in

Alo.48lno.52As is not excitonic but due to relatively 'deep' (D°,A°) transitions

thereby explaining the large linewidths reported previously. The experimental

evidence for this transition is:

a) the emission does not follow the expected temperature dependence of the

band-edge,
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b) the emission quenches with an activation energy, Ea=17±2.5 meV, which

cannot be attributed to a simple T-type donor but possibly to a L-X mixed donor

level,

c) on quenching a new high energy emission is observed, the linewidth of

which is not consistent with band-to-band transitions and since the band-edge

does not appear to be observed in the PLE spectra the emission is ascribed to a

(e,A°) transition.

d) A large shift is observed between the PL and PLE spectra, ~35 meV,

again showing that the emission is not excitonic and that it is consistent with a

relatively deep acceptor of ~85 meV.
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V Luminescence from Quantum Well Structures

5.1. Introduction

In considering the optical properties of GaAs-AlxGai_xAs and

Gao.47lno.53As-InP quantum well structures we will concentrate mainly on

impurity incorporation and interface quality. Using photoluminescence, while

varying excitation power density and sample temperature, is a sensitive probe of

the quantum well material quality, in particular of the interface region from

which monolayer fluctuations in the well thickness have been observed by many

groups. It was shown before (chapter 1) that the low temperature emission

should be dominated by a free exciton transition. In a brief review of the

extensive literature in the area of GaAs-AlxGai_xAs quantum wells we will

present our own data as it is representative of the physical mechanisms of the

luminescence observed by other groups. We also include, to the best of our

knowledge, the first complete description of all the scattering mechanisms

affecting luminescence linewidth in quantum well structures.

The assignment of the various transitions observed in the excitonic region of

our GaAs-AlxGai-xAs samples was made by varying sample temperature and

excitation power density along with careful deconvolution of the spectra. A later

comparison of the emission from Si-doped and undoped well structures justified

the initial assignment. In a study of carrier capture of a quantum well the

temperature dependence of the well emission was considered in more detail.

This provided the background necessary for a study of the growth of quantum

structures on [100] substrates off-cut in [110] direction. A brief summary of

emission data obtained from some Gao.47 Ino.53As-InP quantum well samples

has also been included for comparison.
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5.2 Review ofprevious work

It is beyond the scope of this work to give a comprehensive review of all the

relevant and related literature in the area of the optical properties of GaAs-

AlxGai_xAs quantum wells. In this section we will summarize the main points

covered by the most important review articles and then concentrate on the

question of impurity incorporation and interface quality that is explored in this

work. When reviewing the literature it should be noted that some groups may

have presented results that are sample dependent with an interpretation based

accordingly on them.

Miller and Kleinman (1985) considered the properties of excitons in GaAs-

AlxGai-xAs quantum wells including the topics of exciton binding energy,

modulation doped structures and band-gap discontinuities. In their review they

include a summary of most of the original work completed in this area at Bell

Laboratories. Delande (1986) provides the background to PLE applied to well

structures, makes some comment on the contentious issue of room temperature

excitonic emission and discusses the luminescence obtained from various

material systems. In the most recent review of the optical properties of quantum

wells, Weisbuch (1987) covers the problems of impurity related emission and

interface disorder, which can have important consequences for laser diodes. The

application of quantum well structures in optoelectronics including the

fabrication of laser diodes and other novel devices is presented by Okamato (1987)

and the recombination dynamics of excitons and free carriers is considered by

Fouquet and Burnham (1986). An excellent review, mainly of the electrical

properties, of the physics of quantum structures has been given by Kelly and

Nicholas (1985) with Drummond et al (1986) providing further information on the

device applications of modulation doped structures.
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Two parameters have a dominant effect on the luminescence, doping and

quantum well width, generally with wider wells being more bulk like and narrow

wells showing a single Gaussian like peak. A two-peak structure has been

observed by many groups (figure 5.1) with low energy emission assigned, on

occasions, to biexcitions (Cingolani et al 1988), exchange interaction splitting

(Bauer et al 1987), impurities (Shanabrook and Comas 1984) and interface islands

(Deveaud et al 1986).

5.2.1 Impurity and Exciton Binding Energy

Although we noted in chapter 1 that the intrinsic free-exciton emission can

dominate the luminescence from GaAs quantum wells, impurity related

emission still provides an important contribution to the spectrum. It has been

shown that for a strictly 2D hydrogenic impurity of binding energy Eb, this will

tend to 4 Eb (0.25 Eb) at well centre (edge). Bastard (1981) first calculated the

binding energy of a donor or acceptor as a function of well thickness and impurity

position in a quantum well with infinite barrier height. It was found that as the

well width increases from zero, the 2D limit, the binding energy of an impurity

placed at the well centre (edge) will decrease from 4 Eb to 1 Eb (0.25 Eb) and that

impurity degeneracy with respect to impurity position in the well was lifted

leading to band formation. The resulting density of states can exhibit two peaks

associated with impurities at well centre (statistically dominant) and well edge

(Lane and Greene 1983). But donors in a well of finite barrier height were found

to have a maximum binding energy at some critical well width, ~15-60 A, as

shown in figure 5.2 (Mailhiot et al (1982), Greene and Bajaj (1983a)). Since, as the

well width is further increased, the impurity wavefunction penetrates the barrier

material, the impurity binding energy tends to the bulk value of the barrier

material.
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Figure 5.1 Typical luminescence spectrum, obtained from a GaAs-Alo.3Gao.7As

84 A multiple quantum well sample. The two-peak structure has been observed

by many groups and assigned to interface fluctuations, donor bound impurities,
biexcitons and exchange interaction splitting.
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Photoluminescence has been used to probe donors levels in quantum wells of

various widths (Shanabrook and Comas (1984), Reynolds et al (1984)).

Shanabrook and Comas (1984) consistently found an emission peak -1-2 meV

below that of the Eih transition in wells that have been Si-doped either at the well

centre or edge. Edge-doped samples showed an additional transition -2 meV

above Eih due to the reduced binding energy of these donors (figure 5.2). This

work was extended to include Raman scattering and far infrared absorption

measurements of donor binding energy which produced results that were less

ambiguous and in good agreement with theoretical predictions discussed above

(Chaduri and Bajaj (1984), Shanabrook (1986)).

Photoluminescence is a better probe of acceptor impurities as there is

proportionally less error in estimating acceptor binding energies from emission

spectra than donor's. The binding energy of an acceptor impurity Ea° can be

estimated using

EA- = Eih + BeXC-E(e,A-) (5.1)

where Eih is the measured value of the heavy-hole exciton transition, Bexc is the

exciton binding energy and E^A") is the measured emission energy for the

electron to neutral acceptor recombination. In figure 5.3 the acceptor related

emission obtained from one of our samples (MB662) at different excitation power

densities is shown. At low excitation, emission is obtained from both (D°,A°) and

(e,A°) transitions. Since (D°,A°) emission is rarely obtained from wells of this

width this suggests the well material is compensated. Increasing the excitation

power density causes two (e,A°) related transitions to dominate at 1.5400 eV and

1.5517 eV. Theoretical calculations of the binding energy of acceptor in quantum

wells taking into consideration valence band coupling in the well and barrier has

been completed by Masselink et al (1986). Calculating the acceptor binding

energy for these transitions using equation 5.1, from the energetic position of the
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Figure 5.2 The energy of on-centre and on-edge donor ground state with respect

to the first conduction subband as a function of GaAs well thickness and alloy

composition AlxGai_xAs (Mailhiot et al 1982).
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Figure 5.3 Excitation power density dependence of the emission showing the

existence of (D^A") and (e,A°) transitions in the well. The emission intensity is

much reduced (x60) compared to the excitonic emission in figure 5.1. Calculating

the acceptor binding energy shows that the emission can be assigned to acceptors

at the well centre and edge (insert).
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peak in figure 5.3, with the exciton binding energy obtained from figure 5.4. A

good agreement with binding energies estimated by Masselink et al (1986) is

obtained (see insert figure 5.3). So the transitions at 1.5400 eV and 1.5517 eV can

be assigned to carbon acceptors, the background impurity, at the well centre and

well edge respectively. Since a higher density of states exist at the well centre,

peak ratio (e,A°)c/(e,A°)i should be 2.2/1 (Bastard 1981), we would expect the

transition associated with it to dominate. This is not the case here suggesting

that carbon may be gettered at one of the well interfaces.

The question of light and heavy hole binding energy in a quantum well has

provoked much experimental and theoretical work. Dingle (1975) first estimated

the exciton binding energy to be ~9 meV for Lz~100 A by extrapolating the exciton

peaks observed in absorption spectra to zero confinement. In PLE spectra

obtained by Miller et al (1981) a shoulder was seen on the high energy side of the

Eih and En transitions. This was assigned to a 2s excited state of the exciton,

consistent with oscillator strengths and polarization, thus providing a direct

measure of the 1 s-2s splitting of the exciton. They found that since the in-plane

light hole mass was larger than the heavy hole mass it had a larger binding

energy. Dawson et al (1986) resolved these shoulders as actual peaks in their

spectra allowing an accurate estimation of the binding energy of the heavy hole

exciton as 13.0-10.1 meV for well widths of 75-92 A. Magneto-optical

measurements, from which the heavy hole exciton binding energy was estimated

by extrapolating to zero field, have been reported (Rogers et al (1986), Petrou et al

(1987)). Rogers et al (1986) found the estimated binding energies from high field

measurements were slightly larger than those obtained from the low field

measurements giving a binding energy of 16-9 meV for wells of 22-160 A.

Much of the theoretical work in calculating excitonic binding energies has

been completed within the effective mass approximation (Greene and Bajaj

(1983b), Bauer and Ando (1986)). A calculation by Greene et al (1984), using a
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Figure 5.4 The binding energy of the heavy (HH1-CB1) and light (LH1-CB1)

exciton as a function of GaAs well thickness for an alloy composition of

Alo.4Gao.6As. The solid line shows the inclusion of coupling between the valence

bands (Andreoni and Pasquarello 1988).
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0.85/0.15 band-offset, showed the light and heavy hole binding energy to increase

monotonically with decreasing well width until the wavefunction penetration in

the barrier becomes significant. More accurate calculations including the effects

of non-parabolicity of the conduction band and valence band degeneracy

(Ekenberg and Alterelli (1987), Andreoni and Pasquarello (1988)) have shown

increased oscillator strengths and produced binding energies that are within 1

meV of those reported experimentally (figure 5.4).

5.2.2 Interfacial Disorder and Growth Interruption

The interface quality of a quantum well can have important consequences

on the observed luminescence and for the properties of devices fabricated from it

(section 5.3). Generally, as the well thickness decreases a corresponding

increase in the linewidth occurs as a consequence of intra-well thickness

variations (Weisbuch et 1981). It is convenient to consider an infinite square well

with energy levels En, of effective mass m* and well width Lz

E„ = §^[£]2 (5.2)

where n=l,2,3... So, an uncertainty in well width ALZ will result in an

uncertainty in the Ei energy level of AEi thus

h%Tz2
AEl ~ m*L73 ^ (5.3)

where ALZ is normally considered as a monolayer fluctuation, so as the well

width decreases then AEi increases as does the linewidth. In fact infinitely large,

atomically flat interfaces do not form during growth and interface islands that

may be limited in size by the Ga and A1 diffusion length (section 2.15) are

produced. The lower A1 diffusion length, typically 40 A, compared to Ga, typically

40 A, suggests the GaAs on AlxGai_xAs (inverted) interface may be rougher than

the AlxGai-xAs on GaAs (normal) interface. Thus, the quasi two dimensional
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exciton, aexc ~250 A (Greene and Bajaj 1983b), will essentially average over the

interface region when Lz < aexc- But if the well interface has an island size

greater than aexc then discrete peaks associated with monolayer fluctuations in

the well width are observed.

These monolayer fluctuations were first proposed by Goldstein et al (1983) as

an explanation for fine structure seen in the luminescence from a GaAs-AlAs

superlattice at 77 K. Using a particle in a box model a good correlation between

monolayer well thickness and the energetic position of emission peaks was

obtained. The monolayer fluctuations have been confirmed by many other

workers using PLE (Deveaud et al 1986), photoreflectance (Yu et al 1987), TEM

(Tanaka et al 1987) and time resolved spectroscopy which gave an exciton transfer

time of ~250 ps between island regions (Deveaud et al 1987). Since GaAs and

AlxGai_xAs share a common cation at abrupt interfaces 1/2 monolayer

fluctuations are meaningful and have been reported by Reynolds et al (1985) as

fine structure in the luminescence.

RHEED intensity oscillations are recognized as a useful, real time,

technique of monitoring growth parameters and interface quality during MBE.

In GaAs growth, when the Ga shutter is opened to the substrate in a As stabilized

atmosphere RHEED oscillations are observed. But their original amplitude

decreases rapidly since the required 2 D growth mechanism no longer occurs as

a consequence of increased surface roughness and proceeds instead from vicinal

planes. When the Ga shutter is closed the RHEED intensity recovers to its

original value (Neave et al 1983). This is regarded as proof that interrupting the

growth results in a smoothing of the As stabilized surface since Ga atoms can

find their preferred lattice sites. RHEED measurements showed that growth

interruption should have the greatest effect at the inverted interface. A more

detailed study of the oscillations by Lewis et al (1985) showed that two processes

may be present, a fast smoothing of the growth front over ~1 second and followed
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by slow rearrangement of terraces' geometries over a few minutes. It should be

noted however, that the use of growth interruption to smooth interfaces can be

strongly dependent on growth parameters (Turco et al 1987, Kohrbroch et al 1989).

Many authors have reported drastic linewidth narrowing and the

observation of monolayer fluctuations (see above) as a consequence of interface

smoothing that results from growth interruption. Miller et al (1986) found up to

seven discrete lines in their luminescence assigned to 7-12 monolayers with a

decrease of AEih from 24.8 meV at 5 ML to 13.7 meV for 11 ML. Slight low energy

tails are formed due to impurity incorporation at the interface but no change in

the radiative efficiency occurred, contrary to the findings of Bimberg et al (1986,

1987) who observed a factor of three decrease which they assigned to the

formation of non-radiative centres. Tu et al (1987) found that growth interruption

only at the inverted interface resulted in the formation of interface islands but

mobility measurements on growth interrupted inverted HEMTs structure proved

inconclusive. Tanaka and Sakaki (1987) suggested that growth interruption

results in smoothing at both interfaces but when x>0.5 the inverted interface

cannot be smoothed at all. They showed that island formation only occurred with

growth interruption at the normal interface for GaAs-AlAs quantum wells. So,

it can be concluded that the linewidth must be predominantly determined by the

inverted interface.

5.2.3. Band offset

One area where luminescence techniques, particularly PLE, has made a

large contribution to the understanding of quantum well structures is the

determination of the band-edge discontinuity from the observed energy levels.

The magnitude of the band-edge discontinuity at a GaAs-AlGaAs

heterostructure, its dependence upon Al mole fraction, deposition sequence and

even measurement technique is a controversial subject (see for example Duggan
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et al 1985). Experimental data obtained from PLE (Miller et al 1984) first

questioned the band-edge discontinuity derived by Dingle (1975) from interband

absorption. In the PLE spectra, weakly allowed An=2 transitions were found

experimentally to be very sensitive to band-offset compared to the An=0

transitions. This coupled to a more sophisticated model to describe sub-band

minima energy levels (Bastard 1982) produced a reappraisal of the band-edge

discontinuity showing it to divide 60%/40% to the conduction and valence bands,

respectively. The problem of band-edge discontinuity has been the source of

much experimental (Meynadier et al 1985, Tsang and Miller 1985) and theoretical

work (Kane 1986, Chomette et al 1986) and there still remains a controversy

(Shum et al 1988).

5.3 Lineshape and Linewidth Considerations

In this section we will consider the factors that contribute to the

luminescence linewidths in quantum well structures. We will show that

luminescence linewidth from quantum well structures fabricated from GaAs-

AlxGai-xAs and Gao.47lno.53As-InP can be described by a similar formalism but

including the effects of alloy scattering, in the barrier or the quantum well, as

necessary. We will find that the dominant mechanism that increases the

linewidth can be interface roughness (section 5.4.3). The linewidth of the

excitonic emission reflects an average composition of the interface therefore

photoluminescence is a sensitive probe of interface quality.

Lee et al (1986) calculated a minimum linewidth as a function of

temperature for light and heavy hole associated emission in GaAs-AlxGai_xAs

quantum well structures. Contributions to the excitonic linewidth were

attributed to interaction with polar optical phonons, acoustic phonons (via

deformation and piezoelectric potentials), ionized impurity scattering and well

width fluctuations. A transition rate ccd was calculated using Fermi's Golden
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rule for the various scattering mechanisms which contribute to the linewidth Tj

given by coV2. Lee et al showed the half width half maximum (HWHM) for the

heavy hole emission from a 200 A well as a function of temperature could be

expressed as

rtot+ = r0+ + (1.47x10-3)T + * + rimp+exp-<Eb>/kT (5.4a)explbco/kl )_i

and for light hole emission (HWHM)
O AK

rtof = r0- + (1.19x10-3)T + • + rimp-exp-<Eb>/kT (5-4b)exp(nco/kT ).j

where To* is the linewidth due to the homogeneous fluctuations of the well

thickness (see later) and rjmp- is the linewidth due to fully ionized impurity

scattering. The second term in 5.4 represents the linewidth due to acoustical

phonon scattering while the third term is the contribution from optical phonon

scattering. The variation of these different components of the linewidths with

temperature is shown in figure 5.5. Acoustic phonon scattering is found to be

dominant at low temperatures; above 20 K ionized impurity scattering makes an

significant contribution to the linewidth; on increasing the sample temperature

further, by 200 K, polar optical scattering dominates. These scattering

mechanisms however do not account for the total low temperature luminescence

linewidth. In addition, Lee et al (1986) did not consider the effects of alloy

scattering in their model limiting its validity to well width, Lz, greater than the

excitonic diameter, aexc-

Singh and Bajaj (1985) extended a formalism they had derived to study alloy

disorder in bulk III-V compounds (outlined in section 4.3.1.1) to consider

quantum well structures where an alloy forms the barrier or the well. In GaAs-

AlxGai-xAs wells the exciton only senses a fraction, Foexc, of the alloy in the

barrier and hence, the volume over which a fluctuation Ca occurs is now

aexc^Foexc so equation 4.10 becomes
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Figure 5.5 Contributions to light-hole (dashed line) and heavy-hole (solid line)

exciton linewidth (HWHM) from acoustic phonons (LA), polar optical phonons

(LO) and impurities (IM) (Lee et al 1986).

ALz/3i

Figure 5.6 Probability distribution of fluctuation in well size P(aexc.Lz) as function

of ALz/31 for values of 32 equal to a) 20 A, b) 80 A and c) 160 A (Singh et al 1984).
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/1.4CA°CB°rc^ \0.5
0w(GaAs-AlxGai_xAs) = ^ aexc3F0exc J ' A<5W (5.5)

where

aQW =^ I Qa 5 Eeh = Ee - E^1 + Egw -Eb (5.6)

here Ee and Eh are the electron and hole sub-band energies and Eb is the exciton

binding energy and Egw the band gap of the well material. We can write equation

5.5 in terms of the excitonic linewidth in the bulk alloy forming the barrier thus

Ow(GaAs-AlxGai.xAs) = O0 (F0exC)"®-^ (5.7)

where o0 is the linewidth given by equation 4.10. So, in wells with Lz greater than

aexc> F0exc goes to zero, but Aqw/Ai approaches zero faster, leading to a zero

contribution to the linewidth from the alloy barrier as a consequence. When the

alloy forms the quantum well and a binary forms the barrier as in

Gao.47lno.53As-InP then F0exc can be replaced by (1-F0exc) in equation 5.7 and the

contribution to the linewidth is

0\v(Gao.47lno.53As-InP) = G0 (l"Foexc)"0-5 (5.8)

and in this instance as Lz increases alloy disorder effects becomes more

important. In Gao.47lno.53As-InP wells above 100A the linewidth of the

luminescence will be essentially the same as that of bulk Gao.47Ino.53As.

When the barrier region is doped the luminescence can show broadening

due to band filling when electrons transfer into conduction sub-bands up to a

Fermi energy, Ef, known as modulation doping. If the total number of carriers

transferred is constant, then the density of electrons in the well increases with

decreasing well thickness. Assuming the density of states at the ground state

energy in the well is equivalent to, psu, the bulk density of states (equation 1.12),
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then, ns/Lz, where ns is the sheet carrier density, divided by the density of states

at the sub-band confinement energy, Ee, results in band filling AE (=Ef-Ec)

where me* is the effective mass of the electron. As the well thickness decreases

then p3D tends to p2D and equation 1.11 is valid so

and in either case the luminescence will exhibit an increased linewidth

proportional to AE.

The interface region of a quantum well structure does not form infinitely flat

layers and can best be described in terms of random microscopic fluctuations of

the well width, 8i, and island size 82 (Singh et al 1984). So, there will be regions

where, for example in a GaAs-AlxGai-xAs heterojunction, small islands of GaAs

and AlxGai_xAs will be formed, in addition to the variation of Al composition

discussed above. If it assumed that Al concentration is constant then interface

roughness is only due to island formation. This can be described on a global scale

by C°a and C% representing the concentration of islands and valley regions of

lateral size 8a and 8b, respectively. So the exciton of diameter aexc extending over

the well will average the microscopic nature of the interface determining the

excitonic lineshape and emission energy. The probability of finding a

concentration fluctuation Ca and Cb over aexc is then

AE = ns7r2h.3 / Lzme*(2me*Ee)0-5 (5.9)

AE = ng/p2D = ns7th2 / me* (5.10)

P(Ca,Cb,aexc) = exp [ -(£p. Caln-^- + 0^-^) ] (5.11)3 a C°a 8^b 0%

with the average width of the quantum well given by

Lz = Lzo + 8i(Ca- C°a) (5.12)
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assuming the emission is dominated by one interface which is the case in GaAs-

AlxGai_xAs were the inverted interface is normally the rougher. As an

illustration figure 5.6 shows the probability distribution of finding a fluctuations
o

in well size P(aexc, Lz), for aexc=250 A and 0i = 1 monolayer step height for

different values of 02- It is obvious that as the island size 02 increases towards

aexc then the half width of the probability distribution increases and hence the

luminescence linewidth increases. As 02 increases it approaches a value as if the

well size had changed to Lz±O.60i, hence it should be possible to identify 0i and 02

as they have different functional forms (see section 5.4.3).

The above contributions to luminescence linewidth have been described with

the emphasis placed on GaAs-AlxGai_xAs and Gao.47lno.53As-InP well

structures but is valid for similar heterojunction systems. The only difference

between GaAs-AlxGai_xAs and Gao.47lno.53As-InP is the inclusion of alloy

scattering in the barrier or the well, respectively. But in either instance the

contribution to the linewidth will never be larger than the equivalent bulk

linewidth, a0. We noted that since the heterojunction interface is not perfect its

properties will in most instances dominate the linewidth. As sample

temperature is increased other contributions to the linewidth such as optical

phonon scattering have to be considered.

The lineshape of the excitonic emission from quantum well samples has

been shown by various groups (Bimberg et al 1987) to be modeled accurately by a

Gaussian distribution function. The excitonic lineshape as a function of energy

1(E) can be described in general terms as

1(E) ~ ffE,E') D(En,E') B(E',E) dE' (5.13)
0

where f(E) is a thermal distribution function which can approximated to a

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution under low excitation densities, D(E) is the two
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dimensional density of states (equation 1.11) and B(E) is a broadening function.

At low sample temperatures and doping density the contribution from f(E) will

not make a significant contribution, so the lineshape will reflect the

inhomogeneous broadening of B(E) alone. The function B(E) will be a Gaussian

function reflecting the statistical distribution of well thickness, interfacial islands

and alloy composition described above. Although, it has also been suggested that

only lifetime broadening should contribute to the final state so B(E) would appear

Lorentzian (Christen et al 1988). In either case the excitonic volume will

essentially sense many levels close together thus the lineshape observed I0bs will

be the result of a statistical average

lobs - I[E(v)] dV (5.14)

Equation 5.14 is modified for the case of growth interruption since it results in the

observation of discrete energy levels due to interfacial islands. Then

n

lobs — ^ Iv OE) (5.15)
v=l

where n is the total number of monolayer fluctuations observed.

5.4 GaAs-AlxGai-xAs

5.4.1 Intrinsic and Extrinsic Emission

The samples initially studied are all uncoupled multiple wells of various

thicknesses, nominally 25 -100 A, with an Al composition of x=0.3 in the barrier

region and uniformly doped throughout with Si to mid 10l®cm"3 (see table 2.2).

The exact well width, Lz, is not important in most instances but it was checked

against the growers estimate using a finite square well model (Kirby 1989) with

the parameters given by Miller and Kleinman (1985). In the excitonic region of
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the emission all samples showed either two or three separate transitions

convoluted together (figures 5.1 and 5.7). Two samples MB662 and MB669 are

considered in detail since they give the best resolved emission and are of a similar

well width.

A typical high resolution spectrum of MB662 is shown in figure 5.1, it

consists of two main transitions separated by ~1.9 meV. The fine structure on the

high energy peak is not observed from all parts of the sample, the possible origin

of this is discussed later. The high energy emission, centred around 1.5629 eV,

can be assigned to a n=l, free exciton, heavy hole recombination, Eih. The

linewidth of the Eih transition, ~1.8 meV, is amongst the best reported for a well

of this width. The linewidth probably reflects the quality of the alloy barrier as

much as that of the interface region (section 5.3). Although this sample is Si

doped it is impossible to assign the low energy emission at 1.5611 eV to a donor

related transition. Since, a strong reduction from the impurity related emission

compared to that of the free exciton is normally observed and the energetic

separation of the peaks is similar to that expected for monolayer fluctuations due

to interface islands, ~2 meV.

Still, it seems obvious to assign the peak at 1.5611 eV to a donor bound

exciton transition since this is dominant in bulk GaAs doped at mid 10l5Cm~3,

(section 3.1). Hayne's rule should apply in principle in quantum well samples,

with donor bound excitons binding at some proportion of the donor binding

energy, Ej. From figure 5.2, a 88 A quantum well will have a donor of binding

energy -12 meV at well centre and -8 meV at the well boundary. If the 1.5611 eV

transition is due to bound excitons, then as a consequence of Hayne's rule a 0.4-

0.6 meV split in the emission should be observed. This is not the case, even

though the acceptor related transition (e,A°) shows a strong recombination

associated with the interface region. As the laser spot is scanned across the

sample surface a continuous shift of the emission is observed (4-6 meV)
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Figure 5.7 Emission spectra of GaAs-Alo.3Gao.7As multiple quantum well

(sample MB669) for various temperatures. The excitonic region shows emission

due to three transitions (see text).
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corresponding to variation in A1 composition found previously (section 3.3.),

although, at a particular power density the relative peak intensity ratio remains

unchanged. This is contrary to that expected from a well with a distribution of

islands at the interface as two or three peaks which change relative to each other

in intensity is normally observed (Deveaud et al 1986). In MB669 the problems of

emission assignment is complicated by the appearance of another transition,

figure 5.7. This sample may provide further evidence for interface islands or a

further impurity related transition, either an acceptor bound exciton or increased

emission from donors bound at the well interface. It should be noted the

emission from the Alo.3Gao.7As barrier in MB669 has a much larger linewidth,

8.0 meV, than MB662, 3.7 meV, suggesting a larger impurity concentration.

In section 5.3 it was shown that the low temperature lineshape of an

excitonic transition from a quantum well sample can be described by a Gaussian

function. It is obvious the emission at 1.5629 eV is in fact an average of many

transitions so equation 5.12 is valid. The lineshape of the 1.5611 eV emission

appears Lorenztain so it still may be assigned to a donor bound exciton (Christen

et al 1988). Fitting a Lorenztain function proves unsuccessful (figure 5.8a)

possibly because the donor binding energy will be distributed with respect to the

donor atom position in the well (Bastard 1981). The emission lineshape is

successfully fitted by a convolution of two Gaussian functions centred at 1.5606 eV

and 1.5625 eV of linewidth 1.8 meV and 1.6 meV, respectively, showing that

interface roughness and alloy scattering in the barriers are dominant. This

means the low energy tail may be associated with acceptor related impurities.

Assuming the 1.5606 eV transition is due to donors then it appears likely that the

recombination is due to a heavy hole with an electron of a neutral donor (D°,hh).

So emission from donors situated at the well interface would occur ~2 meV above

the Eih transition. This emission would suffer a strong reabsorption from the
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Figure 5.8 a) The low temperature emission spectra of MB662 is deconvoluted

and best fitted by Gaussian functions, b) An attempted fit of a Lorenztian to the

low energy peak did not prove successful suggesting that the tail emission is due

to impurities.
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lower nearby Eih transition thus explaining why there is only a slight evidence

for this emission in the deconvoluted spectrum, figure 5.8b.

Monolayer fluctuations only appear in the luminescence when the island

size is greater in scale than aexc otherwise the exciton feels an average of the

interface roughness. However, an intermediate case can occur; Bastard et al

(1984) showed, by considering a semi Gaussian interface defect, that the density

of states can exhibit a fluctuation depending on the ratio of island size to aexc.

This could explain the fine structure seen on the 1.5629 eV transition within the

normal monolayer fluctuation.

5.4.L1 Temperature dependence

As the temperature of sample MB662 is increased the transition at 1.5611 eV

thermally quenches (figure 5.9) with a corresponding increase in the intensity of

the Eih emission at 1.5629 eV (see insert figure 5.9). When the spectra is

deconvoluted, as in figure 5.8, a thermal activation energy of 0.7±0.1 meV is

obtained for the 1.5611 eV transition. In bulk GaAs, the (D°,X) transition

dissociates into a neutral donor D° and a free exciton with a dissociation energy of

~1 meV (Williams and Bebb 1972). Since, the 1.5611 eV emission has a similar

activation energy to this and an increase of the Eih free exciton recombination

occurs, then the transition may be assigned to a neutral donor bound to a heavy-

hole exciton (D°,Xih). The fact that the activation energy io lower than that of the

bulk suggests that the donor may be situated at the interface. The (D°,hh)

transition can be virtually ruled out since in the bulk (D°,h) dissociates into an

ionized donor D+ and a free (e,h) pair with a dissociation energy of ~7 meV.

Sample MB669 behaves similarly to MB662 with the lowest energy transition

quenching and increasing temperature favouring the higher energy transitions

(figure 5.7). Above ~30 K the emission can no longer be resolved as two distinct

transitions.
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Figure 5.9 The temperature dependence of the emission from GaAs-

-Alo.3Gao.7As MQW (sample MB662). As the sample temperature is increased

the low energy emission quenches with a corresponding increase in the high

energy emission.
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5.4.L2 Excitation Power Density Dependence

Increasing excitation power density favours the high energy transition at

1.5657 eV in sample MB662 (figure 5.10). The low energy emission at 1.5638 eV

has an exponent s=0.89 (equation 4.16) while the transition at 1.5657 eV has an

exponent s=1.07. The quasi-superlinear power dependence of the transition at

1.5657 eV can be taken as direct evidence of its free exciton nature thus justifying

the Eih assignment (Juang et al 1985). Figure 5.11 shows the excitation power

density dependence of MB669, a careful deconvolution of the spectra is required

(figure 5.12) so that the relative intensity of each transition can be obtained (figure

5.13). The high energy transitions at 1.5688 eV and 1.5669 eV have exponents of

1.08 and 0.91, respectively, which agree well with those obtained from MB662

above. So it seems reasonable to assign these transitions to the same

recombination pathways as those in MB662, that is (D°,Xih) and Eih, for the

transitions at 1.5688 eV and 1.5669 eV, respectively. The emission at 1.5652 eV

has an exponent s=0.72. Since the ratio of donor binding energies at the well

interface and centre (8 meV/12 meV) is not the same as the binding energy

relative to Eih (1.9 meV/3.6 meV), as would be expected applying Hayne's rule,

then it is unlikely that its origin involves a donor. So, this transition was

tentatively assigned to a neutral acceptor bound to a heavy-hole exciton (A°,Xih).

Shanabrook and Comas (1984) assignment of their donor related emission to

a (D°-hh) transition must now be revised (section 5.2.1). Their assignment was

suggested because they argued that if the donor emission was involved in the

capture of an exciton then both peaks, in a sample similar to MB662, should

exhibit the same power density dependence. However, as we have shown it is

also possible that doping at the well interface in their samples may result in the

binding to an acceptor due to autocompensation. Thus our assignment of the

transitions in MB669 will be valid for their samples. It should be noted that if

interface islands were present in our samples they would exhibit the same
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Figure 5.10 Excitation power density dependence of the low temperature

emission from GaAs-Alo.3Gao.7As MQW (sample MB662). Increasing the

excitation power density favours the high energy emission.
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Figure 5.11 Excitation power density dependence of the low temperature

emission from GaAs-Alo.3Gao.7As MQW (sample MB669). As with increasing

the sample temperature, increasing the excitation power density appears to

favours the transition at 1.5669 eV.



Figure 5.12 A deconvolution of the MB669 spectra taken at different excitation

powers a) 0.072 mW b) 0.880 mW and c) 4.42 mW shows the actual relative

emission intensity of the transitions. The high energy emission appears

superlinear (figure 5.13) suggesting it may be due to free excitons.



Power (mW)

Figure 5.13 Emission intensity dependence of the three peaks observed in sample

MB669 as a function of exciting power density. Since the transition at 1.5669 eV

and 1.5688 eV in MB669 (figure 5.11) have the same dependence on excitation

power density as MB662 (figure 5.10) they can be assigned to (D",Xih) and Eih,

respectively.
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functional dependence upon temperature and excitation power density as we

observed (Deveaud et al 1986).

5.4.L3 Doping Study

In order to prove that the emission below the Eih transition was due to donor

related impurities and not interface islands two single quantum well structures

were grown. These samples were doped, one with Si to mid 10~15 cm~3 (MB1240)

and the other nominally undoped (MB1241), with well widths of 50 A, 100 A and

150 A separated by a 200 A AlxGai-xAs barrier of x=0.3. It is obvious from figure

5.14 comparing the spectra from MB1240 and MB1241 that the emission at 1.5443

eV below the Eih transition must be related to the incorporation of Si donors. The

difference in peak energy between MB1240 and MB1241 will be due to a slight

compositional variation. In the (D°,A°) region of the bulk GaAs emission from

MB1241 an additional defect related emission at 1.4817 eV was also observed

(section 3.1).

The 150 A well did not exhibit a specific transition in either MB1240 or

MB1241, only a broad band emission, ~8 meV, centred around 1.522 eV appears.

Impurity gettering is known to occur at heterojunctions under similar growth

conditions thus superlattices are sometimes grown in the buffer layer to remove

impurities from the growth front (Jung et al 1985). This could account for the

enlarged linewidth of the first well in this sample implying that impurities are

segregated on the growth front and donors observed in the luminescence could

then be from the interface.

In MB1241, as the excitation power density is increased the Eih transition

moves to lower energy, within a monolayer fluctuation, with a decreasing

linewidth. Decreasing the excitation power only results in a further increase of

the linewidth which may be explained by any resolved donor related emission

being proportionally more important (see figure 5.10). During growth,
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Figure 5.14 Comparison of a Si doped (5xl015cnr3, MB1240) and u/d (MB1241)

emission from 100 A wells provides clear evidence that the low energy emission is

due to donor impurities. Decreasing the excitation power density causes the

undoped well emission to move to higher energies with an increase in linewidth.
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fluctuations of the well thickness across the interface can cause the effective

band-gap to have a periodic modulation in energy, Eihmax to Eihmin, similar to

that reported in Gao.47Ino.53As (Schubert and Tsang 1986). At low excitation

power density recombination occurs from Eihmm as photogenerated carriers can

relax to Eihm*n. At high excitation power density the recombination lifetime is

short so an apparent shift in energy towards Eihmax occurs.

5.4.2 Carrier Capture

In this section the temperature dependence of the integrated intensity of the

luminescence from MB662, under direct and indirect excitation is considered

with respect to carrier capture in the quantum well. Additional information is

required about the well interface to answer why interface islands are not seen in

the luminescence even though the observed linewidth indicates good material

quality. Large interface islands comparable to the exciton diffusion length could

explain this, but it is unlikely they would be produced without growth

interruption.

Luminescence from a quantum well can be excited by either pumping

directly into the well, below the band gap of the AlxGai-xAs barriers, or indirectly

via the AlxGai_xAs barriers. In MB662, which has a x=0.3 barrier, this can be

achieved by using excitation at 1.6476 eV (7525 A) and 1.9160 eV (6471 A) for direct

and indirect excitation, respectively. As a consequence of direct pumping the

total luminescence intensity is reduced by a factor of 3.6 (figure 5.15). This can be

accounted for by, the ratio of the corresponding thicknesses of the absorbing

Alo.3Gao.7As and GaAs layers (88A/50A) and the number of energy levels, which

the absorption is proportional to (section 1.5.1), is now halved (see figure 1.8),

leading to factor of ~3.4. The strong Alo.3Gao.7As emission from this sample is

due to thick 1.25 pm capping layer. The Alo.3Gao.7As emission quenches with an

activation energy of 42±2 meV which is less rapid than that observed by other
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Figure 5.15 Well carrier capture processes are considered by pumping the

quantum well structure with a) an energy greater than the Alo.3Gao.7As barrier

height (6471 A) and b) directly into the well (7525 A). The difference in

luminescence intensity can be directly related to the number of energy levels

pumped and the Alo.3Gao.7As barrier thickness. As the impurity related

emission quenches, a corresponding increase in the free exciton emission

occurs. The total integrated intensity of the total emission does not increase with

temperature although there is evidence of a interface trap releasing carriers in

the 25 to 70 K region.
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groups (Delalande and Voos 1986, Jaing et al 1988). Contrary to expectations, the

emission shows a functional dependence on the excitation energy with Eih

(D°,Xih) transition dominant for indirect (direct) excitation. The enhanced free

exciton emission Eih, caused by direct pumping, must be a consequence of

carriers from the barrier relaxing into the well.

As the sample temperature is increased a continuous decrease of the well

emission intensity mainly due to the participation of non-radiative processes

occurs (Jaing et al 1988). The total recombination rate is equal to the sum of the

radiative Rr and non-radiative Rn recombination channels thus

R = Rr + Rn = —+— (5.16)
Tr Tn

where An is photogenerated excess carrier concentration, and TrJn are the

radiative and non-radiative carrier lifetimes, respectively. Assuming the non-

radiative recombination is due to defects of density Nt, with capture cross-section

ac, then

xn = 1 / (ac Nt (3kT/m*)0-5 ) (5.17)

when using c.w. excitation the stationary equilibrium generation rate G must

equal the recombination rate and An will be constant. Assuming oc , Nt and An

are not temperature dependent then the radiative recombination rate as a

function of temperature is given from equations 5.16 and 5.17 as

Rr = G - CVT (5.18)

where C is constant. So under direct excitation the total integrated intensity

should follow a VT dependence (see figure 5.16). This is the case, except in the

range 25-70 K, where an increase in integrated intensity is observed (figure 5.15).

This increase during indirect excitation cannot be only from carrier transfer

from the Alo.3Gao.7As, alone. We suggest the excitons must be bound to defects
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Figure 5.16 Temperature dependence of the total integrated intensity showing a

linear decrease due to the non-radiative processes. The radiative recombination

rate is proportional to (T)0-5 as shown in text.
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at the well interface (Bastard et al 1984) which are then thermally released as the

temperature is increased. Therefore, consistent with our previous results,

interface islands > aexc do not occur in these samples and the exciton will always

average over a pseudo-rough interface most probably dominated by the inverted

interface (section 5.4.3). Consequently, it must be assumed, except under high

excitation power densities (section 5.4.1.3), that photocreated carriers relax

rapidly to the bandedge at Eihmin. The linewidth of the Eih transition under

direct excitation is accurately modeled by equation 5.4a assuming that the

inhomogeneous linewidth r0+ is 1.8 meV which will include contributions from

both the interface and the alloy barrier (section 5.3). This appears as the solid

line on figure 5.17 that is bowed since, optical phonon scattering has the

dominant temperature dependence (figure 5.5). Under indirect excitation the

linewidth shows a linear dependence as a consequence of carrier transfer from

the barrier (figure 5.17). This shows the importance of using direct excitation of a

quantum well when completing lineshape analysis of luminescence.

The Eih transition is found to follow the GaAs band-edge temperature

dependence extrapolated to the well energy regardless of excitation energy (figure

5.18). As the sample temperature increases the En transition which is thermally

suppressed at low temperatures is observed. The energetic separation of the

transitions En-Eih=14.2±0.5 meV agrees with that estimated by Shum et al (1988)

of 14 meV. The Eih transition is found to initially dissociate with an activation

energy of 9.3 meV which can be related directly to the exciton binding energy in

figure 5.4. At higher temperatures the Eih and En transitions both quench with

an activation energy of 38±2 meV (figure 5.19 meV). This is similar to the

behaviour of the Alo.3Gao.7As barrier emission suggesting that the same

thermally activated non-radiative centre may be responsible for the quenching of

the emission from the well and barrier. At 190 K the emission dependence on
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Figure 5.17 Exciton linewidth dependence on temperature. The linewidth Eih

under direct excitation is described by the scattering processes considered in

equation 5.4a. When indirect excitation is used a increased linewidth due to

carrier transfer from the barrier is observed.
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Figure 5.18 Increasing sample temperature causes the light-hole state to become

thermally populated. Both transitions follow the expected band-edge temperature

dependence extrapolated to the well energy regardless of pump wavelength.
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Figure 5.19 Temperature dependence of the emission from the heavy and light

hole excitons. The heavy hole Eih emission quenches with an activation energy

of 9.3+0.5 meV that can be related to the heavy-hole excitonic binding energy. As

the the temperature further increases the Ei^and En dissociate with an

activation energy of 38±2 meV.
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excitation power density has an exponent s=l.ll suggesting it is still essentially

excitonic at this temperature.

5.4.3 Growth on disorientated Substrates

As discussed above a quantum well interface does not form an infinitely flat

heterojunction but can be described in terms of well width fluctuations 3i and

interface island size or vicinal step width 82 (section 5.3). Photoluminescence is a

sensitive probe of the interface quality but the sensing exciton averages over both,

the well width fluctuations and interface islands. The narrow linewidths

observed from our well samples make them particularly suited to sensing an

increased interface roughness. It has been suggested by Wada et al (1989) that

the growth interruption smoothing technique is limited by the vicinal step width.

So, [100] substrates misorientated from 0° to form different vicinal step widths

should show different luminescence linewidths for the same well width (figure

5.6) hence separating the functional dependence of 3i and 32- The quantum well

samples grown at GEC exhibit amongst the best linewidths, for a particular well

thickness, either with or without growth interruption. However, when growth

interruption was attempted at our normal and inverted well interfaces, a further

narrowing of the linewidth did not occur (section 5.2.2), but instead the

luminescence linewidth increased by a factor of 3-4. An increase in linewidth for

growth interrupted samples has been observed by Hayakawa et al (1987) who

assigned it to compositional changes as a consequence of Ga desorption due to the

high substrate temperature Ts=720 °C. This argument is not valid in this

instance as no Ga desorption would occur since a relatively low Ts=600 °C was

used. This study was initiated to look for a functional dependence of the

luminescence linewidth on 82, to provide an answer for the increased linewidth

in growth interrupted samples and to clarify the work of other authors who have

used growth interruption (section 5.2.2).
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2" [100] GaAs wafers with a misorientation of 2°, 4° and 6°, labeled -011/-019,

-015, -017, respectively, towards the nearest [110] were used as substrates. The

orientation of the wafers where checked using X-ray rocking measurements and

were found to be accurate within ±5'. The mean vicinal step width is given by

a0(cotoc)/2, where a is the misorientation angle, a0 is the lattice constant of GaAs

and a0/2 is the monolayer step height, 2.83 A. So a 2°, 4°, and 6° misorientation

corresponds to a vicinal step width 82 of 81.1 A, 40.5 A and 26.9A, respectively

which can be compared to the A1 diffusion length 40 A (section 2.1.5). It was

reported recently (Wada et al 1989) that vicinal step height may be greater than

one monolayer, extended step widths and clustered step heights, so the 82

estimated should be regarded as a minimum.

Nominally undoped, mid 1013 cm"3, well structures of 5 (14.2 A), 10 (28.3 A),
20 (56.6 A) and 40 (113.2 A) GaAs monolayers separated by 200 A AlxGai.xAs

barriers of composition x=0.2, 0.3 or 0.4 were grown on the substrates. This well

structure was grown both, with and without, a growth interruption of 2 minutes

at each interface. Relatively thin wells were chosen as they will show the

greatest dependence on 82. The top AlxGai_xAs layer was grown thick enough so

that carrier capture by the wells did not deplete the layer allowing the Al mole

fraction to be estimated using equation 3.6. A large excitation power density was

used to excite the luminescence such that the Eih emission from the wells should

normally dominate the spectra. The model used to estimate well widths from

emission spectra (Kirby 1989) was modified to account for the exciton binding

energy for very thin wells using the values given by Greene and Bajaj (1983b).

The substrates were prepared for growth in the normal manner using a fast

etch to preserve the step width (section 2.1.7). Four substrate pieces of different 2"

wafers of orientation, two with 2°, one with 4° and another with 6° were In

mounted on to a Mo block which was then transferred to the MBE machine. Two

different 2° misorientated substrates ( -011 and -019) were used to check any
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differences in sample preparation, indium mounting and system dependent

variables such as beam uniformity did not affect the results obtained. The

samples were brought up to 600 °C, under an As over-pressure and growth

commenced immediately to stop any thermal decomposition of the vicinal planes

on the substrate. A GaAs buffer layer was grown to clean the substrate but this

was kept thin, 1000 A, to prevent smoothing of vicinal planes. After growth, some

samples showed a fluctuation on the sample surface (figure 5.20), this appeared

randomly with no dependence on orientation and did not affect the luminescence

properties. Surface roughness is due to the energetic instability at the growth

front which depends on the interplay of anion desorption, cation migration and

surface reconstruction (Tsui et al 1985).

Two well structures with x=0.3 (MB1256) and 0.38 (MB1158) were grown on a

normal 0° [100] substrate, to check misorientation growth runs were consistent

with previous results and for peak assignment. The 20 and 40 monolayer wells

always showed a two or three peak emission spectra with the thinner wells 5 and

10 monolayers having a Gaussian lineshape since the exciton is more sensitive to

interface roughness and impurity related emission quenched. In figure 5.21,

spectra for the 113.2 A well for MB1156 and for MB1158 are shown. The spectra

here indicate that a better material quality is produced than in the doping study

(section 5.4.1.3) since the first well does not show any signs of impurity gettering.

The emission at 1.5360 eV (1.5371 eV) is assigned to Eih since it should be

dominant (section 5.4.1) and the emission at 1.5375 eV (1.5385 eV) is assigned to a

(D°,Xih) transition. The recombination at 1.5343 eV is most probably a n=2 excited

state of the Eih transition. The linewidths of MB1156 and MB1158 show a

monotonic increase of FWHM with decreasing well width. This corresponds to

an effective interface roughness of 0.2 monolayer (figure 5.22), similar to that

reported by Tanaka et al (1987) who used growth interruption in their samples.

The luminescence linewidths are comparable with the best previously reported of
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Figure 5.20 Random modulation of the sample surface of misorientated

substrates. The grown layers here is viewed under x50 magnification.
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Figure 5.21 Emission spectra of the 113 A well (-40 monolayer thickness) with a

AlxGai.xAs barrier composition of x=0.4 (MB1158) and x=0.3 (MB1156). Although

very narrow linewidths of 0.9 meV were observed it was impossible to assign the

emission to interfacial islands.
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Figure 5.22 Linewidth (FWHM) and the peak positions for wells grown on

various misorientated substrates without growth interruption. Even without the

use of growth interruption to smooth well interfaces with linewidths comparable

to best produced by any other group have been produced. The slightly increased

linewidths obtained from the wells grown on misorientated substrates suggest

that greater impurity incorporation has occurred.
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6.0 meV achieved by Tu et al (1987) comparing favourably with 6.7 meV for our 5

monolayer well (MB1156).

5.4.3.1 Barrier ofcomposition x=0.3

The well structure described in section 5.4.3 was grown on misorientated

substrates, of angle 2°, 4° and 6°, with a barrier composition of x=0.3 (MB1263).

The linewidths obtained for MB1156 and the linewidths of the wells on the

misorientated substrates are plotted for comparison in figure 5.22. Alloy

composition and growth rate are expected to vary with orientation (Heonk et al

1989), but the well emission has the same energy regardless of orientation

suggesting these growth parameters did not change. The substrate orientation

does not show a functional difference on the luminescence linewidths of the

wells. All the samples, regardless of orientation, exhibit the same monotonic

increase in linewidth corresponding to interface roughness of ~0.2 monolayer.

Thus, MBE growth, even at a Ts=600 °C, results in smoothing of the vicinal

planes formed on the misorientated substrate, producing a similar island size for

all samples. Emission spectra from the wells are less well resolved on the

misorientated substrates, with slightly increased linewidth, ~1.5 meV, reflecting

an increased impurity incorporation. The spectra obtained from the wells on 4°

and 6° substrates have the largest linewidths suggesting that the substrates for

these samples may be more difficult to clean.

Repeating sample MB1263, but now with growth interruption at each

interface results in a drastic increase in linewidth again with no dependence on

vicinal step width (figure 5.23). The observed linewidths are now equivalent to a

one monolayer well width fluctuation in energy. When Tu et al (1987) used

growth interruption on a 50 A well this resulted in a reduction of the linewidth

from 4 meV to 1.6 meV; in our 56.6 A well the linewidth increases from 2.2 meV

to 7.2 meV. This increase in linewidth, as a consequence of growth interruption,
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Figure 5.23 Linewidth (FWHM) and the peak positions for wells grown on

various misorientated substrates with growth interruption. Growth interruption

instead of producing narrower linewidths as consequence of smoothing the

interface region has increased the linewidth by a factor of -3-4. The solid line

corresponds to a monolayer well width fluctuation in energy.
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has not previously been reported in the literature. Comparing the spectra

obtained for MB1263 and MB1266 (figure 5.24) only one peak associated with a

single transition is observed and there is no emission structure due to interface

islands. The increasing intensity of the emission in the spectra of sample

MB1263 suggests the growth front is smoothing as the epitaxial layer depth

increases. This contrasts the trend in MB1266 where growth interruption at the

first well results in an increased emission intensity and an apparently

immediate improvement in the growth front. Compared to MB1156 both samples

MB1263 and MB1266 have a peak intensity an order of magnitude lower.

A model for the broadening of luminescence linewidths in a quantum well

as a consequence of interface roughness is given in section 5.3. The effect of alloy

scattering from the barrier is ignored since Singh and Bajaj showed that for a 28

A well of FWHM 8.3 meV (c.f. 6.7 meV for our 28.3 A well), 5.8 meV of the

linewidth is accounted for by interface roughness. The estimated luminescence

linewidth was plotted as a function of well thickness for island sizes of 20 A, 40 A,

80A, 160 A and 200 A with the linewidths obtained for samples MB1256, MB1263

and MB1269 overlaid. Wells grown without growth interruption have a linewidth

that is dominated by pseudo rough surface with an island size of 40 A. Therefore,

it must be concluded that the luminescence linewidth is dominated by the

inverted interface (figure 5.26a) which is limited by the A1 diffusion length of -40

A (section 2.1.4). So, growth interruption results in a partial smoothing of the

inverted interface, with a corresponding reduction in vicinal step density,

(section 5.2.2) increasing the island size to -200 A, regardless of orientation,

(figure 5.26b) and thus explaining the increased linewidths observed. This is

contrary to the suggestion by Wada et al (1989) of interface smoothing being

limited by vicinal step width. The interface structure of the normal interface is

not clear, if it contributed to the luminescence then larger linewidths would be

expected since o2total = ^inverted + c2normal- So interface must be assumed
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Figure 5.24 Typical spectra for GaAs-AlxGa0.7As MQW x=0.3 with (MB1263) and

without growth interruption (MB1266).
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Figure 5.25 Calculated luminescence linewidth due to interface roughness for
various widths of atomic island size. Our data shows that the MB1256 and

MB1263 exhibit an islands size of -40 A and the growth interrupted sample has

an island size closer to the excitonic diameter, aexc-



Figure 5.26 Since the samples exhibit very good linewidths it is assumed that

smoothing occurs only at the inverted interface, a) Prior to growth interruption

the surface appears pseudo-smooth with the exciton averaging over 40 A islands,

b) Growth interruption causes the interface islands to enlarge with a

corresponding increase in the luminescence linewidth, figure 5.25.
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to be smooth to the sensing exciton (figure 5.26) and probably reflects the

compositional variation of the alloy layer observed in section 5.4.1.3, consequently

with no island formation at the well interface

5.4.3.2 Barrier ofcomposition x=0.4

Sample MB1269 was grown with a barrier composition of x=0.4 and growth

interruption of two minutes at each interface. A remarkable increase in the

linewidth compared to MB1158, and even the previous growth interrupted sample

MB1266, is obtained (figure 5.27). It would be tempting to assign the increased

linewidths to an interface fluctuation of greater than one monolayer. But both,

the GaAs emission (figure 5.28) and the Alo.4Gao.6As emission (not shown), into

which the well wavefunction will have significant penetration , are dominated by

a (D°,A°) transition. An examination of the well luminescence in MB1269 shows

that the emission is not excitonic (figure 5.28) and the difference in energy

between the spectra in MB1158 and MB1269 (figure 5.27) can be related to an

acceptor binding corresponding to different well widths (section 5.2.1). So the well

emission will be due to an acceptor transition, most probably (e,A°) at the

excitation power density used.

It is interesting to note the linewidth now has a functional dependence on

vicinal step width but not that shown in figure 5.25. This provides proof that the

substrate orientation was not changed during sample preparation or initial

growth stages. The 4° misorientated substrate, with a vicinal step width similar

to that of the A1 diffusion length, exhibits linewidths closest to a monolayer

fluctuation, particularly the 14.2 A well whose emission appears excitonic. It

may be that better material quality with a less rough interface occurs in this

instance, because A1 can migrate easily to a vicinal plane without

rearrangement of terrace geometries required for the 2° and 6° substrates. In

MOCVD samples grown on substrates with a 4° orientation produce the best
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Figure 5.27 Growth interruption on a well structure with x=0.4 (MB1269) results

in luminescence linewidths that are approximately an order of magnitude larger
<

than those obtained without (MB1158). It would be tempting to assign these

increased linewidths to interface fluctuations of greater than a monolayer when

compared to the well width fluctuation (soild line). But a closer examination of

the luminescence spectra and the emission energy suggests the luminescence is

dominated by (D",A°) transitions, figure 5.28.
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Figure5.28AtypicalspectrumobtainedfromMB1269foragrowthinterrupted sampleswithbarriersofx=0.4grownona6' orientatedsubstrate.TheGaAs (D*,A*)emissionduetoacarbonacceptordominatesthespectrum.
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quality material (Claxton 1989). Since alloy composition or growth rate does not

vary with substrate orientation (section 5.4.3.1) then the A1 and Ga surface

diffusion length and not desorption rate is dominant in controlling material

quality. On the misorientated substrate surface the Ga and A1 should have

different diffusion lengths parallel and perpendicular to the vicinal planes. Since

growth interruption is used in this sample it is possible that elongated islands

along the vicinal planes could be formed. Unfortunately the exciton would not be

able to sense this.

5.4.3.3 Barrier ofcomposition x=0.2

A reduction in barrier composition x=0.2 did not result in the change of

linewidth and lineshape reported by Tanaka et al (1986) for their growth

interrupted samples, figure 5.29. Instead the emission was the same as the x=0.3

samples (section 5.4.3.1) dominated by a Eih transition and the linewidth again

showing a ~0.2 monolayer fluctuation, figure 5.30. A slight compositional

variation of the Al content in the barrier was observed, 0.2%, but could not be

correlated to substrate orientation so was assigned to non-uniformities in the

growth system. The excitonic well emission of the 113.2 A well mirrors exactly

that of the bulk GaAs (figure 5.31) corroborating the assignment of the well

emission made in section 5.4.1. In addition, the substrate orientation can change

the amphoteric nature of an impurity (Wang et al 1985). Figure 5.32 show the

appearance of a (D°,A°) transition, on the 2° orientated substrate, at 1.4831 eV

which is assigned to silicon. This suggests the previously unknown donor in our

samples could be silicon.

5.5 Gao.47lno.53As-InP

Gao.47lno.53As-InP based heterostructures are becoming of greater

importance in optoelectronic applications since the band-gap can be tuned to 1.3

or 1.55 [i.m, the windows of low loss and minimum dispersion of silica fibres.
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Figure 5.29 Typical emission spectrum obtained from MB1272 grown on a 6*

orientated substrate. The luminescence intensity increases for the wells closer to

the sample surface although, the 5 ML shows an anomalous decrease in well

intensity.
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Figure 5.30 Linewidth (FWHM) and the peak positions for wells grown on

various misorientated substrates without growth interruptionLower A1 content in

the barriers, x=0.2, does not result in smoother inverted interfaces since

linewidths are similar to those observed before (c.f.figure 5.22).
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Figure 5.31 Luminescence obtained from the 113 A (40 ML) well grown on a

misorientated substrate without growth interruption. It mirrors that obtained for

the undoped GaAs buffer layer (insert). This supports the earlier assignment of
the lower energy well transitions as being due to donor and acceptor bound

impurities.
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Figure 5.32 The luminescence shows evidence that the sample off-cut angle

effects the amphoteric nature of silicon. Although this sample is nominally

undoped strong (D*,X) emission is always observed in the spectra, figure 5.31.

The fact that a Si transition (1.4831 eV) is seen in the (D°,A") region means that it

can be assigned to this previously unknown donor.
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The growth of Gao.47lno.53As-InP by solid source MBE (SSMBE) has proved

difficult due to interface control of the group V species As and P. A simple

mechanical shutter cannot be used to control the fluxes consequently an

interruption to growth of 8 minutes is required at each interface during the group

V flux change (Marsh et al 1985). Most groups have used other growth methods

or grown Alo.52ln0.48As-Gao.47lno.53As (Scott et al 1986) which only requires the

control of one group V flux, but there are difficulties associated with

Alo.52ln0.48As material quality (section 4.2). Claxton et al (1986) solved these

problems by using a nitrogen cooled aperature to collimate the group V beam

fluxes thus increasing the beam extinction ratio. This now allowed the use of

mechanical shutters which resulted in an improvement in interface quality with

a corresponding decrease in linewidth (figure 5.33). In this section a brief review

of the relevant literature of the optical properties of Gao.47lno.53As-InP

heterostructures is given with a short summary of some of our data for SSMBE

grown samples. Much of this experimental work was completed in parallel with

the group at RSRE. The results obtained here corroborate their findings.

5.5.1 Review

Skolnick et al (1986a) completed a detailed analysis of MOCVD grown

Gao.47lno.53As-InP heterostructures using PL, PLE, photoconductivity and

photoreflectance. They found typically, for a 150 A well with a FWHM of 5.3 meV,

that extrinsic processes determine the linewidth below 10 K. On raising the

sample temperature from 2 K excitons become unbound from potential

fluctuations in the well and populate the higher energy free exciton state. As a

result the emission is observed to move to higher energies with an increase in

linewidth since the exciton now senses the well interface (figure 5.35). A similar

conclusion was drawn for the excitonic emission observed from Alo.52ln0.48As-

Gao.47Ino.53As wells by Davey et al (1987). Their modulation doped well samples

were found to have an anomalous lineshape which was strongly skewed towards
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Figure 5.33 The linewidths of all the Gao.47lno.53As-InP quantum well

structures at 2 K considered in this work (see Table 2.2 for sample summary). A

reduction in FWHM is observed for PMB116, PMB117 and PMB121 grown with a

liquid nitrogen cooled shutters. Some of the wells show an increased linewidth

due to free carrier broadening.
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higher energies (Skolnick et al 1986b). This is interpretated by Nash et al (1988) as

a consequence of a Fermi edge singularity as photo-created holes are strongly

localized. Even in undoped wells free carrier broadening can have a dominant

effect on the observed lineshape (Saker et al 1988) so, Schottky barrier depletion or

a magnetic field have been used to observe the inhomogeneous linewidth of the

luminescence (Skolnick et al 1987a).

The best quality Gao.47lno.53As-InP heterostructures, to date, have been

produced by CBE with an estimated effective interface roughness of 0.12

monolayers (Tsang et al 1986). Structure has been observed in well spectra and

assigned to both, compositional variations of the Gao.47Ino.53As barrier (Sauer et

al 1984) and monolayer thickness fluctuations (Kawaguchi and Asahi 1987).

Using thermally modulated photoluminescence technique Gal et al (1986) found

the exciton binding energy to vary from 8-10 meV for wells of 100-65 A. The

question of the band offset is again a contentious issue (section 5.2.3), fitting to

PLE and absorption spectra has given the conduction:valence band offsets as

50:50, 45:55 and 35:65 (Westland et al 1987). In general, many of the physical

principles discussed in section 5.2 still apply to Gao.47lno.53As-InP

heterostructures.

5.5.2 Temperature dependence

The results presented here are mainly from sample PMB117 as it is

representative of the data obtained from all the samples (table 2.2). PMB117

consists of five Gao.47Ino.53As layers of thickness 10 A, 20 A, 28 A, 50 A and 110

A, labeled PMB117a-e respectively, separated by 1000 A barriers of InP grown by

SSMBE with cooled nitrogen shutters (section 5.3). The 110 A well, PMB117e, has

an increased linewidth, 5.4 meV, as a consequence of free carriers in the well

and has been studied in detail elsewhere (Saker et al 1988). They used a Schottky

gate to vary the free carrier density in the well and showed the lineshape to
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narrow from the high energy side as the free carrier density decreased. Free

carrier broadening is not important for the wells considered here as they are

within the surface depletion layer. Since the emission shows narrow linewidths,

approximately unity excitation power density dependence and no shifts in

energetic position, it can be assumed to be excitonic, compared to convolution

band edge transitions observed in the bulk (section 3.4). In analogy to GaAs-

AlxGai_xAs it is assumed the emission is from a Eih transition. The linewidths

of the 28 A and 50 A wells, 2.9 meV and 7.4 meV, are comparable to those

observed by Tsang et al (1986) and almost equivalent to alloy scattering in the

bulk, 3.2 meV (figure 3.13).

As the temperature of PMB117 is increased the emission from all the wells,

except PMB117a, shift to higher energy (figure 5.34 and 5.35) with a

corresponding increase in linewidth. As discussed in section 5.2.1, this provides

clear evidence that the emission is essentially extrinsic, since, intrinsic or free

exciton emission would follow the band-edge as in GaAs-AlxGai_xAs (figure

5.18). The shift to higher energy occurs when the exciton becomes unbound and

populates the free exciton transition. This also observed, but to lesser extent, in

bulk Gao.47Ino.53As (figure 3.14). As a consequence the thermal activation

energies derived from the well emission does not reflect exciton binding energy as

in GaAs-AlxGai-xAs (figure 5.19). Above 150 K the emission linewidth

corresponds to ~1.8 kT (figure 5.34) suggesting a band to band transition now

dominates. As the sample temperature is increased another transition, ~8 meV

below the Eih is observed (figure 5.37). The exact assignment of this

recombination is uncertain since during thermalisation it shifts to lower

energies. It has been suggested it is due to a defect related band (Saker et al 1988)

although, it seems more likely it is acceptor related transition exhibiting a

distribution of binding energies as it may be located at the well interface and also

at the well centre (section 5.2.1).
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Figure 5.34 The dependence of the emission energy and linewidth of the 20 A well

in PMB117b and its variation of linewidth with temperature. The solid line shows

the Gao.47Ino.53As band-edge dependence extrapolated to the well energy.
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Figure 5.35 Temperature dependence of emission for the other wells in PMB117

along with expected band-edge dependence.
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Figure 5.36 Temperature dependence of various Gao.47Ino.53As wells emission

intensity. Since the exciton is localised by alloy fluctuations, the estimated

activation energy for dissociation of the exciton does not correspond to the exciton

binding energy. As the sample temperature is increased all well transitions

quench with the same dissociation energy.
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Figure 5.37 Above 10K, defect related band, ~9 meV below the Eih emission is

observed in PMB117d (Lz=50 A). This emission moves to lower energy with

increasing temperature until it quenches.
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LO phonon emission is not observed in the PL spectra from GaAs-

AlxGai_xAs well because coupling is weak for free exciton transitions. But in

Gao.47lno.53As-InP since the exciton is essentially localized due to potential

fluctuations in the well LO phonon so coupling is stronger and a the LO phonon

replica is observed (figure 5.38). Here the 10 A, PMB117a, well exhibits phonon

emission due to a InP LO phonon at 1.2454 eV, 41.2 meV away from the main

transition. The resolution of the emission did not allow a GaAs-like LO phonon at

~33.5 meV to be observed. It has been suggested this could be due to free carrier

screening (Skolnick et al 1987b) or photo-created carriers in the well (Mowbray et

al 1987) but neither of these arguments are valid in this instance because the well

is within the surface depletion layer and the excitation power density was low.

This suggests very efficient coupling of the 10 A Gao.47Ino.53As well into the InP

barrier due to interface disorder and thus a relaxing of selection rules. The

interface region has a greatest effect in the narrowest well and disorder in the 10

A well is reflected in the larger than expected linewidth, 13.3 meV,compared to

the extrapolated value, 9 meV, from the 28 A and 50 A wells (c.f. Tsang et al

1986).

The superlattice structure PMB121 is a periodic array of 25 A

Gao.47Ino.53As wells separated by 100 A InP, originally grown to check interface

roughness. PLE was completed on this sample using a white light source and

monochromator (figure 5.39). The spectra obtained confirms absorption

measurements taken previously (Claxton et al 1986) and shows the En transition

~82 meV below the Eih transition reflecting the larger valence band confinement

compared to GaAs-AlxGai-xAs. A peak associated with Eih was not resolved

because the detector bandwidth was similar to the luminescence linewidth.

Sample PMB116, a 230 A Gao.47Ino.53As well, shows bulk like emission which

may be free carrier broadened (figure 5.40). As the sample temperature is

increased peaks to higher energy are observed due to strong compositional
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Figure 5.38 The 10 A well exhibits a strong InP LO phonon possibly due to

efficient coupling of the well into the barrier. The lower energy GaAs-like phonon

at 33.5 meV is not resolved.
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Figure 5.39 PLE spectra of a MQW of 50x 25 A Gao.47ln0.53As and 100 A InP

(PMB121). The Eih tranoition is not observed 3ince its FWHM is similar to the

detector bandwidth and concides with the luminescence band. The En transition

at ~82 meV above the Eih transition is seen.
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Figure 5.40 2 K luminescence spectra from a 230 A Gao.47Ino.53As quantum well

(PMB116), moving to lower energies due to band gap shrinkage. The new

emission bands emerging at higher energies, 0.711 eV at 66 K and 0.8099 eV at

107 K, are due to Gao.47Ino.53As compositional variations rather than impurities.
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variations, 2-3%, in the Gao.47Ino.53As layer. A 2% compositional mismatch was

also reported in section 3.4 for the bulk Gao.47Ino.53As.

5.5.3 Some Comments

Comparing the emission spectra obtained from Gao.47lno.53As-InP with

GaAs-AlxGai_xAs quantum wells, alloy scattering in Gao.47Ino.53As increases

the luminescence linewidth, particularly in the wider wells. As well widths are

reduced, interface roughness is dominant linewidth broadening mechanism in

both systems. In Gao.47lno.53As-InP wells emission arises from excitons bound

to compositional alloy fluctuations probably as a result of hole localization due to

the large AEV in this system compared to GaAs-AlxGai-xAs. Screening effects

are more pronounced in Gao.47Ino.53As because it has a higher density of states

per unit area than GaAs, allowing the observation of many-body interactions

observed by the RSRE group. Carrier screening not only affects the lineshape of

the emission but also the electron-phonon interaction as was demonstrated by

RSRE and our group (Watt et al 1987), namely reducing the strength of the GaAs -

like phonon in the high carrier density (modulation doped or optically pumped)

regime.

5.6 Pseudomorphic HEMTs

The high electron mobility transistor, HEMT, is formed using a

heterojunction between two latticed materials, such as AlxGai_xAs and GaAs.

There exists a two dimensional electron gas (2-DEG) at the interface due the

difference in band-gap energy and the electrostatic attraction of transferred

carriers from the remotely doped barrier (Esaki 1970). Modulation doping has

increased the low temperature mobility mostly due to a reduction in impurity

scattering. Unfortunately, the high Al content, x=0.3, required to give the 2-DEG

confinement results in the formation of traps. These are principally associated

with DX centres in the AlxGai-xAs leading to the collapse of the drain current-
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voltage (I-V) characteristics in devices. The insertion of a Gai_yInyAs layer
between that of the AlxGai_xAs and GaAs can be used to maintain the band offset

while reducing the A1 content typically to x=0.15-0.22 (figure 5.41). When a 15%

In content is used, the Gal -yInyAs layer has a lattice mismatch of 1% and for a

critical thickness < 200A no misfit dislocations are formed. The resulting strain

is taken up completely by the Gai_yInyAs layer hence the term pseudomorphic.
Not only does the pseudomorphic HEMT eliminate the effects of DX centres by

reducing the A1 concentration in the barrier but it also has larger sheet carrier

density, higher mobility and saturation velocity than a normal HEMT (Swanson

1987). This enables it to operate at higher frequencies with improved gain and

noise parameters (Liu et al 1987).

A pseudomorphic HEMT series was grown at GEC based on a 400 A
AlxGai_xAs capping layer, Si doped to ~2xl01® cm'3, and varying the parameters

of well thickness (40-180 A), composition (x=0.18-0.22, y=0.11-0.15) and doping

spacer layer (20-150 A). Preliminary results, for structures that are far from

optimised, are encouraging with 4 K Hall mobilities higher than 130,000 cm2/Vs

for a 2-DEG density of 7x1011 cm-2 (DB633:150 A well, x=0.22, y=0.15 and 150 A

spacer layer). Photoluminescence is not generally used for characterizing

standard HEMTs as there is no confinement of holes in the valence band for

efficient recombination. However, we have found photoluminescence is a useful

non-destructive technique for measuring 2-DEG sheet carrier density, ns and

sub-band occupancy in the asymmetric well formed at pseudomorphic HEMT

interface as is shown below.

The 2 K, luminescence spectrum of a pseudomorphic HEMT is dominated

by the electron to heavy-hole transition, Eih. In figure 5.42 the Eih transition for

DB622 (150 A well, x=0.22, y=0.15 and a 40 A spacer layer) is seen at 1.4279 eV

(figure 5.41) with emission to the Fermi edge at 1.4673 eV. The luminescence

lineshape is strongly effected by many body processes as in the case of
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Figure 5.41 The conduction band profile of the psedomorphic HEMT clearly
shows the quantum well at the InyGai.yAs layer (Swanson 1987).
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Figure 5.42 The 8 K spectrum (DB622) from a pseudomorphic HEMT is

dominated by a Eih transition at 1.4279 eV and shows emission to the Fermi edge

at 1.4673 eV. On raising the substrate temperature a higher sub-band, E2h, at

1.4736 eV becomes occupied.
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Gao.47lno.53As-InP wells and reflects a simple thermal population of carriers

(Sooryakumar et al 1987). As sample temperature is increased a higher energy

sub-band, E2h» at 1.4736 eV appears to be thermally populated. But the rapid

increase in intensity of this transition can only be explained if carriers are

thermally excited into the well raising the Fermi edge above the n=2 sub-band.

The linewidth of the E^ transition was found to increase with the 2-DEG density,

with FWHM as narrow as 1.4 meV for undoped wells increasing to 13.5 meV for

ns=1.08xl012 cm-2. Colvard et al (1989) showed the energy difference the Eih

transition and the Fermi edge gives a more reliable measure of the sheet carrier

density.

The results given here are preliminary, growth conditions and samples

structures were not yet optimised, but further work is in progress at GEC.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter the optical properties of type I, III-V semiconductor

quantum well structures were considered. It was shown that the shallow

impurity binding energy in a well, depends on its position in the well. Two peaks

in the density of states were observed in the acceptor emission and were

associated with the well centre and well edge. High quality, atomically flat,

interfaces can be produced by growth interruption resulting in a reduction of

luminescence linewidth and the observation of discrete structure in the emission

due to island formation at the interface. Details of the major scattering

mechanisms effecting linewidths were given and interface roughness was

shown to have a dominant effect on the linewidth when interface island size was

approximately that of the sensing exciton.

Our GaAs-AlxGai-xAs samples exhibited very narrow linewidths with two

or three peaks in the excitonic region of the emission. On the other hand, the

energetic seperation of these transitions was such that they could be related to
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either impurities or to interface islands. A detailed study of the emission varying

temperature, excitation power density and the doping level in the well showed the

transitions could be assigned to, in decreasing energy, Eih, (D°,Xih) and (A°,Xih).

We found during a study of carrier capture by the well that direct excitation of the

lower energy gap layer was required to observe true linewidth variation with

temperature.

A substantial study of growing very thin GaAs wells structures on [100]

GaAs substrates misorientated towards [110] by 2°, 4° and 6° was completed.

There was no evidence in this study that the vicinal planes were broken up into

extended step widths or clustered step heights after over-growth. All well

samples grown without growth interruption, regardless of A1 content or

substrate orientation, showed an equivalent 0.2 monolayer fluctuation in the

luminescence linewidth (figure 5.43). This corresponded to the pseudo-rough

inverted interface which was limited by the A1 diffusion length of 40 A and hence

disordered on a fine scale. It is likely that an increase in the growth temperature

would improve the interface quality, however other factors such as the group III

desorption rate would then became important. When growth interruption was

used linewidths were found to increase contrary to work previously reported. It

was suggested that this was due to incomplete island formation at the inverted

interface with island size now approximately the same as the excitonic diameter.

No functional dependence of the linewidth was found for substrate orientation for

either the uninterrupted or interrupted growth quantum well samples.

Although it appears that in some instances using a 4° misorientated substrate

can result in improved luminescence characteristics reflecting better growth

conditions.

Emission from Gao.47lno.53As-InP well structures is similar to that of

GaAs-AlxGai-xAs in that the Eih transition dominates, but at low temperatures,

< 10 K, the exciton is bound to potential fluctuation in the well probably due to
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compositional fluctuations in the Gao.47Ino.53As. It appears that compositional

variations in either the Gao.47Ino.53As, or AlxGai_xAs barrier in GaAs wells,

suppress the observation of interface islands. The InP LO phonon was observed

for the 10 A well showing that there was strong coupling into the barrier.
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6.1 Introduction

The application of pressure and the use of diamond anvil cell (DAC)

techniques has become popular in many different disciplines and across a broad

range of the physical sciences (for reviews see Jayaraman 1983, 1984 and 1986).

Here we are limited to the application of pressure to semiconductors and more

specifically to the effect upon optical properties. In general, hydrostatic pressure

applied to a semiconductor up to a level below a structural phase transition acts

as a perturbation on the electronic properties of the crystal without destroying its

symmetry. However, the fundamental parameter is not pressure but lattice

dilation corresponding to a variation of lattice constant, for example, a ~3%

change with an applied pressure of ~50 kbar.

W Paul, and his co-workers at Harvard established from optical absorption

measurements and electrical transport properties that the principal conduction

band minima behave similarly in group IV and III-V semiconductors. In fact

pressure measurements were instrumental in solving some of the early'

questions about the assignment of band structure minima (Paul 1961). Typically

when a semiconductor is pressurised (figure 6.1) the T-level moves upward in

energy relative to the valence band at -10 meVkbar"1, the L-level moves upwards

at -4 meVkbar"! and the X-level downwards at -1 meVkbar'l. The first

measurements were taken at pressures limited by the available equipment to -10

kbar and as a consequence the observed pressure dependence of the band-edge

appeared linear. It was not until the advent of the DAC, enabling higher

pressures to be reached, and with more refined spectroscopic techniques

becoming available that a sub-linear pressure dependence for the band edge was

seen. From the near band-edge luminescence shift to higher energies as the

pressure is increased an initial pressure coefficient for the band-gap can be

derived. As the pressure is further increased the luminescence quenches
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Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of the variation of electron energy with

wavevector k for a typical group IV or III-V compound direct-gap

semiconductor.
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around the TVX cross-over as the material becomes dominated by an indirect level

which can be tracked to lower energies in the case of the X-point (figure 6.1).

This allows the characteristics of the X mimina related levels, such as impurity

binding energy, to be examined experimentally.

After a review of the most recent work in this area we will present the first

high pressure optical data obtained for Alo.48lno.52 As. From this data, an

initial pressure coefficient for the Alo.48lno.52As is obtained, a deformation

potential for the band-edge is calculated and the pressure dependence of the

effective mass using k.p theory is derived.

6.2 Calculation ofDeformation Potential

The variation of energy gap with hydrostatic pressure is described by the

deformation potential defined as dEg/d(lnV)=-(cn+2ci2)3Eg/dP for zinc blende
type crystals where en and C12 are elastic contants. The derivation of the

deformation potential is important in electron-phonon calculations and for some

theoretical estimates of the band-offset (see for example Cardona and

Christensen 1987). A summary of some of the pressure dependent parameters

for III-V binaries and related compounds relevant to this work is given in table

6.1. The most recent references are quoted and previous work is referenced

within. Table 6.1 includes values for bulk modulus, both derived experimentally

and calculated, required for the estimation of deformation potential. Details of

the various parameters will discussed as necessary throughout this chapter. In

this section we will show how a deformation potential can be derived from high

pressure optical data and review the relevant work related to this.

Normally the luminescence or absorption spectra provides a relative

measure of the position of the band-gap, Eg. It is found, in most instances, as the

pressure is increased the band-edge varies sub-linearly with pressure and can be

fitted to a quadratic equation of the form
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a (meV/kbarJ-) P (meY/kbar^) (eV) B„ (kbar)» rrrr—L. a*

4.67lnpa,b

1|

rj;

to

00*

lOxlO"2

-6.1 711

GaAsc 10.3 14x10-3 -8.5 747 4.46

GaInAsd>e 12.44 66x10"2 -7.79 650 4.67

10.95 - -7.9 650 4.00

AUnAs^ 10.1 47xl0-3 -6.51 676 4.59

a) Muller et al (1980), b) Menoni et al (1986), c) Goni et al (1987),d) People et al (1988),
e) Lambkin and Dunstan (1988) and f) this work.

Table 6.1 Summary of pressure-dependent parameters for semiconductors

of interest here: a is the linear pressure coefficient, P is quadratic fit

parameter, Sj is the deformation potential, B0 the bulk modulus and B0' is

the derivative with respect to pressure.
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Eg = Eg(0) + aP + pP2 (6.1)

where a is in meVkbar-!, the initial pressure coefficient and pis in meVkbar"2.

The sublinear pressure dependence of Eg is accounted for by the non-linearity of

the equation of state. Since, in the application of pressure, the fundamental

parameter is the reduction in crystal volume, a transformation between the two

variables is required. Murnaghan's empirical equation of state can be used

(1944), given by:

where B0 is the isothermal bulk modulus and B0' is the derivative with respect to

pressure. The main source of error within equation 6.2 is hidden in the values of

B0 and B0'. These have been found experimentally for some binaries but are

normally interpolated from the binary endpoints when required for an alloy. A

plot of Eg against pressure, assuming that a linear relationship exists with the
lattice constant, gives a gradient corresponding to the deformation potential:

where is the deformation potential. However, this analysis only applies for

bulk samples grown as single crystals. A thin, lattice matched, epitaxial layer

such as Alo.48ln0.52As grown onto a substrate of different bulk modulus

produces further complications considered below.

It was only recently that the problem of studying thin epitaxial layers under

hydrostatic pressure was first considered (People et al 1988). Here we will

consider the particular problem of Alo.48lno.52As grown lattice matched onto a

InP substrate. Since the elastic constant of the epitaxial layer and the substrate

are different, under hydrostatic pressure the Alo.48lno.52As will not remain

cubic but will undergo a tetragonal distortion, similar to that due to lattice

(6.2)

Eg = Eg(0) + 3Ed(^—) (6.3)
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mismatch during growth. It is assumed that since the InP substrate is thicker

than the epitaxial layer, 40|xm compared to ~2[rm, it will retain its cubic

symmetry under pressure and will determine the inplane parameter of the

epitaxial layer, exx(AlInAs)=eyy(AlInAs)=eXx(InP), therefore:

(^AlInAs = exx(InP)+eyy(InP)+ezz(InP) + [ezz(AlInAs)-ezz(InP)l (6.4)

(AV)AlInAs _ AX.)InP + etAlInAs (6 5)
*0 VQ

where the tetragonal distortion et^InAs=[ezz(AHnAs)-eXx(AlInAs)]. Assuming

no mismatch at room temperature and atmospheric pressure then et(0)=0. For
cubic InP, —■ = 3(§—) and the term (^-)InP has already been obtained elsewherev0 a0 v0

(see for example Muller et al 1980). The tetragonal distortion can be related to the

in-plane strain e by et=-[(l-v)/(l-v)]e where v=0.3 is the Poission ratio. Essentially

the in-plane strain is the fractional change in lattice parameter under pressure

compared to what it would have been if it remained constant under pressure,

e (AlInAs) = [ (^.)InP - (^)AlInAs ] (6.6)
So So

3.
where (—■) is obtained using equation 6.2 using the material dependent B0 and

ao

B0'. People et al (1988) estimated the non-hydrostatic stress component using

PuAll°y_(cii_Ci2)etAUoy to gave a non uniaxail stress at P=35 kbar of -1.35 kbar in

GalnAs corresponding to maximum splitting of the valence band of 4.16 meV.

They concluded it is justifiable to use the measured change in band-gap energy

for calculating deformation potentials as long as the actual change in epitaxial

layer volume is used.

6.2.1 Review

High pressure measurements taken by various groups on GaAs (see, for

example, Olego et al 1980, Wolford et al 1985) showed that the pressure

dependence of the band-edge was linear at low temperatures and sub-linear at
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room temperature. Recent work by Goini et al (1987) showed that room

temperature absorption data up to 170 kbar could be fitted to the quadratic

equation 6.1 with a=10.3 meVkbar-! and p=-14xl0~3 meVkbar^. Since the bowing

was slight, the band-gap dependence appears linear upto the T-X cross-over at

42±2 kbar. They found on transforming their data to pressure dependence of

lattice constant with B0=747 kbar and B0'=4.46 that the deformation potential for

GaAs was Hd=-8.5 eV. Using PL and PLE other groups have considered the

spectroscopic details of the near band-edge transitions as pressure was increased

particularly at the onset of the F-X cross-over. Wolford et al (1985) found all bound

states remained shallow and followed the band-edge with pressure. The (e,A°)

transition due to Si which occurred at ~29 meV below the excitonic emission at 1

bar, appeared ~31-32 meV below the excitonic emission at 40 kbar. This was

explained by slight change of the acceptor binding energy within the effective

mass approximation due to changes in the effective mass of the acceptor and

dielectric constant. The excitonic binding energy did not change with pressure

until above 40 kbar, above this it increased as a consequence of mixing with the

X-level. Other groups, using highly doped GaAs samples, have found evidence

for donor deepening with increasing pressure (Kobayashi et al 1983) and

unintentional N-doping of Si-doped, MBE grown, GaAs (Leroux et al 1986).

Correlating absorption and PL data, Muller et al (1980) found that for InP

the initial pressure coefficent of the band-edge a was 8.4±0.2 meVkbar1 at 300 K.

The linear variation of the band-gap with lattice constant gave a deformation

potential of -(6.1±0.2) eV. This value compared well with their pseudopotential

calculation that showed Ed=-6.0 eV. They noted, by comparing the values of Ed

previously obtained for GaAs (-9.77 eV) and Ge (-12.6 eV) with that for InP that

Ed decreases rapidly with increasing ionicity. They also questioned whether the

linearity of the equation of state was settled because of the crude assumptions

made for the value of B0'. This is discussed in section 6.3.1. More detailed
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spectroscopy of InP under pressure was completed by Wolford et al (1984); they

showed similar results to those reported in GaAs. Low temperature, 20 K, PL

measurements taken by Menoni et al (1986) found the intail pressure coefficent to

be 7.5 meVkbar"1. The T-X cross-over was observed as a quenching of the

luminescence but a large run to run variation in luminescence intensity was

found and no X-level was observed. Recent results point to InP under going a

structural phase transition at 106.5 kbar before the TVX cross-over was reached at

an estimated 120-130 kbar (Tozer et al 1988).

With the advent of improved material quality the optical properties of alloys

under pressure are being studied again. Lifshitz et al (1979) studied the band-

edge dependence of AlxGai-xAs, at different compositions, for pressures up to 10

kbar using absorption measurements at 300 K. The pressure coefficent a

increased linearly with pressure from 11.4 to 12.2 meVkbar"1 with x=0.0 to 0.25;

above this composition a dropped to 10.2 meVkbar"1 at x=0.35 and remained

essentially constant thereafter. This change in a occured well away from the

compositional T-X cross-over at x~0.45. They noted the sharp change in a

happened around the percolation concentration of Al. Since ionicity changed

with Al concentration and Al does not have d-core electrons it could effect a.

Chandrasekar et al (1986) showed the band structure changes with pressure in

AlxGai-xAs were similar to those to associated with compositional variations,

with the T-X cross-over occuring at approximately the same energy. They

observed deep L-X like levels which, when compared to the compositional

dependence shown by Dingle et al (1979), agreed within ±5 meV. This work was

extended by Roach et al (1988) who found that shallow levels followed the

conduction band but deep levels were highly sub-linear; increasing slightly with

energy above 9 kbar, flattening and then decreasing in energy above 40 kbar. For

a composition of x=0.3 the intial pressure coefficient was a=9.9±0.1 meVkbar"1
and the T-X cross-over occurred after 14 kbar. Using the temperature evolution to
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estimate an activation energy Ea and excitation power density measurements

they showed the deep levels could be associated with those observed

compositionally by Henning et al (1984) and others.

Lately the tendency in high pressure spectroscopy has been to use epitaxial

layers grown lattice matched to a substrate of a different material, particularly

in superlattice structures. Using a sample of Gao.49Ino.51P,grown lattice

matched to GaAs, Patel et al (1988) found that the room temperature a=9.6

meVkbar"1. But this contradicts the low temperature, 6 K, work completed by

Tozer et al (1988) who found for GaxIni_xP (x=0.15, 0.25, 0.52) the dominant linear

term a was 7 meVkbar"1 in each case. Results have been obtained for

Gao.47Ino.53As, grown lattice matched to InP, independently by two groups,

using slightly different methods, People et al (1988) and Lambkin and Dunstan

(1988). People et al used the stimulated emission of Gao.47Ino.53As to observe

band-to-band transitions within an electron hole plasma at room temperature. A

narrow emission of FWHM ~7 meV was taken as an estimate of the band-gap

with a possible error ~8 meV due to band-gap renormalisation. Spectra were

obtained for pressures up to 36 kbar with the band-edge showing the expected

non-linearity. Fitting to equation 6.1 gave a=12.44 meVkbar"1 and P=-68xl0"2

meVkbar"2. They calculated the deformation potential using the fractional

change in volume for the Gao.47Ino.53As cpilaycr compared to the InP substrate

(see above) to find Ed=-7.79±0.4 eV. They found a value for B0 for Gao.47Ino.53As

by extrapolation from its binaries and assumed that B0' to be 4.67, the same as

that for InP. Lambkin and Dunstan used PL to study the band gap dopondonco of

Gao.47Ino.53As under pressure at room temperature and 80 K. Within

experimental error the initial pressure coefficient for the emission at both

temperatures was the same, a=-10.95±0.1 meVkbar"1. Since the Gao.47Ino.53As

epitaxial layer was constrained by the InP in two-dimensions and free in the
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third, neglecting biaxail strain, they calculated an average value for the bulk

modulus:

BePi = |BInP + BGaInAs (6.7)

with the the value for B0 again extrapolated from the binaries. They also

suggested that preliminary results showed that the epitaxial layer may take the

same value for B0 as that for the substrate. So using the bulk modulus for InP

and the extrapolated value for Gao.47Ino.53As they found to be -8.25±0.1 eV

and 7.9+0.1 eV, respectively. These values for S4 compared well to the theoretical

estimates, obtained by linear extrapolation, in models by Cardona and

Christensen (1987) and Camphausen et al (1979) of -6.9 eV and -7.6 eV,

respectively.

The use of DACs within semiconductor physics has not only been limited to

that of optical measurements. Most noticeable is the study of structural phase

transition using X-rays when the normal zinc-blende lattice changes under

pressure, in most III-V compounds, to a rocksalt structure (Froyen and Cohen

1983). For this work it is important to estimate the bulk modulus B0 and its

derivative with respect to pressure B0' required for the calculation of an optical

deformation potential. Menoni and Spain (1987) completed measurements on

InP up to 190 kbar finding Bo=760±40 kbar, Bo'=40 kbar and showing a phase

transition to occur at 108 kbar, the values obtained for B0 and B0' will be discussed

in section 6.3.1.

6.3 Alo.48lno.62As under Hydrostatic pressure

The main motivation of this work was to further the assessment of

Alo.48lno.52As started in Chapter 4 and to provide information about some

pressure related parameters including the deformation potential (Ferguson et al

1989). A general description of the principle and application of DACs to
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semiconductors can be found in section 2.3 and a detailed description of the

apparatus can be found in Beales (1989). A review of the luminescence from

AlInAs and the atmospheric pressure experimental data obtained for the

samples used in this work is given in chapter 4. There it was concluded that the

2 K emission is due to (D°,A°) transitions becoming dominated by (e,A°) at higher

temperatures >80 K (figure 4.9). Since no structure was observed in the

luminescence the main criteria for this work was to obtain a deformation

potential for the band-edge, so, consequently the spectra were taken at -80 K. It

was also hoped to observe the T-X cross-over at -60 kbar (T-X -0.6 eV) and to

compare this to the compositional value found by Onton and Lorenz (1970).

6.3.1 Experimental Considerations

Sample preparation was crucial in this work. The best method of thinning

the sample, to the required thickness of -40 pm, was found to be mechanically

polishing by hand (see Appendix B). Another method of chemically thinning,

used for semiconductor laser mounting, worked too closely to the machine's

limit and produced samples that were bevelled from 30-60 pm, so it was

discarded. Once the sample was thinned, it was cleaved, by hand under 60x

magnification, into a piece -100x100 pm2. In many instances, the process of

cleaving appeared to result in the loss of the epitaxial layer. This happened

occasionally for sample MV411 and always for sample MV409, so the results

reported here are for sample MV411. It had been suggested by Iain Spain

(private comm) to use vacuum grease to attach the sample and ruby chip to one of

the diamonds. This was not done as it was thought it may result in non-

hydrostatic stresses within the DAC. The DAC was always pressurized at room

temperature before cooling and warmed back to room temperature before the

pressure was changed. The cryostat was operated at liquid nitrogen

temperatures with a base temperature of 85-90 K, monitored by a copper-

constantan thermocouple.
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6.3.2 Luminescence ofAlo.4sIrio.52As under Pressure

The high pressure spectra in figure 6.2 a,b,c are typical of those obtained for

AlInAs and since the spectra show emission similar to the zero pressure

spectrum (figure 4.3), the high energy emission at 1.6449,1.7697 and 1.9745 eV is

assigned to the Alo.48ln0.52As. The lower energy, broad band, emission is due to

the substrate. Since the spectra were taken at ~80 K the AlInAs emission is due

to a (e,A°) transition, section 4.7. To check this assignment the excitation power

density was varied when the sample was pressurized at 23 kbar (figure 6.3), an

exponent of s~1.8 from equation 4.15 was found. This corresponds well with the

value obtained for the sample at zero pressure for this temperature confirming

the (e,A°) transition assignment (see figure 4.15). A strong emission intensity

was observed for AlInAs even though previously lower radiative efficiencies were

evident at this temperature. This was a consequence of the reduced laser spot

size, ~10 pm diameter, which resulted in an increased power density of ~1000

compared to that used previously. No change in the luminescence integrated

intensity or radiative efficiency occurs when a sample is under pressure, and the

transition is well away from any resonant levels (Muller et al 1980). The slight

broadening in the AlInAs linewidth is a consequence of free carrier generation

and does not effect the observed energy position of the emission. Since the

emission at ~80 K is not due to band-to-band transitions but to a (e,A°) transition

the change in the acceptor effective mass with pressure must be considered.

Wolford and Bradley (1985) found the ionization energy of a silicon acceptor in

GaAs to change by only ~2-3 meV at 40 kbar, and Nilsson and Samuelson (1988)

showed the energetic position of a carbon acceptor in GaAs did not vary relative

to the valence band under pressure. We can thus conclude that the (e,A°)

transition at 80 K can be taken as direct measure of the band-gap for the

calculation of the deformation potential.
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Figure 6.2 Typical spectra of Alo.4sIno.25As epitaxial layer and S-doped InP

substrate at 80K and various pressures a) 10.9, b) 31.2 and c) 54.2 kbar
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Figure 6.3 The integrated luminescence intensity dependence upon

excitation power density of the AlInAs emission at 23 kbar. The exponent of

s~1.8 indicates we are still observing a (e,A°) transition under pressure.
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Recently the hydrostaticity of the alcohol mix at low temperatures has been

questioned (Lambkin and Dunstan 1988). They found that the band-edge in

Gao.47Ino.53As at 80 K showed a systematic reduction with pressure of around

10% when an alcohol mix was used compared to argon as the pressure

transmitting medium. At no time was any non-hydrostatic stress observed in

our ruby fluorescence and no shift occurred between the Ri and R2 lines. As a

further check to test that no non-hydrostatic stresses were generated within our

DAC, Beales (1989) completed some work on InP and observed that the linewidth

of the InP due to band-to-band transitions, 12±2 meV, did not vary with pressure

and corresponded to that expected for this emission at this temperature, ~14 meV

(~1.8 kT) (figure 6.4). A pressure coefficient of a=7.2±0.2 meVkbar"1 (figure 6.5)

compares well with that obtained by Menoni et al (1988) at 20 K of 7.5 meVkbar"1

and by Tozer et al (1988) at 5 K of 7 meVkbar"1. Thus it must be concluded that

our DAC measurements are free from non-hydrostatic components. Jayaraman

(1986, private comm) pointed out the importance of pressurization at room

temperature with a fresh methanol-ethanol mixture of the correct proportions

(4:1) otherwise non-hydrostatic pressures, similar to that observed by Lambkin

and Dunstan, could be generated. Subsequent cooling of the DAC after

pressurization should preserve hydrostaticity although no phase diagram for the

alcohol mix exists. It was found experimentally that when the methanol-ethanol

mixture was frozen at 80K a waxy media was obtained. Subsequently, if any

water vapour was present, or included in the mix, the frozen alcohol became

slightly milky and appeared to acquire a crystalline structure. This suggests

that the inclusion of water vapour may be the culprit for generating non-

hydrostatic stresses. It is difficult to see otherwise how Lambkin and Dunstan

could have generated such large uniaxial components, ~3-4 kbar, in their DAC

since no bonding exists between the methanol and ethanol, and the atomic

weight is similar to that of argon.
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A plot of all the peak energy against pressure data for MV411 for both the

AlInAs and InP emission is shown in figure 6.6. Four different sample pieces,

shown as different points, were used to obtain these results. It is apparent from

the spread in the InP peak emission that it could not be used accurately as a

secondary pressure calibration. In figure 6.7 a plot of the ratio of AlInAs-InP

peak intensity against pressure is shown. The emission intensity varied from

sample to sample so this ratio provides a measure of the relative intensity of the

AlInAs emission since the InP emission intensity should not change

significantly -90 kbar (Muller et al 1980). Due to the scatter in the points (figure

6.8) it is not possible to pin point the T-X cross-over, although the luminescence

quenches around the energy found compositionally, 2.05 eV at 300 K (Onton and

Lorenz 1970), indicating that a structural phase has not occurred. Pressures

around and above 60 kbar are difficult to obtain due to experimental difficulty

associated with the gaskets. Observing the sample through the Tetravar viewing

system (Beales 1989) below the T-X cross-over a red spot is seen where the laser

spot is incident. Well above the T-X cross-over, -70 kbar, no laser spot is observed

and the whole crystal glows a deep orange due to emission from the InP

substrate. No emission associated with the X-level was observed for the AlInAs

either, due to the InP substrate emission masking it or as is more likely, the low

signal-noise ratio of the photomutlipler.

6.3.3 Calculation of the Deformation Potential ofAlo.4sIno.52As

Since the Alo.48ln0.52As emission energy (figure 6.6) showed the expected

bowing with pressure, a least square fit to the data using equation 6.1 gave

a?=10.1±0.2 meVkbar-1 and P=-47±4X10~3 meVkbar"2 (figure 6.8). The empirical

equation of state derived by Murnaghan (1944) (equation 6.2) involves a first order

expansion of the elastic strain energy, thus the bulk modulus is linear with

pressure, B(P)=B0+PB0'. Higher pressures could result in contributions from

non-linear terms in the bulk modulus becoming important, then a universal
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Figure 6.8 The Alo.48lnO.52As emission energy versus the applied

hydrostatic pressure. The solid line represents a quadratic least square fit.
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form of the equation of state would be required (Vincet et al 1987). This does not

appear to have been the case here, although slight deviations from linearity

observed by some authors (Muller et al 1980) may be explained by this limitation

of equation 6.2. Care must be taken when estimating the values for B0 and B0' for

Alo.48lno.52As in equation 6.2.

No experimental measurements of B0 and B0' exist for Alo.48lno.52As in the

literature. For cubic crystals the bulk modulus is given by

Bo = | ( en + 2ci2) (6.8)
where en and C12 are the elastic moduli. So, the bulk modulus of Alo.48lno.52As

can be interpolated from the values given for the elastic moduli of its binaries.

From Madelung (1982) the elastic moduli for InAs and AlAs are given as

cn=8.329 and ci2=4.526, and cn=12.5 and ci2=5.34, respectively, in units of 10^

dyncm_2. Accordingly the bulk modulus for Alo.48lno.52As is 676 kbar which

agrees well with that estimated using pseudopotential calculation of 678 kbar

(Lam et al 1987). Fortunately, values for B0 and B0' for the InP substrate are

better defined, these have been found experimentally from the elastic moduli as

B0=711 kbar and B0'=4.59 (Nichols et al 1980) or from X-ray data as Bo=760±40

kbar and Bo'=4±0.2 (Menoni et al 1987). The values derived by Menoni et al must

be questioned for two reasons; they were obtained from a fit to data for which the

values derived by Nichols et al provided just as good a correlation and the value

quoted for B0' is lower than that expected. Weiner and Riter (1978) have shown

B0' is approximately constant in zinc-blende structures, 4.46, 4.79 and 4.76 for

GaAs, InAs and Ge, respectively; so it seems likely that B0' will be 4.59 in InP

and that Alo.48lno.52As can be assumed to take the same value. Measurements

of bulk modulus on thin lattice matched GalnAsP epilayers, ~2 pm, on a

relatively thick InP substrate, ~40 pm (Prins and Dunstan 1988); suggest that the

epilayer may take the same B0 value as that of the substrate in agreement with

Keye's empirical scaling law, c;j~d~4) where d is the nearest nieghbour distance.
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So, in calculating the deformation potential we have a) used the extrapolated

value of B0 for Alo.48lno.52As considering the volume change in the epilayer

(AV/V0)A^InAs and b) assumed the AlInAs takes the same values as InP, giving

two values for B0 where it is only necessary to consider the change in lattice

constant (Aa/a0). It is evident that no structural phase transitions occur as a

consequence of structural ordering within the epitaxial layer (section 6.2.2) and

the slight change in the bulk modulus, ~1 %, due to cooling the crystal is included

within the errors.

To calculate the deformation potential from the AlInAs epilayer firstly the

in-layer strain due to increasing lattice mismatch with pressure was found

using the equation 6.6 enabling the tetragonal distortion to be estimated. The

change in epitaxial layer volume (AV/V0)A1InAs can be found using equation 6.5

and plotting this against the energetic position of the AlInAs emission gave the

deformation potential as the gradient. Except for the two points at the highest

pressures the data plotted in figure 9b gives an excellent fit from which a

deformation potential of 6.51±0.25 eV is found. Using PuAlInAs =

(Cn+Ci2)etA^nAs, the effective uniaxial stress is found to increase from zero to

0.88 kbar at 44.9 kbar reflecting the maximum uncertainty to which the pressure

in the alloy is known, this is within the error of the ruby calibration. Assuming

that the AlInAs takes the same value for the bulk modulus as InP, discussed

above, then the deformation potential is found from figure 10a, using equation

6.3, to be 6.67±0.25 eV. Calculating an average value for BeP* (equation 6.7) gives

the deformation potential as 6.59±0.25 eV (figure 10b) which compares well with

that obtained using (AV/V0)AfinAs, the more rigorous method.

How do these values for deformation potential agree with those expected

theoretically ? Cardona and Christensen (1987) argued that the absolute

deformation potential calculated for tetrahedral semiconductors must be

screened by the dielectric response of the material particularly when considering
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the electron-phonon interactions. The deformation potential can be defined with

respect to a fixed energy relative to the conduction and valence bands. They used

the average of the conduction and valence band energies at the Penn gap known

as the dielectric midpoint energy DME. The screening (£_1(oo,c[)-l) calculated at

the deformation potential of the DME, ap, is subtracted from the absolute

deformation potentials at other band levels estimated previously. In Cardona

and Christensen the screened values for the deformation potentials for the

minimum conduction band (T or X) and valence band are given, table 6.2. We

will assume that an estimate for the deformation potential for AlInAs can be

made from interpolation of the AlAs and InAs T -levels. Hence, the screened

deformation potential for AlAs T-point is found by adding the screening

deformation potential from table 6.2, 5.3 eV, to the unscreened value in table 6.3, -

13.83 eV, to give -8.5 eV. We essentially find a deformation potential for the

energy gap when we substract the screened deformation potentials for the

conduction-valence bands and interpolate to give -7.0 eV for Alo.48lno.52As. This

is in reasonable agreement with those values found experimentally.

6.3.4 Effective Mass dependence on Pressure in AlInAs

Since the band-gap energy increases with pressure this implies that the

effective mass will also increase. Deriving the practical properties of

semiconductors from their band structure does not require the detailed

knowledge of energy levels but can be approximated by considering extrema

points. One such theory is the semi-emprical k.p method which allows band

structure to be calculated using experimental band-gap energies and

momemtum matrix elements, Ep (Kane 1957). The magnitude of the vector k is
treated as being small and perturbation theory is used near k=0 and critical

points. This is appropriate for semiconductors because free carriers are

concentrated within a small region of k-space. The form of the calculation
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6 AaD HV av 3y Vy 3c

c 5.7 13.0 -2.8 -2.4 -4.7
Si 12 6.3 -0.5 -1.6 -0.4 -1.0 + 0.8 + 0.6
Ge 16 6.5 -0.4 -1.6 + 0.65 ■ + 0.2 + 1.8 -4.5
a-Sn 20 5.9 -0.3 -1.5 \ ■

•

A1P 8 6.1 -0.9 -1.5 + 0.8
AlAs 9.1 5.3 -0.6 -1.2 + 0.4 -0.2 + 0.7
AlSb 10.2 5.7 -0.6 -1.2 + 0.7

GaP 9.1 6.6 -0.6 \ -1.5 + 0.8
GaAs 10.9 7.1 -0.7 -1.6 + 0.65 -0.1, + 0.7 -8.8
GaSb 14.4 6.5 -0.5 -1.4 -9.8

InP 9.6 6.5 -0.7 -0.4 -5.9
InAs 12.3 7.2 -0.6 -0.6 -7.3
InSb 15.7 • 6.5 -0.5 -0.8 -6.6

ZnSe 5.9 7.9 -1.6 -0.7 -7.4
ZnTe 7.3 7.5 -1.2 -2.0 -7.3
CdTc 7.2 7.2 -1.1 -1.0 -3.7
HgTe 9.3 8.5 -1.1 -2.0

Table 6.2 Infrared dielectric constant e and various hydrostatic deformation

potentials for materials under consideration, ay and ac represent the

screened deformation potentials of the highest and lowest valence band

states, an that of the dielectric midgap point. Aao represents the effect on

screening on the deformation potentials. All deformation potentials are

given in eV (Cardona and Christensen 1987).



(a)

r,
Valence bands

*7 ' L4,5 B r8
Deformation potentials a

Xi £4,J B

c
Si
Ge
a-Sn

3.73
-0.85
-0.79
-1.39

-2.73
-3.76
—4.03
-4.26

0.91
-2.02
-2.18
-2.59

-0.70
-2.99
-3.19
-3.53

-15.42
-7.95
-8.09
-7.34

-8.77
-5.06
-4.28.
-3.60

—12.59
-6.97
-6.45
-5.68

-11.02
-5.62

.-5.15-
-4.46

A1P
AlAs
AlSb

-1.78
-1.51
-1.65

-3.95
-3.84
-3.96

-2.53

-2,35
-2.57

-3.26
-3.18
-3.43

-7.67
-6.46
-7.35

— 5.39
-4.13
-4.41

' -7.02
-5.71
-6.21

— 5.98
-4.73
-5.02

GaP
GaAs
GaSb

—1.59
-1.07
-1.46

-4.32
-3.85
-4.18

-2.68
-2.19
-2.62

-3.51
-3.08 .

-3.56

-8.07
-8.77
-7.95

-4.43
-4.92
-4.10 .

-6.57
-7.15
-6.21

-5.34
-5.89
-4.97

InP
InAs
InSb

-2.08
-1.94
-1.95

-4.39 .

-4.56
-4.41

-2.99
-2.94'
-2.94

-3.68 '
-3.72
-3.79

— 6.91
-7.83

-7.31'

-3.77
-4.18

-3,67

-5.59 '

-6.29
• -5.72

-4.63
-5.20
-4.60

ZnSe
ZnTe
CdTe

HgTe

-2.80
-2.28
-2.94
-2.45

-5.08
-4.64
-4.94
-5.04

-3.67
-3.22
-3.71
-3.43

i

-4.33
-4.05
-4.41
-4.25

-8.62
-9.49
-8.16

-10.45

-4.79
-4.79
-4.45
-4.69 "

, -7.09
-7.51

.

-6.61 Y
v -8.02 7

— 6.11
-6.13
-5.60
-6.79

r6
Conduction

*6
bands

L6

(b)

B r6
Deformation potentials a

x6 .l6 B

C
Si
Ge
a-Sn

17.67
2.15

-1.11
-2.53*

8.54
-0.25 ■

-0.23
-0.91

12.14
0.51

-0.85
-1.81

10.96
1.74
1.66
0.50

-39.71
-20.97
-17.20
-15.28*

-17.69
-5.73
-6.55
— 5.84

-39.92
— 11.49
-10.99 .

-9.18

-20.41
-8.17
-8.71

. -8.00

A1P
AlAs
AlSb

-1.38

+ 0.49
-0.59

-MJ.32
-0.30
-0.73

0.92
-0.54
-0.69

1.96
2.00
0.95

—16.81
—13.83
-15.78

— 5.31
•-4.59".
-5.02 ;

-11.51
.

1 —9.96
-9.91

-8.06

—7.15
-7.59

GaP
GaAs
GaSb

-0.03
-0.94

'

—2.01

-0.05

+ 0.20
-0.85

-0.11
-0.35
-1.47'

1.78
2.04
0.75

-15.90
— 15.93
-16.35

-5.82

—6.59.
— 6;51*''

—11.14
—11.49

—9.80 '

—9.11
-10.06

'
-9.08

InP
InAs
InSb

-1.58
-2.60
-2.72

-0.42
-0.85
-0.93

-0.76
-1.34
-1.82

1.26
1.08
0.30

-12.37
-14.49
-13.12

-5.23
-5.90
-6.51 .

'

-9.38 ■

-10.18 '
-8.75

-r-9.92
-10.45
-9.39

ZnSe
ZnTe
CdTe

HgTe

-1.91
-1.68
-2.73
-3.66

-0.02
-0.31
-0.68
-0.81

-0.53
-0.44
-1.56
-2.18

1.61
0.93
0.18

-0.33

-13.26
-14.74
-10.88
-12.88

-6.28
-6.54
-5.88
-9.27

-10.59
-3.56
-9.06

-10.24

-12.85
-11.21
-11.10
—12.35

Table 6.3 Engeries (in eV) of (a) the top of the valence band and (b) the

bottom of the conduction band calculated with the fully relativistic LMTO

method at the r, X, L and B (first Baldereschi) points. The corresponding

volume deformation potentials are also given.



VI PL ofAIo^glno-SiiAs under hydrostatic pressure

depends on the number of bands considered, a five band model gives the effective

mass m* at ric as:

mO Ep r 2 1 Ep r 2 1 ^ tr> rv\

m*-"1" 3 [ Eg + Eg+Ap ]" 3 [ Ep'+Ap'-Eg + E0'-Eg ] + C (6,9)

where E0' is the energy at Fic and E0' is the energy at the next highest conduction

band minima, A0 is the spin-orbit splitting and C is a constant involving

contributions from higher bands. Since no value for Ep' for AlAs could be found

and although Herman and Wiesbuch (1977) suggested that a five-band model was

necessary to calculate m* accurately in alloys, we will, like most authors, use a

three band model which will suffice for an order of magnitude calculation, so

equation 6.9 simplifies to

<610>

Values for Ep and A0 were interpolated from the binaries as 20.1 eV and 0.333 eV

(Ep=21.1 and 19.1 eV, Ao=0.275 and 0.340 eV for AlAs and InAs, respectively,

Madelung 1982, El-Sabbahy 1978) and the energetic position of the AlInAs

luminescence gives a measure of Eg . It was assumed that Ep will not vary with

pressure and since the dominant deformation is of the conduction band

compared to the valence band A0 will be assumed not to change. The zero

pressure estimate of m *=0.0748 using equation 6.10 compares well with that

found using equation 4.8, m*=0.0755. In figure 6.11 the variation of m* with

increasing pressure is shown. Since Eg has a quadratic dependence with

pressure (figure 6.8) then m* will show the same bowing as the energy-gap.

6.4 Summary

The linear pressure coefficient of the T mimina of Alo.48lno.52As was found

to be 10.1 meVkbar"l which is in agreement with that expected for all group IV

and III-V compound semiconductors. An estimate of the deformation potential
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Figure G.ll The pressure dependence of the electron effective mass in the T

conduction band upon pressure is deduced from k.p theory .



VI PL ofAlo.48lno.52As underhydrostatic pressure

was made considering the Alo.48ln0.52As epitaxial layer to have both a different

bulk modulus from that of the substrate, -6.51±0.25 eV, and the same bulk

modulus, -6.67±0.25 eV. In either case the value obtained for the deformation

potential agrees well with that from a calculation by Cardona and Christensen

(1987) of -7.0 eV. A recent measurement of the bulk modulus of Gao.47Ino.53As

on InP showed the value was not consistent with either, Keye's rule or the

interpolated value (Prins and Dunstan 1989). So it is likely the actual value of the

deformation potential will be some average of those quoted above.
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VII Conclusions

7.1 Conclusions and suggested further work

This thesis has considered the optical properties of various III-V

semiconductor compounds, alloys and quantum well structures grown by MBE.

Perhaps the main contribution of this work has been to provide, to the best of our

knowledge, the first detailed optical assessment of the near band-edge

luminescence from high quality Alo.48ln0.52As including the use of

photoluminescence excitation and the application of hydrostatic pressure.

The emission from Alo.48ln0.52As at 2 K is dominated by a broad

luminescence band of FWHM 15-25 meV which had been previously assigned to

excitonic recombination. The linewidths observed were too large to be accounted

for by a simple model of alloy scattering used successfully in other III-V alloys.

An additional broadening mechanism of compositional alloy clustering had been

postulated since MBE growth occurs within the InAs-AlAs miscibility gap and

thermodynamically this was thought to favour clustering. Experimental results

from the samples used in this work show that the low temperature emission is

not excitonic, but due to 'deep' (D°,A°) transition thus providing a viable

explanation for the increased linewidth without invoking additional linewidth

broadening mechanisms. The possibility of bimodal or structural ordering,

already observed in many similar III-V alloys including Alo.48ln0.52As has been

discussed. A higher energy peak emerging at 50 K was assigned to a (e,A°)

transition by excitation power density measurements and photoluminescence

excitation. It would be useful to complete TEM measurement for these samples

to see if structural ordering occurs, as at least one sample shows a higher energy

peak that could be assigned to this. An attempt to extend the PLE tuning range

with a white light source and monochromator failed due to the low quantum

efficiency of the samples. This would be better achieved using the dye laser with

Pyridine 2 dye to observe the actual band-edge.
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VII Conclusions

The first high hydrostatic pressure optical data was obtained for

Alo.48ln0.52As at low temperatures. A linear pressure coefficient of 10.1

meVkbar-1 was found for the T minima which is similar to that previously

reported for other III-V compound semiconductors. An estimate of the

deformation potential was made assuming the Alo.48ln0.52As had a bulk

modulus of 676 kbar (interpolated value) giving -6.51±0.25 eV and with the same

bulk modulus of the substrate 711 kbar (Keye's rule) giving -6.67±0.25 eV. These

values agree well with a theoretical calculation of deformation potential of -7.00

eV. The F-X cross-over point needs to be studied in more detail to give additional

information about the Alo.48ln0.53As band structure. The development of a low

temperature variable pressure system would save the time lost in warming and

repressurizing the present clamp cell at room temperature. The cell should be

modified to include bevel washers to adjust for slight contractions during

temperature cycling. Different and more accurate methods of pressure

calibration are required, as is a detailed study of gasket technology. At the time

of writing InP and a garnet-based compound are being researched at the SERC-

STC High Pressure Facility as alternative sensors and a study of gasket

behaviour is close to completion.

Emission spectra were obtained from some other III-V semiconductors

GaAs, InP, AlxGai-xAs and Gao.47Ino.53As to provide the necessary background

to the Alo.48ln0.52As and the quantum well luminescence considered in this

work. It was concluded that MBE grown material was of a comparable quality to

that obtained by any other growth method. The first observation of structure in

the free exciton from InP was tentatively assigned to a polariton-exciton. A

model of scattering of the polariton from neutral donors was proposed as an

explanation of the excitation power density dependence. Surface recombination

velocity is expected to have an dominant effect on the observation of the polariton.

the use of reactive ion etching techniques to vary the damage to the InP surface
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VII Conclusions

may provide an interesting study of the polariton emission dependence on

surface recombination velocity.

The excitonic emission from quantum well heterostructures reflects that

obtained from the bulk, modified by the variation of impurity binding energy and

increased excitonic recombination as a consequence of larger oscillator

strengths. The dominant emission from GaAs-AlxGai_xAs and Gao.47Ino.53As-

InP wells was from a free exciton electron to heavy hole transition Eih- In

Gao.47lno.53As-InP the exciton was bound to potential fluctuations due to

compositional variation of the Gao.47Ino.53As. The very narrow linewidths

observed for the Eih transition in the GaAs-AlxGai_xAs wells were comparable

with the best reported, although no evidence was found for interface islands with

the corresponding discrete structure in the emission due to monolayer

fluctuations. Compositional variations in either the well or barrier appear to

inhibit the formation of large interface islands. The use of post growth

hydrogenation of GaAs and AlxGai_xAs has resulted in the a strong

enhancement of luminescence efficiencies probably due to the passivation of

donors. It would interesting to extend this work to our GaAs-AlxGai_xAs well

structures, in which strong donor emission is observed, to test many of the

passivation hypotheses in the literature.

A detailed study of the growth and luminescence from thin GaAs-

AlxGai_xAs wells, of thickness 5, 10, 20, and 40 monolayers, on [110] substrates

misorientated towards the [110] direction by 2°, 4° and 6°, was undertaken. There

was no evidence in the well luminescence that the vicinal planes were broken up

into extended step widths or clustered step heights. The linewidths of all the

wells grown, without growth interruption, showed a 0.2 monolayer fluctuation

regardless of substrate orientation. This was a consequence of the exciton

sensing a pseudo-rough inverted interface which was limited by the A1 diffusion

length of 40 A. Growth interruption did not result in a decrease of the linewidth
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VII Conclusions

and the observation of interface islands reported by other groups. Instead

linewidths increased by a factor of 3-4 attributed to incomplete island formation

at the inverted interface at the growth temperatures used. It was concluded that

the interface island size was similar to the excitonic diameter thus having a

dominant effect on the linewidth. The luminescence from the wells did not show

a functional dependence on substrate orientation. This suggests the different

vicinal plane widths did not limit either the A1 or Ga diffusion length. It would

be useful to extend this study using other characterization methods such as

triple X-ray rocking curves and phonon Raman scattering to give a more

quantitative measure of interface roughness. In addition, the use of

misorientated substrates has also been suggested as method of fabricating

quantum wires which look promising for optoelectronic devices.

The study of the properties of two dimensional structure has lead quite

naturally to the fabrication of one and zero dimensional structures. However, for

the near future, strained layer systems such as pseudomorphic HEMTs

mentioned briefly in this work will probably gain much technological and

commercial importance particularly for device applications.
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Appendix A

Compensation ratio from optical spectra

The theory derived by Kamiya and Wagner allows the estimation of

stationary donor and acceptor concentrations and hence compensation ratio

(section3.2.2). It describes the overall lineshape as the sum of the (e,A°) and

(D°,A°) envelopes, calculated separately, but taking account of competing

transitions on the (D°,A°) spectra. The (D°,A°) intensity is then given by

where P(R) is the Poisson distribution, P°p(R) is the probability of a donor being

neutral (=(Nd-Na)/Nd if n « (Nd-Na)) and P°a(R) is the probability of an acceptor

being neutral given by P°A(R)=WhA/W+WDA(R) where WhA is the hole capture

rate and W includes WhA with other competing processes such as the non-

radiative transitions and the (e,A°). Wqa the transition probability between a

neutral donor and a neutral acceptor at distance R (see equation 3.4) and is given

Here n' is the refractive index, I Mcv I is the interband momentum matrix

element and I(R) is the overlap integral between donor and acceptor

wavefunctions. The intensity of the (e,A°) band is given by

IDA(E)dE=P(R)^ Wda(R) P°D(R) P*A(R) Na dE (A.l)

by

I Mcv I 2I2(R) (A.2)

Iea(E)dE=c(E-Eg+Ea)0-5 exp(- (A.3)

where

4e2n'E 32V2 aA3m*1-5 2

(47K0)me2h2c3 7ih3 cv

aAis the effective Bohr radius of the acceptor, Efis the Fermi energy and N°Ais

the stationary neutral acceptor concentration given by
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vro
_ fDmxNAWhAdRN A-JP(R)w+Wda(R) ( )

Fits are made to the (e,A°) and (D'.A") emission lineshape at various

temperatures at which these peaks are still well resolved (see figure 3.9 for an

example of a suitable spectra). This analysis also gives information about the

distribution of electrons between the conduction band and the donors.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF THE 'DIACOLD' D-Ol

INTRODUCTION

In this cell type a high pressure is applied to a sample
by forcing two diamond anvils together along a common axis, by means
of six M5 cap-head bolts working in left hand - right hand pairs.
One diamond is mounted on a plate of hardened tool steel set into
the base of a cylinder. The opposing diamond is mounted on a piston,
also of hardened tool steel, which fits tightly into the cylinder.
The complete assembly is termed the 'central insert'.

Ancillary equipment. A standard metallurgical microscope
with magnification up to x^l-0 and a long working distance is essen¬
tial for setting up and maintaining the- cell. A fiber optic
lamp provides a particularly convenient -source of direct illumination.
Several needles, each preferably mounted on a small handle, are
necessary for loading.

ABOUT ALIGNMENT.

The 'Diacold' was correctly aligned before shipping.
Nevertheless it is most important to check it before use. Further,
in all high pressure devices distortion occurs in operation; the
'Diacold' is no exception. To ensure long anvil lifetimes it is
essential to make frequent checks of alignment. It is good prac¬
tice to make visual checks on the sample-gasket during and after any
significant increase in applied pressure, and following standing at
pressure for a long period.

NEVER apply pressure to the diamond anvils
unless there is a sample or gasket between them.

Alignment checks.

(i) Dismantle the cell: remove the top plate (three l.h.
and three r.h. bolts). Extract the piston using a ring magnet
(in the case of non-magnetic cells use the extraction bolt provided).
Remove the packing from between the anvils.

Using a microscope, examine the diamond anvil on the piston.
Remove any dirt or grease by gently drawing across the anvil a lens
tissue on which a drop of ethanol has been allowed to spread.
Examine and clean the lower anvil similarly but DO NOT remove the
lower anvil plate from its cylinder.

The anvils are mouted using Araldite epoxy resin. This
resin disintegrates in dichloromethane (CHgClg)- Care should be
taken if loading this or similar liquids into gaskets to keep any
overflow to a minimum.
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(ii) Holding the cylinder approximately horizontal, very
gently insert the piston. DO NOT FORCE IT IN. This operation
is best done with the piston-cylinder assembly horizontal to avoid
any possibility of dropping the top anvil onto the lower one.
Before insertion, the fiducial mark on the piston should be aligned
with the scale position indicated in Figure 1. This Is the posit¬
ion in which the two anvil faces come into coincidence. NEVER
rotate the anvil faces relative to each other when they are in
contact.

Note especially that the align¬
ment of Figure 1 applies only to
the condition in which Ihe cell
was shipped. If an anvil is
remounted or replaced, the new
position after alignment must
be used.

Figure 1

(ili) Having brought the anvils very gently into contact,
place the cell under the microscope and focus on the interface
between the anvils. The field of view will probably be clear.
There may be one or more coloured fringes visible. Very gently
increase the load using finger pressure on the piston, watching the
behaviour of the fringes, if any. "They will probably travel off
in one direction, leaving a clear field. The 'Diacold' was set
up before shipping .such "that the alignment is correct when under
pressure. If the alignment is not correct, the procedure below
must be carried out as the anvil faces are no longer parallel to
each other.

FULL ALIGNMENT OF THE 'DIACOLD' D-01

The following procedure should be used if it is necessary
to align the cell for any reason, such as after replacing an anvil.

(i) Fix the lower anvil plate to the cylinder using the
posidrive screws, but leave them barely tightened. Insert the
piston but do not bring the anvils into contact. Viewing the
assembly under the microscope, rotate the piston until the anvils
are as nearly coincident as possible. Both top and bottom ill¬
umination is helpful for this operation. Bring them into exact
conicidence using the four lateral set screws (1.5 mni Allan key).
Tighten these and the posidrive screws. Note the position of the
piston relative to the cylinder, as in Figure 1. Row bring the
two anvils very gently into contact. Mount the insert on the
microscope stage and illuminate from below.
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(ii) Fringes will "be visible, at least on one side of the
field. Figure 2 shows a typical situation. Remove the piston
and slightly loosen the three posidrive screws. The tighten, "by
say 20" , whichever of the screws is appropriate to drive the pattern
in the direction of fewer fringes. Thus, in the situation of

Figure 2, tighten screws 1 and 3»
Continue the procedure until only two
or three fringes cover the face.
Very small adjustments shoud then
allow the fringes to be altogether
eliminated. This may be a time -

consuming process. With practice it
can be done in 20 to 30 minutes. Make
sure that all three screws are well
tightened at the end of the alignment
procedure.

GASKETS

If a solid sample is compressed directly between the anvils
there will be a pressure gradient from maximum at "the centre to zero
at the edges.

Liquid and -solid samples may be examined using a gasket
between the anvils. For infrared work thicknesses of 0.075 nun
are generally used. For Raman spectroscopy 0.20 mm is more
common. The gasket hole diameter is usually about half that of
the anvil culet, or a little less. The most commonly used
gasket materials are inconel and stainless steel.

It is convenient to mount gaskets on the lwer anvil plate
using "two small pieces of plasticene. Once the gasket is loaded
with the sample, ruby for pressure calibration, etc, insert the
piston and check that the sample is still within the hole.
Attach the top plate, ensuring that it is level, and finger-tighten
the bolts. Apply pressure by tightening diametrically-opposed
pairs of l.h.-r.h. bolts simultaneously with two Allan keys. Observe
the behaviour of the gasket and sample as pressure is applied.
Pressure should be released gradually, reversing the above procedure.
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Program Poconvolntlon
Implicit real "fl(n-h,n-7.), inkeger( l-n)
('hni nctri 'H outfUe
ienl'8 nr1,er?,fwhm,rp,M
rrnl'O nlore(1000)
renl"8 energy( 1000), lntenn1ty( 1000), lntciinlty?( 1000), total (1000)
Intcgor penk

wrlte(*,") 1 Mow many krnnai t.lonn'
rcad(6,") n
wr.ll.e(G,5)
format(T?, 'Output FMonnme')
Rend ((5,7 ) Outfile
format (nOU)
wr1l.p(f>,") 'Input, onei fry rntip.n In oV '
i«n<l,,n 1,er2
m-(rr?-rrl)"?OPOO
<>pr>|l(uil 1 I. 1,1 11 fill f I I e, fit 'it IIM * M»'M ' )
WI llc(J,«) IT
wf11.«»(G»p) 'Input CmIuii end rn«ip.v (eV) nnd hleghk'
I pnil", I ulim, op, til

t wbm f whm/?.
c pi i
do 10, t- I, m

Inl cnnl I y (1 ) hi "((tWIIM""P/1)/((e "P )""?i (Iwl.i.i" "?)/'!))
Inl nnnl ty(1)-hl"rxp(-(•.'■"(p ppl'T/fl nlim)**?)

<1 n|in(P"P|i)
lilt enn 11 y ( 1 )-ll I »( (c- cp)""0.n)»cxp<- (e- rp)/( Ifi" 1.7?l'lr-1) )

energy(1 )re
tnlnt(1) - lulrnntly(I )
wr 11. o ( 3, " ) rnpi gy(I), Inl nnnt I y ( 1 )
r (ciiei gy( t) lO.OOOO'i)
emit tnue
If (n.cq.I) then
clone (un.it.i.l)
fit. op
end I r

inun 11 I

'•I. ' )
' lieu ' )

Mlttr(6,|t) penk
(« i tint (IT, 'Output, t 11ennnir
Rend(*,7) OntftJe
open(un11 -1|, ( lie vut.r 11 e, pi nl nn-
npen (tint t'?,itln-'l entenn', »>| nt.ni
wrlteCl.") HI

wrtte(?,") tp
wi 1t.o(6,") 'Input Iwlirn etui energy (eV) nrul hlcght'
rond", fwhni, op, hi

rwhm-f whm/P.36
e-erl
do 20, f »1, ip
intennl ty?( 1 )rti|,"( (f M|IM""«?/'l)/( (o-op)""2i ( fwhm""2)/H ))

Intend ty?( I Mil ■rxp(..O.t>"(r..rp)*"?/(f"whni)''"?)

vrlteCl,") rnrrgyd)» intonally?(i)
totnl (i)ttntnl(i )i tnlen.n1ty?(i)
w r 11. e (?,") enet gy (t), t.otnI (t)
e (7|0.0000r»)
rrinl; 1 nue

elnne (nnlt-'l)
eln.ne (unit-3)
clone (unit-?)
continue

ntop
end

1f (1ept.eq.2.or.iopt.eq.3) then
If (dntn_reod.ci|. 0) t.licn
write(6,") 'No dnta. Uae option 1 first'
elae
do i = 1,m
t(i )sdble(xdntn(1))
y(i)rdble(ydata(i))
end do
if (lopt. eq. 3. nnd. dn tn_.cn 1 o.cq.0) lopts?

if (iopt.eq.2) then
do i-t,n
nnll gntdouble( 'I'tcnnn enter Initial guenn ror cootf

A//clmr( i 161),*n( I))
x( 1)1. OrlO
enddo
el ne

do 1 * 1,11
xn(l) *w(I)
x(t )-t.0d0
endrlo
riHlIf
IfnJI-l
call E0'IFPF(Di,n,x,fnuipaq, Jm,11m,w,1m, lfn.il)
onll print_Jfail (ifall)

vrite(6,") ' '
if (iroil.no.1) then
Mrite(f>,") 'num nqnnren- ',fnumnq
do hl,n
xm(1 )-x(1)"xn(l)
write(6,") 'At the point
onddo
datn_calos1
endif

//ohar(li61)//' a',xw(i)

end If
enfl I r

wrlte(6,") 'Do cnloulntlon flrnt. Une option 2'
rl no

coll get.f1 1 e( 'Output, file for Interpolnf.ed curve (0 to abort)
A*".dnt• ,no..fl le, • . DAT',outfilc)
if (outfile.ue. '0') then
writ«(6,B) 'Range of Input dntni x r ',xm1uln,' to ',xmnxin
en] 1 p,etdouble('St.nrl x vnluo lor output ?',v1)
call getdoubte('End x value for output 7',w?)
wntep-(w?-wt)/(nptn-1)
o|wn(unU- 1,flle-out.f'ile,nt.nt.un-'ncw',forms 'formatted')
wi 1 te( 1,■) npt.n
do 111,npkn
xout.-w 1 idbl e( J-1 ) "wo top
yout-rinO(xout,n,XH)
wr1tn( I,") renl (xout),rrnl (yout.)
emldo

vol lie'
vn 1 ne'

'Fitted our

'nrh'
•nrb'

el one(units1,atntuns'nnve')
end If
endir
end! f

«rltn(1,")
«ite(1,«)
wilted,")
wrlto(1,")
vr1te(1,")

for ('//iufllod 1 tent(lnflle))//')•

program Fitting
Implicit real"8(a-h,o-x),lnteger(i-n)
pnl•nmet.er• (Iws 1 '100,1 lw» 100,nptss500)
integer iw(liw)
real"8 y(100),t(100),x(5),w(lw),xn(5),xw(5)
renl"'l xdntnO00),ydntn( 100),xmtnln,xmnxin
charnctor Infl lo" 128, f 11 o_t.y po" 1?8,f?" 1?8, outf lie" 128, ty po"1
etinraoter ooef fn" 1?8, inotiar"79
logienl no..file, f 11 e extat
cttnmon/valuea/y, t, xn, xw

General onrve fitting progrnmj function required la not up in
fln0(w,n,x) with number of eoefficienta given below.

data_reodnO
dnta_.onlor0
n=3 I tlio ntimher- of unknown coeffa

Mi'ite(6,") ' '
wrlte(6,") '0. Quit'
wrlte(6,") '1. Flenil fllo dnt.n'
wr 1 le(0, ■) Gulculile m«-l'f le lent n •
wr-lte(6,") '3. Ilr-onleulate unlng output coeffn'
write(6, ■) ''I. Output rile of interpolnted curve for VEG'
wrtte(6,") '5* not. nvnllntile'
writ.o(6,") '6. not nvnllnhlo*
write(6,") '7- not nvntlnble'
write(6,") '8. Output coeff vnlucn and faumnq to file'
coll getlnt('Select option',lopt)
IT (lopt.lt.O.or.iopt.gt.8) goto 1
write(6,") ' '

If (iopt.eq.0) then
atop
eiMir

If (lopt.eq.1) then
enll getl'lleCFIIe with dntn for fit (0 to nhort) 7',

A'", dot' ,110. file, • ',' ',' .dnt', 1 nf 1 lo)
If (Infile.ne,'0') then
if (no_flle) ttien
write(6,") 'Requented file to rend from doea not oxlat'
el ne

open(unlt=1,filerlnflle,atntUBi'old',formi'for-mntted')
rend(1,") m
do Is 1,m
read(1,") xdatad ),ydnta(l)
enddo
clone(units 1,atnluni'koep')
dnta_rends 1
xminln»xdnta( 1)
xmnxlnsxdntn( 1)
do Is?,m
xmln1n-mln(xmtn1n,xdntn(1))
xmnxIn-mnx (xmnx In,xdnt.nd ))
enddo
ondl f
rndlf
end! f

If (lopt.eq.5.or.lopt.eq.6.or.lopt.eq.7) then
write(6,") 'optlona 5 to 7 have not been programmed'
endlf

if (lopt.eq.8) then
if (data_calc.eq.O) then
wrlte(6,") 'Do cnlo flrnt. Une option 2'
el ne

coeffnrinflle(1ilent(Inflle))//'CF'
enll t.extnt(eoerfn,n le.exlnt)
if (f.11o_exiat) then
open(units1,f11e=coeffa,atntuas'old',forms'formatted')

endlf
23 format(1x,a)

open(unlts2,fllercoeffa,atatuas'new',forms'formatted')
If (file_exiat) then

39 read(1,?3,errs38) inehnr
write(2,*) lnohar(1ilent(lnchnr))
goto 39
endif

38 continue
if (flle_exint) elo.nc(uiilt.s1,atnt.Ufi-'delete')
write(?,■) 'Pum of aqunren s ',fnnmnq
do J s 1, n
write(2,") 'At the point '//chnr(l46'l)//' =',xw(i)
enddo
wrlte(2,•) ' '
cloae(unlt=2,atatuas'anve')
eridlf
end J f

goto 1
end

Sot up required function

function fln0(w,n,x)
1mpl loit r enI "fl(n-h, o-r.), lnt.eger( 1-11)
renl"8 x(n)
IIn0-x(3)"exp(-0.5"(w-x(?))""2/(x(1))•■?)
fln0rx(3)"((x(1 )""2/'l)/( (w-x(2))""2+(x(1)""2)/'l))

return
end

aubrout1 no 1afunI(m,n,xo,f vece)
imp] icit ronl"8(n-h,o-r.),lntegnr(i-ri)
renl"8 fvecc(m),xc(n)
renl"8 y(100),t(100),xn(5),xw(5)
eommnii/vnl ne.n/y, t,xn, xw
do ls1,n
xw(I )-xc(1 )"xn(1)
onddo
do I 1,m
fveood )-rin0(t(1 ),n,xw)-yd )
onddo
return
end



Appendix C

lu !**# »#■«•*» »k «► m » m *• Well Width of Ouaiilum wells »**««*«* *»*«*» «
20 !B 1 UNI 13 IN CALC
30 'Updated 011 A Auqust 1987
40 ntNir
DO UU I Pill' KHD|"K"|
60 RAD
70 l)I»0
BO l)e»0
70 Rl'O
IOO I 'd»0
J 10 OPTION BASE 0
120 DIM 111 f f 1100) ,1)1 f fs (1OOO > ,FO( 1000) ,F1 (IOOO) ,F2(1000> ,F3< IOOO)
I30 DIM CrosHpoint(1000),Crosspoints(1000)
140 DIM Rune(lOOO),Runv<1000),Width<10001
ISO H"1.03459E-34 !P1sucks constant
160 I1»9. 107D6E-3I !e Mass
170 0-2.434OAE-19 !0aAs Sap /J
I no Founts"1
17o INI-'lll "lilt1 sample uumlier ",111101
200 INPIM "Mo11? Fraction Al",X
210 INPUT "Initial Well Width approximation (*>",A
220 IF A-*50 IMFN
230 Be" 1.4 IE-2
240 l)l«l
25o UU III 360
260 END IF
270 IF A-IOO MIEN
2HO Pe-l.OE-2
290 D1 ** 1
300 OUIO 360
31O END IF
320 IF A*200 I MEN
330 Eie»7.SE-3
340 Pl-'l
3DO END IF

P-INI(A/2.83)
A-2. 113 »K
IF Dl-O MIEN Mil"
l.E- 3

3 70
3/1
• A 3) >
3HO
4OO A"*A»1.E-IO
410 N'luOO
4 20

D132E--1«A> (2. 4B/DOr»E-3«A ' I -A. 01 V 1.16 21'-6

AO" • I.E.- IO

430
4 41.1
4 DO
460
4 70
4 BO

4VO
500

DUO
D70
AOO
610
A20
630
64'.i
ADO
66O
6 70

I Ml 11T "Ihi* nipi'i imental pi»*l< 1

We2~-Wu
W««-Wc*7-- 1.5197«Pe

r qy (eV)",W»

r qy match (meV)

hiirdcopy
YFS " 8010 D60
NU " HUM) 590

" HUM) 520
" HI) It) 030
" UUIO 540

IF'l
DISP "Do you want
UN KEY 5 LAPEI. "
CIN KEY 9 I.APEI. "
UN KEY 6 I..ALM.T. "
UN I FY 7 I API.I "
UN KEY II LADEI. "
Ohio or»n
PR1NI EH 18 701
Pd-O
tlUlU 6tO
PR1NIER 18 t
Pd-I
PR INI " I hi* sample is "(litlnt
PRINI USING "K, X , Z • DDDD" | " Mm mole fr-actio
PR INI "Ihw Initial wall width approHimatio
PRINI "II111 miiiihor of points ls"iN
PRINI U8INU "K, X , Z • DDPI),K " | " The aitpirr i men t a 1 nnrrfly In " , —W»2, "eV"
FRINT 1181 NO "K , X , 77. DODO,I " 1 "Eiiper I mental enerqy-1.5I92«P.E is",We,"«'
PRINT IKUNtl "I., X , 7. DI),K" | "Ihtt Inlnr siicp (irtMimn ex per 1 men t al and thnti

1" ,M«*/ I .!•• 3, "mcV"

of Al

"|A/I.E-10|"A"

AH'J I'RINI "llie champ* in well width is 2.03A (1 mono-]
6VO PR INI
700 PRINT
710 OISP "Choose one..."
7 20 ON KEY 5 I.ABEL "All tie* ■values" BO 1O 7BO
730 ON KEY 7 LADEI. "Results 1only " 80TO 790
740 ()N KEY 6 LAPEL " - OOIO 740
750 UN KEY 7 I.ADEI. " " HUM) 750
7 6O ON KEY B LABEL " - Dll 10 7A0
77ii HUM) 7 70
7IIO UOIU 010
7VO

1 7110
if'Hi

Of MO I9HO

HltAI Midi ON
71H iri MINI 1
20 lo NtllHJl KDU| "1 " 1
202"J VI F.WFT )R 1 0, 13 5,0, 1 OO
CO J1.1 WINDOW O.I33,In,IOO
2U4U LURU 2
201 MOVE O,H0
l?l»60 1:81 ZE 20
7070 1 ADF.I. "Calculation "
200O MOVE O,AO
707u 1 ABEL "In Pioqri'Ms"
2IOO V * ( . 3 / « X 2+1. 1 '1I1* X ) • 1 . 602 7L 17
21 IO IF P <1 MIEN huuiMiiii MM MUM# CONDUCTION PAND CAI
2120 IF Pd'-O MIEN PR1NIER IS |
7130 DIRP USING "K , X , DDD ,5X ,|1,X,DDD.DDD"|"Conduction 1
i.e-to
7l4'i II fd'O MIf N I'RINIFR IS 7U1
21 5«J Ve «.A M V
21 AO MlOAA5«M
21 70 M2« (. OAAS1 . 083 » X ) »11
21 BO FOR Counter 1 III N-l
21 VO E"Countc»i »( V**)/N

2440
2430
2460
i.E-li
2470
24 80
2470
2500
2D 10
2320
2330
2340
2550
2S60
2370
25U0
2590
26O0
261 U

2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
26 70
26BO
2690
2700
2710
2720
2730
2740
2730
2760
2 7/0
2780
7790
2000
2010
2820
2U30
2840
2B50
2860
28 70
200O
2B70
2900
2910
2920

27 JO
2940
2730
2760
27/U
2980
2970
3000
3010
3O20
3030
3040
30DO
3060
3070
30G0
3070
31 OO
31 tO
312A
31 3U
3140
31 DO
31 AO
31 70
3100
3170
3200
32 Ml
3220
Hi"I> 1
3230
3240
32110

VALENCE BAND CALCELSE !»»•«•#««»«••••«•»•#
IF Pd-'O THEN PRINTER 18 1
D1BP USING "K,X,DDD,!;X,K,X,DDD.I)DD"| "Valence band run

O

PR INI
IF Pd~0 I HEN PR1NIER 13 701
Vt»«. 4 * V
Ml ».34 nil
112" (.34 + . 1 4 » X I nil
FUR Count or - | Ml II-3

E--Counter » (~Ve) /N
KO-SUR(2«Ml« (E«Ve)/(ll«M) )
Ki"SOR(2»M?» (-E) / (IIm||> )
F"2« (COSH 0«A> ) - IS IN (K0»A> ) » (K0/K1-K1/K0>
F2(Counter )=E/ 1.6027E—I 9
F3(Counter)«F

NEXT Counter
Q-MIN(F3(«>)
p-'MAX (F3 ( * ) )

IF APS (P) <ABB (13) I MEN
Z**-Q

ELBE
Z**P

END IF
V«"Ve/1.6022F-I7
Hoi rl I «-h
FUR Counter«l 10 N--2

IF F3 (Counter ) /F3 (Counter +1) <0 'IHEN
Holdl»Holdl+l
Cr osspolntw(Hoidl)"F2(Counter )

FND IF

NEXT Counter
Mv»MIN (Cr osspol 111a (») )
Ruiiv (Count *) °Nv
Xri"Xc+( -Ve-Mv)
Width(Counts)"AMl.E+10

END IF lUM.ttuniMUiiiiHHiuiMimiuuumnmtiiK.
IF B-l MIEN

D-0
FOR Is1 IU N-l

ro(i)»o
r1(1)-o

NEXT 1
FOR I"1 TO Hold I

t'r osspoi lit ( I > "O
NC' X I I
RE DIM rO(IOOO) ,F1 (lOOO) ,Cr osspoi lit ( lOOO)
OUIO 2100

END IF
1)1 f f (Counts) ™ (ADS (We) - APS (Xn) )
Dl f f * (C01.1111 s) "We -Xn
IF APS (Dl ff (Counts) Klin MIEN 3200
IF APR (t)l f f (Counts) > NADS (01 I f (Couiils-l > > AND Us*" I IMFN 32'lu
IF Rs~l MIEN 30II0
IF Counts'! IHEN

A-A»2.B3E-10
HOIO 3U70

END IF
IF AHBlDi If (Counts) ) >AH8(l)if f (Coimtn-l) ) IHEN

R«'l

31760

A"AO
HO 10 3090

END IT
A"A« 2.B3E-10
U0I0 3070
A-A-2.B3E-10
CountnsCounts *-1
B«1
FOR I I Til N-l

F2(I)"O
f 3(1)"O

ME X 1 I
FUR !«*! IU Holdl

Cr osspnlntn(I)"0
NEXI I
REDIM F2 (1000) ,F3dOOO> ,Cr osspoi nil (lOOO)
OOin 2100
PR1NIER IB 1
GRAPIMF.3 OFF
PR INI UHINO "K,DX,K ,DX,I ,3X ,K,5X ,1," » "Conduct i on hand hi' I ) " , "Vul em ••
, "Dl f f wr miico" , "Wi*l I Width A"
DISK
PRINI
FOR 1*1 Ml Couple

PIIINI till Mill "6K ,147 « DDDIID, I AN ,117 . IHMMID, 12X ,H7 . PPDDD ,RX , Dili). DDI)" | Hum

11" ,Coiints , "flo" , A/

2210
2720
2230
7240

22SO
2260
2270
220O
2271.1
2 SOU
23IO
2320
2330
234 O
2350
2360
2370
23DU
2 S70

24IO
; 42i»
243U

I 01t8PR(2«M1 m (E «Vfc ) / (Ihll) )
K1-SPR(2»M2«( E)/(M"IH)
r--2« (CHS (l'.«,i»A) ) — (BIN (IO•A) >

PO(Counter)"E/1.A022F-17
F1 (Counter ) •*F

NEX I Counter
OMINM It"))
P»MAX(F1(•))
IF APS (P) <ADB(G)> MIEN

7»-D
ELSE'

Z-P
END IF

VB'VH/1.A022E-1 7
Holdl^O
FUR Counter"! IO N-2

IF F 1 (Count i?r ) /F1 (Counter +1) <0 IHEN
Hoi d 1 mllol d t • I
Cr onspoi nl (lloldi )'FO(Counl er )

END IF
NEX I Countm-i
Mi.'MINICr onopo I lit (•) )
Rum: (Count i« > • Mi
Xc"(-Ve-Mc>

(KO/K1-K1/KO)

3770
32H0
3270
3300
3310
3320
3330
3340
3350
3560
3370
3300
3370
tlur

3400
3410
3420
34 JO
3440
3430
3 4 AO
34 70
34 OO
347U
r.Doo
3510
3320

v(I) ,Dl f f s(1>,Width(I)

IHEN 3570

PRINI
NEX I :
PR INI
PR IN I
PRINI
IF Pd'
Pd** 1
PRIN1F.R IS 701

GRAPHICS OrF
GOMl 3220
PR1NIER IS I
IF Rw-1 IHEN 3560
PRINT "Do you want
irw wi*l I wt ill li"
ON KEY 5 l.AIIEL "
tlN KEY 9 L.ADFI. "
ON KEY 6 I..ADEI. "
DM i:EY 7 I.ADFI "
ON FEY B I.ABEL. "
GOTO 3450
ON KEY D I AF'FI. "
ON I EY 7 I.APFI. " r
ON I'.EY A t.ADEI "
ON KEY 7 I.APFI. "
ON KEY 0 LABEL "
Gnro 3510
GOTO IO

the run repeated with a tiindinq 1

Yt.B " GHIO 3530
Nl) " (HMO 34AO

" RHII1 34 20
" HUM) 34 JO
" ROII) 3440

RUN " OHIO 3570
INI Mil " OHIO 3 7O0

" HO III 348' 1
" 8(1 I'M 3470
" BOM) 3500

rqy call ul«l ed




